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1ABSTRACT -
Attempts are made at a correlation of Australian 
Permian rocks and at an analysis of the zoogeographic affinitie 
of Australian Permian articulate brachiopod faunas. In 
order to do this the world-wide geographic distribution 
of articulate brachiopods was examined for five widely 
correlated intervals of the Permian System. Faunal lists at 
generic and family levels were compiled for all well studied 
Permian brachiopod faunas. The degree of similarity between 
assemblages in each of the above five intervals was 
assessed by means of Simpson’s similarity coefficient, and 
clustering and principal component analysis techniques based 
on this parameter.
Four faunal provinces were recognised: Laurasian 
Province (Sakmarian), Tethyan Province (Artinskian to 
Tatarian), Boreal Province (Artinskian to Tatarian) and 
Antiboreal Province (Sakmarian to Kazanian). Faunal affinity 
and faunal diversity data in conjunction with palaeomagnetic 
results are used as a basis for global palaeogeographic 
re constructions.
Both faunal affinity and faunal diversity data 
provide strong support for a high latitude position of 
Australia in the Permian. This assessment is contrary to 
claims that the composition of Australian Permian invertebrate 
faunas is consistent with a present Earth Permian 
palaeogeographic model.
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4INTRODUCTION
Recent palaeozoogeographic studies have indicated 
that it may be possible to derive reliable world 
palaeogeographic maps for the Phanerozoic periods based on 
a synthesis of palaeontological, geophysical and geotectonic 
data. Such a synthesis is attempted here using data provided 
by the distribution of Permian articulate brachiopods.
Studies of this type for the Permian are particularly important 
as they will result in palaeogeographic maps which can be 
used as reference points in the study of more complex 
situations earlier in the Palaeozoic.
Examination of the distribution of contemporary 
marine benthos has demonstrated a close latitudinal control 
over the range of many invertebrate taxa (Fischer, 196O;
Stehli et al., 1967)« This control reflects the profound
influence of climate over the distribution of marine life.
While climatic barriers are the most significant in 
defining faunal provinces in modern seas, important 
provincial barriers in the distribution of shallow water 
marine benthos are formed by topographic features such as 
broad ocean basins and continental land masses (Ekman, 1953).
The major influences responsible for the formation 
of palaeozoogeographic provinces can be expected to have 
been firstly that of temperature, to a large extent reflected 
by latitude, and secondly, the location of land and deep 
ocean barriers to the migration of shallow water benthonic
5invertebrates. I f  fossil faunal provinces can be identified, 
attempts can be made to reconstruct the palaeogeographic 
regimes responsible for their evolution.
In this study an attempt is made to identify the 
major biogeographic units or provinces in the distribution 
of Permian brachiopods. Permian geographies are reconstructed 
in which the spatial relationships between these provinces and 
the stations within them are analogous to those between 
coprovincial stations in contemporary marine faunal provinces. 
Faunal similarity is in the f i r s t  instance interpreted 
as evidence that faunal stations were located at similar 
latitudes and were not separated by effective topographic 
barriers to migration. Low similarity is thought to indicate 
one of two alternative situations. Either faunal sampling 
stations lay at similar latitudes and were separated by a 
topographic barrier to migration or they were interconnected 
by shallow shelf seas but lay at markedly different 
latitudes•
Although. Permian biogeographic analysis is unlikely 
to offer unique solutions to palaeogeographic problems 
because of ambiguities in interpretation i t  can provide 
constraints to be satisfied by solutions derived from 
geophysical and geological data. As the method of zoogeographic 
analysis used here is sensitive to longitudinal separation 
of ancient continental blocks, palaeomagnetic data and 
zoogeographic analysis may be combined to obtain more 
accurate reconstructions of palaeogeography. Palaeomagnetic 
data allow determination of latitude but not palaeolongitude.
6Faunal province data enable a semi-quantitative estimate 
of longitudinal separation of fossil faunas. Similarly 
palaeomagnetic data are of assistance in clarifying low 
faunal affinity measures between faunal sampling stations. 
Spatial separation may be invoked where dissimilar faunas 
lay at similar palaeomagnetically determined latitudes.
Faunal dissimilarity between stations at different 
palaeolatitudes can be largely attributed to climatic 
differences, perhaps in addition to topographic barriers.
The need to consider geotectonic data in any 
effective palaeozoogeographic analysis arises from the 
direct relationship that exists between plate tectonic 
processes and the evolution of faunal provinces. This 
relationship is evident from the pattern of provincialism 
in the distribution of contemporary benthonic invertebrates 
(Valentine, 1973)» Consistency with reliable geotectonic data 
can provide a valuable test of the reliability of 
palaeogeographic reconstructions derived from faunal 
analysis. In many cases faunal studies have suggested 
major continental plate collisions and separations in the 
absence of supporting geotectonic data. In this respect it 
should be mentioned that the major features of post- 
Phanerozoic continental movement had been adduced from 
palaeontological data long before a geotectonic explanation 
in terms of plate tectonic theory was available.
Of all Permian benthonic marine invertebrates 
the articulate brachiopods appear best suited to the study
7oT palaeogeographic implications of Permian biogeography.
As Permian brachiopods were part of the shallow water 
benthonic fauna their distribution should reflect the 
geographic and climatic factors which can be seen to control 
the distribution of shallow water shelf benthos, including 
brachiopods, in modern seas.
Unlike Permian corals and fusulinids, Permian 
brachiopods were distributed over a broad latitudinal 
range. Brachiopods are known from both marine glacial and 
probable palaeoequatorial reef deposits of Permian age.
From their occurence with high diversity assemblages often 
associated with carbonate reef lithologies and absence from 
other Permian faunas, particularly assemblages from marine 
glacial deposits, Permian corals and fusulinids appear to 
have been confined to tropical latitudes. For this reason 
neither group is likely to give any information concerning 
the position of Permian continents at high and middle 
latitudes.
As a group well represented in contemporary shallow 
water faunas and widely distributed in the Permian the 
Pelecypoda are potentially useful in palaeozoogeographic 
studies. Unfortunately poor preservation and inadequate 
study prevent the immediate application of pelecypod 
distribution data to Permian palaeogeographic analysis.
The only previous comprehensive zoogeographic 
study of Permian faunas at the generic level has been that 
of Ross (1967) based on fusulinids. In this study it was 
not made clear whether provinces had been delineated on the
8basis of the distribution of all, or a selection of the 
genera present in sampled faunas. Biogeographic data derived 
by Ross were not used to support or refute existing models 
of the distribution of Permian continents. Their usefulness 
for this purpose would be limited in any case by the 
restricted distribution of Permian fusulinids. A similar 
approach was followed by Boucot e_fc al (1969) in examining 
provincialism in the distribution of Lower Devonian brachiopods. 
They established faunal provinces according to the 
distribution of several intuitively selected genera. No 
consideration was given to reconstruction of Lower Devonian 
geography. In fact these authors regarded the distribution 
of Lower Devonian brachiopods as consistent with the present 
distribution of continents and oceans.
Recent palaeobiogeographic studies have tended 
to rely on some form of numerical analysis of faunal data.
This approach does not necessarily lead to objectively 
derived faunal provinces as interpretation is still involved 
in compiling faunal occurence lists and in assessing the 
meaning of numerical results. It does offer the advantages 
of assessing faunal similarity on a specifiable and consistent 
basis and being able to cope with large amounts of faunal 
dat a.
Stehli (l97l) and Waterhouse and Bonham-Carter (1975) 
have employed similarity coefficients combined with Q-mode 
clustering techniques to analyse the distribution of Permian 
brachiopod families. Stehli obtained results which he believed
9were consistent with a present earth configuration of 
Permian continents. Waterhouse and Bonham-Carter identified 
three clusters of brachiopod faunas which they attributed 
to latitudinal segregation of brachiopod families. These 
data imposed zoogeographic restraints on possible 
palaeogeographic reconstructions which prompted Waterhouse 
and Bonham-Carter to suggest modifications to the Permian 
palaeogeographic model of Dietz and Holden (1970)*
In this study an attempt is made to assess 
objectively the similarity of approximately contemporaneous 
faunas from a number of widely spread Permian marine deposits. 
On the basis of faunal affinity indices provinces are 
defined for five Permian time intervals. Palaeogeographic 
reconstructions are attempted using faunal province, 
palaeomagnetic and geological data. Particular emphasis 
is placed on discussion of the affinities of Australian 
Permian faunas. This is considered desirable in view of the 
author's access to collections of Australian Permian 
brachiopods. It is also necessary because of neglect and 
misrepresentation of the affinities of Australian Permian 
faunas by palaeontologists working in the northern 
hemisphere.
10
PERMIAN CORRELATION
Choice of a reference section for the northern hemisphere
Any palaeozoogeographic study attempting to 
recognise faunal provinces analogous to those observed in 
the distribution of modern invertebrates must examine faunal 
distribution within the shortest intervals of time possible. 
In this way the blurring effects caused by overprinting of 
successive provincial regimes may be avoided. Some previous 
studies have considered this but others have not, producing 
predictably ambiguous results. Stehli ( l 9 7 l )  compared faunas 
with ages ranging throughout the Permian, a period of 
approximately 55 million years (Ross, 1970)« Jell ( l 9 7 ^ )  
used intervals of approximately 10 million years. The five­
fold subdivision of the Permian followed here results in 
units of similar duration. As the Permian is thought to 
have been a period of strong climatic fluctuations it is 
likely that faunal provincial boundaries were short lived. 
Accordingly the finer the time divisions used in Permian zoo­
geographic studies the clearer results are likely to be. 
Selection of a more finely divided subdivision is inhibited 
by a scarcity of adequately described faunas of some ages 
and the considerable margin of error likely to be involved 
in some Permian correlations.
The correlations of significant Permian sequences 
from the northern hemisphere presented in this study are 
generally similar to those of several other authors, notably 
Waterhouse (1971a)« The scheme of subdivision used follows
that devised from the sequences of the Urals and the 
Russian Platform. Although there are substantial difficulties 
involved in applying this scheme to a number of Permian 
sequences no satisfactory alternative is available at present#
Despite these problems most fossiliferous Permian 
can be correlated with the Russian sequences with precision 
adequate for this study, even if only indirectly. The main 
considerations in selecting a Permian subdivision on which 
to base this study were precision and ease of correlation.
Units were required which were of short enough duration to 
minimise the effects of faunal evolution yet long enough to 
permit reliable correlation of ail Permian sequences#
Several schemes of Permian subdivision have been 
proposed in addition to that derived from the type Permian 
of the Urals and the Russian Platform. Ruzhentsev and 
Sarycheva (1965) proposed a standard world scale of Permian 
stages based on the sections of the Urals, Texas and trans- 
Caucasia. They accepted the Sakmarian and Artinskian Stages 
but suggested that the Upper Permian be divided into two 
stages, the Guadalupian and the Dzhulfian. This scheme is 
not followed here as it appears to be based on a miscorrelation 
of the Armenian and Texas sequences.
The Gnishik and Khachik horizons of trans-Caucasia 
are correlated with the Guadalupian by Ruzhentsev and 
Sarycheva. Although direct correlation is impossible, a 
post-Guadalupian age seems more feasible for the Khachik
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horizon. Gnishik brachiopods permit correlation with the 
Kalabargh Member of the Vargal Formation, Salt Range 
(v/aterhouse, 1972). Two lines of evidence suggest a Capitan 
age for the Kalabargh Member. This unit can be correlated 
by i t s  brachiopod fauna with both the Basleo Beds of Timor 
and Sisophon C of Cambodia (Waterhouse, 1972)# The Basleo 
Beds may be correlated directly with the Capitan Limestone 
as these units contain the earliest known species of 
Timorites. Sisophon C contains a probable Kuinan Stage 
fusulinid assemblage ( ishii  _e_t al. , 19^9) • The joint
occurence of Upper Akasakan fusulinids and Wordian ammonoids 
in British Columbia (Ross & Nassichuk, 1970) suggests that 
the Kurnan Stage of Japan and Sisophon C can be correlated 
with the Capitan Limestone. These correlations indicate 
that the Khachik horizon of trans-Caucasia is post- 
Guadalupian. There is also evidence that the base of the 
Triassic has been miscorrelated in the Dzhulfa section with 
the Dzhulfian Stage being followed by younger Permian beds 
which were correlated with the Triassic by Ruzhentsev and 
Sarycheva. In the absence of a typical basal Triassic 
ammonoid fauna, Tozer (l9^9) regarded the Claraia beds as 
the oldest Triassic in the sequence at Dzhulfa and claimed 
that the underlying Induan ammonoids are Permian ammonoids 
which have been misidentified with Triassic genera.
On the basis of a detailed study of ammonoids and conodonts 
Teichert et _al. (1973) have concluded that Induan horizons 
1-4 of Ruzhentsev and Sarycheva (19 6 5) are equivalent to 
latest Permian beds of the Ali Bashi Formation in northwestern
Iran. I t  seems that the Upper Permian subdivision proposed by
1 3
Ruzhentsev and Sarycheva is incomplete* The Guadalupian and 
Dzhulfian Stages arc separated by an interval corresponding 
with the Khachik horizon and the Dzhulfian Stage is overlain 
by uppermost Permian beds within the Xnduan Stage.
Although lacking uppermost Permian several sequences 
have been described from central Asia which may provide a 
Permian standard section that could be more widely correlated 
than that of the Urals and Russian Platform. A fourfold sub­
division of the Permian deposits of Darvaz has been 
established (Miklukho-Maklai, 1 9 6 3 ) which can be correlated
throughout Asia by i t s  fusulinids (Likharev & Miklukho- 
Maklai, 19^4). This sequence can be correlated with the 
Permian of the Pamirs (Leven, 19^7) which also contains 
ammonoids and brachiopods of potential use in wider ranging 
correlation than is possible with fusulinids. Ross ( 1 9 6 7 ) 
prefers the Asian subdivision in a study of fusulinid zoo­
geography. However, i t  is d iff icu lt  to correlate the Asian 
stages with the cool water brachiopod faunas of Australian 
and Arctic Permian sequences.
The subdivision of the New Zealand Permian based 
largely on brachiopod faunas is not regarded as a sa t is ­
factory basis for a series of stages as suggested by 
Waterhouse ( l 9 & 5 )» The inadequacies of this proposed standard 
subdivision have been discussed by Runnegar and 
Armstrong (19^9)» Cooper and Grant (1971) and Furnish et a l .
( 1 9 7 6 ) .
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Sakmarian S t age
The definition of this stage given by Ruzhentsev 
(1952), which includes the Asselian, is followed here. 
Correlative deposits can be recognised by their fusulinid and 
aminonoid faunas. These include the Maping Limestone of 
southern China, the Nura Nura Member of the Poole Sandstone 
in the Canning Basin, the Permian of the Glass Mountains 
beneath the Skinner Ranch Formation and the Permian of 
northeast Siberia below the Munugudjak horizon.
Brachiopods have been used to correlate Early 
Permian deposits, although their usefulness is limited by 
the small number of genera restricted to this stage. These 
correlations are based largely on generic assemblages such 
as the Orthotichia-Septospirifer assemblages of the northern 
hemisphere and the widespread Juresania-Reticulatia assemblages 
of Asia.
The ranges of many Permian brachiopod genera differ 
considerably between faunal provinces, making correlation 
across provincial boundaries controversial. The existence 
of ecological groupings within geographic faunal provinces 
adds to this problem. These difficulties are most acute 
when correlating units containing brachiopods but lacking 
ammonoids or fusulinids, such as the Coyote Butte Formation 
of Oregon. This formation is correlated with the lower beds 
of the Word, now the Road Canyon Formation, by some American 
stratigraphers (Cooper, 1957; Cooper & Grant, 1972) from the 
occurence of several similar species and the ranges of certain
15
genera described from Oregon in the Glass Mountains. The 
discovery of brachiopod faunas similar to the Coyote Butte 
fauna in the Sakmarian of Thailand (Yanagida, 1966) and 
the Canadian Arctic (Waterhouse, 1971a) now suggests a 
much younger age for the Coyote Butte Formation.
Artinskian Stage
The Artinskian can be widely correlated using 
ammonoids and fusulinids as both groups achieve their 
broadest distribution in the Permian during the Sakmarian 
and Artinskian. Attenuate11a was once thought to be no older 
than the Artinskian (Waterhouse, 19^9) but has recently 
been recorded from the Sakmarian of the Yukon (Waterhouse, 
1971a). Significant correlates of the Artinskian include 
the Tiverton and Gebbie Subgroups of the Bowen Basin, the 
Skinner Ranch and Cathedral Mountain Formations of Texas, 
the Nabeyaman Stage of Japan and probably all but the upper­
most beds of the Amb Formation, Salt Range. Artinskian 
brachiopod faunas have yet to be described from southeast 
Asia.
Kungurian and Ufimian Stages
Some workers regard the Baigendzhinian Substage of 
the Artinskian as being uppermost Lower Permian (Glenister 
& Furnish, 1961) although the prevailing view amongst 
stratigraphers at present favours the existence of beds 
older than the Kazanian of the Russian Platform but younger 
than the Baigendzhinian of the pre-Urals (Ustritsky, 1971» 
Waterhouse, 1971a). As the Kungurian Stage of the pre-Urals
16
and the Ufimian of the Russian Platform contain few marine 
fossils it is difficult to determine their relative ages.
Most correlations place the Kungurian beneath and partly 
equivalent to the Ufimian. Although their meagre faunas 
make the Kungurian and Ufimian beds a poor basis for the 
definition of a stage they can be indirectly correlated with 
many Permian sequences. These correlations are based on the 
occurence of a distinctive ammonoid fauna in rocks overlying 
the Baigendzhinian of eastern Siberia (Waterhouse, 1971a) 
yet underlying Kazanian brachiopod faunas in several Arctic 
sequences. Ammonoid faunas of this age occur in the 
Assistance Formation of Devon Island, the Meade Peak Member 
of the Phosphoria Rock Complex, Idaho, the Road Canyon 
Formation of Texas, the Coolkilya Greywacke of the 
Carnarvon Basin in Western Australia and the Djigdalin 
horizon of northeast Siberia,.' Arctic brachiopod faunas 
of this age include several genera which may be useful for 
correlation. These include Thuleproductus which first 
appears in beds of Assistance Formation age and ranges into 
the Kazanian of Svalbard. Timaniella is thus far only known 
from beds which have been independently correlated with 
the Kungurian/Ufimian interval in eastern Siberia, Timan 
and Devon Island.
Correlation of the Kungurian/Ufimian with Asian 
Permian deposits is difficult in the absence of the charac­
teristic ammonoid and fusulinid faunas of the Arctic Permian. 
The Atlin Horst fauna (Ross & Nassichuk, 1970) is consistent 
with Road Canyon-Lower Akasakan equivalence as proposed by
17
Waterhouse ( 1 9^9 » Table l). Correlation throughout the rest 
of Asia can then be based on the Japanese fusulinid zonation. 
Use of the term 'Roadian' as a stage based on the Road 
Canyon Formation (Furnish, 1966) may be justified in view of 
the relative ease of correlation of this unit.
Kazanian Stage
Marine faunas in the Russian Platform Kazanian are 
restricted to the lower part of the stage and are dominated 
by a low diversity brachiopod assemblage. These brachiopods 
permit correlation of the Kazanian throughout the Arctic 
and, indirectly, with most important Permian sequences. 
Licharewia and Cancrinelloides are characteristic of this 
assemblage which has been recorded from the Omolon horizon 
of eastern Siberia, the Cancrinelloides Zone of Yukon 
Territory, the Brachiopod Chert of Svalbard, and the lower 
Baikursk horizon of Taimyr. A likely occurence of 
Cancrinelloides has been recorded from the Flat Top 
Formation of the Bowen Basin by Dear (1969) who referred i t  
to Filiconcha, a new genus.
The Kazanian has been regarded as approximately 
equivalent to the Word Formation although with l i t t l e  
supporting evidence. The equivalence of the Assistance 
Formation and i ts  Yukon correlate with the Road Canyon 
Formation suggests that the overlying beds, correlative 
with the Cancrinelloides Zone of the Yukon, can be equated 
with the Word Formation sensu Cooper & Grant (1966). In
this way the lower beds of the Russian Platform Kazanian can
18
bo correlated with at least the lower units of the Word 
Formation.
There are no reliable means of correlating the 
contact between the Kazanian and Tatarian Stages with marine 
sequences elsewhere. In view of the approximate equivalence 
of the Word Formation and the Kazanian, the Word - Capitan 
contact is regarded as an adequate approximation of the base 
of the Tatarian for the purposes of this study.
Kazanian equivalents in Asia include the Upper 
Akasakan Stage of Japan, which has been correlated with the 
Word Formation (Ross & Nassichuk, 1970)> the lower part of 
the Wargal Formation and Sisophon Zones A and B. Zechstein 
deposits of western Europe and the Foldvik Creek Formation 
of eastern Greenland, which has a similar brachiopod fauna 
(Dunbar, 1955)» have been correlated with the Kazanian.
Tatarian Stage
The Tatarian is used rather loosely here to include 
any Permian younger than the Kazanian. The oldest beds in 
this interval include the Capitan Limestone Formation, the 
Kuman Stage, Sisophon Zone C, the Kalabargh Member of the 
Wargal Formation, the Basleo beds and possibly the upper 
Baikurskian of Taimyr. The youngest Permian beds known are 
probably those containing the cyclolobid Changhsingoceras 
in southern China (Chao, 1 9 6 5 ) and the Paratirolites Zone of 
Dzhulfa (Tozer, 19^9)* Waterhouse (1972) suggests that the 
Makarewan ’Stage’ of New Zealand may be of uppermost Permian 
age. The validity of the succession of stages defined by
Waterhouse is now open to serious doubt following
19
re-exaniination of important amnionoid evidence (Furnish e_t a l . , 
1976) which indicates that beds assigned by Waterhouse to 
the Middle Permian are actually of Triassic age.
Differences between assessments of the relative ages 
of uppermost Permian faunas have made i t  d iff icult  to develop 
a unified scale of Upper Permian stages* I t  is probable that 
the Salt Range sequence is incomplete with a hiatus above and 
below the Kathwai Member (Grant, 1970)* The trans-Caucasian 
sequence may be complete although there is considerable 
disagreement as to whether the ammonoid-brachiopod faunas 
low in the Induan Stage are Permian or Triassic. Taraz (1973) 
regards beds at Abadeh, Central Iran, as deposits corres­
ponding to a hiatus in the Dzhulfian Stage at Dzhulfa 
although palaeontological data is s t i l l  equivocal. I t  is 
likely that all presently known uppermost Permian marine 
sequences are incomplete and possible that an adequate 
Upper Permian stratotype may never be found. This possibility 
has led some workers (Tozer, 1969) to continue to refer 
to the Tatarian Stage in much the same way as i t  is used 
here. The upper limit of this stage can be arbi trarily  
taken as the base of the basal Triassic Otoceras woodward! 
Zone. I t  seems unlikely that the extent of the Tatarian 
Stage in the Russian Platform sequence relative to the base 
of the Triassic will ever be known.
Correlation of the Permian of the southern hemisphere
Correlation of the Australian Permian is given far 
closer attention herein than correlation of the Permian 
deposits of the northern hemisphere. This greater detail
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is warranted because of the importance of the Australian 
Permian as a standard sequence through which many of the 
provincial brachiopod faunas of Gondwanaland may be 
correlated with the Permian faunas of the northern hemisphere.
Eastern Australia
Correlation of the Permian sequences of eastern 
Australia has largely been based on the brachiopod-bivalve 
assemblages recognised by Dickins (196M  in the northern 
Bowen Basin. Application of this scheme has been complicated 
by the effects of provincialism and ecological factors. An 
alternative interpretation based mainly on brachiopods is 
presented here. It is similar to that proposed by Dear (l972).
The oldest Permian faunas in the Bowen Basin occur 
in the Lizzie Creek Volcanics of the northern Bowen Basin. 
These and equivalent faunas from the lower part of the Cattle 
Creek Formation and the Stanleigh Formation of the south­
western Bowen Basin consist largely of genera and species 
found in type Fauna II of the Homevale beds. Differences 
between it and the Homevale fauna include the presence of 
Aulosteges, Tomiopsis plana and T .strelzeckii, none of which 
are known from younger beds. This fauna was the basis of 
Dickins’ Fauna I, now discarded because of the difficulty in 
distinguishing some Fauna I assemblages from those of Fauna 
II. Possible correlates of the Lizzie Creek fauna include 
the Burnett Formation of the Yarrol Basin and the Rammutt
Formation of the Maryborough Basin.
21
Typical Fauna II of the Homevale beds oF the Tiverton 
Subgroup contains many characteristic species which occur 
throughout the eastern Australian Permian. Fauna II is also 
known from the Sirius Formation of the Dennison Trough and 
the Camboon Andesite and Duffel Formation of the south­
eastern Bowen Basin. The brachiopod fauna of the Camboon 
Andesite is more like that of typical Fauna II than early 
Fauna II of the Lizzie Creek Volcanics with which it was 
equated by Dear ( 1 97 2 ) .  Although correlation within Fauna 
II is difficult it is likely that the Sirius Formation and 
the upper part of the Cattle Creek Formation are younger 
than the Homevale beds. These formations contain possible 
Fauna IV elements which have not been recorded at Homevale 
(Dear, 1972) .
Perhaps the greatest area of divergence between 
proposed correlations of units within the Bowen Basin concerns 
the validity and distribution of Dickins’ Fauna III which 
was defined from small faunas in the Gebbie Subgroup of the 
northern Bowen Basin. Although representing a distinct 
phase in the evolution of the northern Bowen Basin faunas 
Fauna III is difficult to correlate with the southern 
sequences and with sequences outside the basin. Dickins 
( 1964)  and Runnegar ( 19 69 a 5 table 2) equate Fauna III with 
the Ingelara Formation and the Catherine Sandstone. The 
brachiopod faunas indicate that this correlation is untenable. 
Of the seven brachiopod species recorded from the Gebbie 
Subgroup (Fauna III) there are none in common with the 
Ingelara Formation fauna of nineteen species or that of the
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Catherine Sandstone of seven species. These faunas have 
strong affinities with Fauna IV of the northern Bowen Basin. 
Species including Wyndhamia ovalis, Tomiopsis mantuanensis 
and Terrakea solida, restricted to Fauna IV in the northern 
Bowen Basin, have been recorded from both the Ingelara 
Formation and the Catherine Sandstone. Accordingly these 
units are correlated with Fauna IV. Independent evidence 
supporting this correlation is provided by the similarity 
between the Catherine Sandstone and Ingelara Formation 
brachiopods and those found in Fauna IV of the southeastern 
Bowen Basin. Species in common include Maorielasma callosum, 
Terrakea solida, Notospirifer minutus, Tomiopsis mantuanensis 
and T.ingelarensis.
The Frietag Formation and the Aldebaran Sandstone 
faunas are poorly known because of their sparsity and the 
predominantly subsurface occurrence and confused definition 
of these units. The main factor considered in their corre­
lation was consistency with the correlations proposed for 
the overlying and underlying units which are more fossili- 
ferous. Dickins (l970) proposed correlation of the 
Aldebaran Sandstone (apparently including the Frietag 
Formation as an upper member) with the lower beds containing 
Fauna III. Runnegar (1969a) indicates two alternative 
situations. In one the Frietag Formation is correlated with 
Fauna III and the Aldebaran Sandstone with an ,Ulladulla, 
faunal stage between Faunas II and III (Runnegar, 1969a, 
table 2). The other correlation equates the Aldebaran 
Sandstone with Fauna II and the Frietag Formation with
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Fauna III (table l). Dear (1972, table l) correlates the 
Frietag Formation and the upper part of the Aldebaran 
Sandstone with Fauna III« This correlation is in closest 
agreement with available faunal data. Low in the Aldebaran 
Sandstone (5064-3098 feet in Planet Warinilla North No 1 
well) Dear records Tomiopsis undulosa which is also known 
from fauna IIIc (Dickins, 1964). Assemblages higher in the 
Aldebaran Sandstone contain ¥vndhamia ingelarenis (Dear,
1972). F.parkesi occurs in Fauna IV of the northern Bowen 
Basin while ¥.ingelarensis ranges from the upper part of the 
Aldebaran Sandstone to the Ingelara Formation of Fauna IV 
age in the Denison Trough. It is likely, therefore, that 
the boundary between Fauna III and Fauna IV in the south­
west Bowen Basin can be correlated with the beds between the 
upper and lower faunas of the Aldebaran Sandstone.
Fauna IV elements predominate in the Frietag Formation 
These include Wyndhamia ovalis, ¥ «ingelarensis and Terrakea 
solida. ¥.ovalis and T .solida are restricted to Fauna IV in 
the northern Bowen Basin and occur no earlier than this 
elsewhere. The first appearance of ¥.ingelarensis is in 
beds near the top of the underlying Aldebaran Sandstone.
Previous correlations of the Frietag Formation or the 
•transition member’ of the Aldebaran Sandstone (Mollan et 
al., 1969)> apart from that of Dear (1972), have equated it
with the Gebbie Subgroup of the northern Bowen Basin.
The sequences of the southeast Bowen Basin and the 
Maryborough Basin contain no Fauna III species. In the
southeastern sequences a distinct Fauna II assemblage is 
separated from a distinct Fauna IV assemblage by a dis- 
conformity. In the Maryborough Basin the South Curra 
Limestone contains no diagnostic fossils at the levels which 
would probably be correlative with Fauna III#
Correlation within Fauna IV is difficult as there 
are few significant faunal changes within this interval.
Dear (1972) proposes a four-fold subdivision characterised 
by the faunas of the basal Blenheim Subgroup, the Big 
Strophalosia Zone, the Streptorhynchus pelicanensis bed and 
Tomiopsis havilensis beds near the top of the Blenheim 
Subgroup. These units are generally only of use when 
correlating within the Bowen Basin.
The faunal stages of the Bowen Basin can be 
recognised in the Sydney Basin, however provincialism and 
lower faunal diversity make them less apparent. As in the 
Bowen Basin Permian Fauna III has been frequently miscorrelated 
with early Fauna IV# Dear (1972) recognised this problem in 
correlations of the Queensland Permian with which he was 
familiar but in correlation of the Sydney Basin sequences 
follows the scheme of Dickins (1970, fig. 2). This is diffi­
cult to understand in view of the widely divergent opinions 
held by these workers on correlation of the Bowen Basin 
sections.
The Sydney Basin Permian from the base of the 
Allandale Formation to the top of the Farley Formation can
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be confidently correlated with Fauna IX* The brachiopods 
of the Allandale Formation are comparable with those of 
early Fauna II from the Lizzie Creek Volcanics. Dickins 
(1970) suggests a similar correlation but equates the Farley 
Formation with the Stanleigh Formation. This leads to the 
Elderslie Formation being correlated with the late Fauna II 
Sirius Formation in the Bowen Basin. The Elderslie fauna 
is sparse and its affinities with the Bowen Basin faunas 
difficult to assess. As collected from a locality near 
Redhouse Creek (Dickins 1968) this fauna includes the 
following brachiopods: Terrakea sp.
Wyndhamia valida 
Notospirifer cf extensus 
Tomiopsis spp*
Campbell (l9^3* table 1) records Fletcherithyris parkesi 
and F * amygdala from the Elderslie Formation. Of these species 
W * valida is close to W* brittoni from the Homevale beds 
while F* amygdala and F* parke si are not known below Fauna IV 
in Queensland. No tospirifer extensus is known from Fauna II 
and Fauna III in the Bowen Basin.
Dear (1972) correlates the Fenestella Shales and the 
Elderslie Formation with Fauna II. This is unacceptable in 
view of the closer similarity between the brachiopod fauna 
of the Fenestella Shales and Fauna IV. Tomiopsis 
ingelarensis, T ,angulata, Fletcherithyris amygdala and 
F. parkesi from the Fenestella Shales are restricted to Fauna 
IV in the Bowen Basin while Mure11a duodecemcostata is the
only Fenestella Shale species confined to Fauna III in
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Queensland (Armstrong,1969)« Notospirifer hillae and 
Megousia solita are the only Fauna XX elements in the 
Penes tell, a Shales* Because of these similarities the 
Fenestella Shales are correlated with basal Fauna IV of the 
northern Bowen Basin. The correlations of the units above 
and below the Fene stella Shales that this implies are con­
sistent with the evidence resulting from studies of ammonoids 
and microfloras.
In eastern Australia the distinctive Dulhuntyspora 
microflora first appears in the Frietag and Muree Formations 
suggesting that these units are correlative. Evans (1967) 
postulated the existence of a hiatus between the Belford 
Formation and the Muree Formation to explain the apparent 
inconsistency of microfloral equivalence of the Muree 
Formation, assigned to Fauna IV, and the Frietag Formation, 
then assigned to Fauna III. The probability that the Frietag 
Formation belongs to Fauna IV (Dear, 1972) now removes the 
need to invoke such a hiatus. Microfloral evidence is 
consistent with the correlation scheme of Runnegar (1969a, 
table 1) but at variance with those of Dickins (1970? fig« 2) 
and Runnegar (1969a, table 2) in which the Muree Formation 
is correlated with beds younger than the Frietag Formation.
Stratigraphic information provided by the ammonoid 
occurrences in the eastern Australian Permian is consistent 
with the correlations of the Sydney Basin Permian favoured 
here. Armstrong et al. (1967) regard the Axtastinian -
Baigendzhinian boundary as indicated by the replacement of
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Uraloccras by Noocrimitcs to be at or near the top of the 
Tiverton Subgroup. The correlative horizon in the Hunter 
Valley would lie somewhere between the Farley Formation beds 
containing Uraloceras and the occurrences of Neocrimites 
meridionalis in the Elderslie Formation. Dear (1972) appa­
rently does not consider this data and correlates the beds 
near the top of the Tiverton Subgroup with the lower part 
of the Belford Formation.
Attempts have been made to rationalise some of the 
anomalous associations of brachiopods in the Ulladulla 
Mudstone and the Fenestella Shales by referring them to a 
provincial Ulladulla fauna containing species not known to 
occur together in the Bowen Basin. This fauna has been 
correlated with Fauna II (Dear, 1972) and Fauna III 
(Runnegar, 1969a, table 1). It is here regarded as a pro­
vincial fauna correlative with the lower part of Fauna IV 
marked by the survival of a handful of species normally 
found in Fauna II but with a predominance of Fauna IV 
species•
Although it is difficult to correlate units within 
Fauna IV it is likely that the Muree Formation is equivalent 
to the lower part of the Blenheim Subgroup including the 
Strophalosia clarkei Zone. The Mulbring Formation can be 
equated with the upper part of the Blenheim Subgroup including
the Havilah fauna
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A sequence of faunas similar to that found in the 
Bowen Basin and Sydney Basin Permian occurs in Tasmania.
Fauna XX is found in the Golden Valley Group and the 
Cascades Group. The Golden Valley fauna is similar to those 
of early Fauna II age in the Allandale Formation of the 
Hunter Valley sequence. Fauna II species predominate in the 
Berriedale Limestone of the Cascades Group where a Homevale 
fauna occurs. The overlying Grange Mudstone contains mainly 
Fauna II species but less of the diagnostic Homevale species 
such as Taeniothaerus subquadratus, Cancrinella farleyensis 
and Subansiria granulata. Subansiria nobilis, also known 
from beds of early Fauna IV age in the Bowen Basin, has been 
recorded from this unit (Armstrong, 1970)» The Grange 
Mudstone is here correlated with beds in the Bowen Basin 
containing Fauna III.
The most marked faunal change in the Tasmanian Permian 
sequence occurs at the base of the Malbina Formation. The 
new species are characteristic Fauna IV species including 
Tomiopsis ingelarensis and Sulciplica transversa not known 
from beds older than Fauna IV. The occurrence of these 
species suggests correlation with beds of early Fauna IV age 
such as the Ulladulla Mudstone and the Feneste1la Shales.
Clarke (l97l) proposed correlation of Malbina A with the 
Ulladulla Mudstone but miscorrelates both of these units 
with Fauna III of the Bowen Basin. Waterhouse (19^9» 
table l) also correlates Malbina A with the Ulladulla 
Mudstone but correlates both with the lower beds containing 
Fauna IV in Queensland. This correlation is accepted here.
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The fauna of Malbina E includes no species which 
would facilitate correlation within Fauna XV. It may be 
correlative with the upper part of the Blenheim Subgroup 
as it lies considerably higher in the sequence than a 
likely Fauna IV assemblage. There is no evidence to 
support the correlation with the supposedly Tatarian 
Waiittian ’Stage* proposed by Waterhouse (1969) although 
beds of this age could well occur in the upper parts of the 
Malbina Formation.
World correlation of the eastern Australian Permian
The eastern Australian Permian has been correlated 
with the Permian sequences of the world through the sections 
of the Russian Platform and the Ural Mountains (Dickins,
1970) and through the New Zealand sequences (Waterhouse,
1969)» These schemes are based on quite different corre­
lations between the eastern Australian Permian basins.
Ammonoids are restricted to the Lower Permian of 
eastern Australia where they facilitate correlation of the 
Aktastinian/Baigendzhinian boundary with beds of latest 
Fauna II age. Waterhouse (1969) dismisses this correlation, 
apparently because of doubts about the occurrence of 
Uraloceras in eastern Australia. This objection may be 
disregarded as Waterhouse offers no alternative identification 
despite the availability of illustrations of this material 
(Armstrong e_fc al•, 1967)* Both the correlation schemes of
Waterhouse (1969) and Dickins (1970) are consistent with the 
ammonoid occurrences recorded by Armstrong e_t al.
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The brachiopocl C an c r in e 11 o i de s , once thought to be 
exclusively boreal in distribution, has been recorded in 
Australia as Filiconcha Dear from the Flat Top Formation 
(Dear, 1969) and the South Curra Limestone of the Maryborough 
Basin (Runnegar & Ferguson, 1969)* Cancrinclloides is the 
key genus of the widely distributed Cancrinelloides Zone 
brachiopod assemblage of Kazanian age (Waterhouse, 1971a).
The presence of this genus in the Flat Top Formation is 
consistent with the assignment of the upper part of the 
Middle Bowen Beds to the Kazanian (Dickins, 1970)* The base 
of the Kazanian is here regarded as correlative with the 
base of the Flat Top Formation and its equivalents elsewhere 
in the Bowen Basin. This is in agreement with the correlation 
of the Kazanian with the Peawaddy Formation, and probably 
the Catherine Sandstone (this unit does not appear on 
correlation chart), by Waterhouse (1969)* Dickins correlates 
the Kazanian/pre-Kazanian boundary with the base of the 
Peawaddy Formation, which is close to the correlation 
accepted here, but miscorrelates this horizon with the other 
Bowen Basin sequences. Records of Licharewia, an important 
Cancrinelloides Zone genus, have been made from units here 
regarded as pre-Kazanian (Dickins in Olgers e_t _al. , i960).
Examination of this material has shown it to belong to 
Subansiria (or Pseudo syrinx), a genus recorded throughout 
the eastern Australian Permian (Armstrong, 1970).
Definite identification of the Kungurian/Ufimian 
interval is impossible at present in eastern Australia 
because of the absence of ammonoids above the Baigendzhinian.
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According to the delineation of the Artinskian and Kazanian 
Stages indicated here the Kungurian/Ufimian would roughly 
correspond to the interval from the upper part of the 
Aldebaran Sandstone to the Ingelara Formation in the 
Springsure section. This is in partial agreement with the 
correlation of the supposedly Ufimian lower part of the 
Braxtonian Stage of New Zealand with the Ingelara Formation 
(Waterhouse, 19^ 9» table l). Some supporting evidence is 
provided by the occurrence of Tomiopsis magna in basal 
Fauna IV beds of the Bowen and Sydney Basins and in the 
Ufimian Assistance Formation of Devon Island, Canadian Arctic 
Archipelago (Waterhouse, 1 9 7 1 b ) .
World Correlation of the Western Australian Permian
Correlation of the Permian of Western Australia 
is facil itated  by a more diverse and abundant ammonoid fauna 
than that of eastern Australia but correlation with eastern 
Australia is d iff icult  because of provincial differences 
between the faunas of these two areas. Correlation between 
the Permian sequences of Western Australia involve few 
diff icu lties .  The schemes proposed by Glenister & Furnish 
(l9bl),  Dickins (l970) and Playford & Cope (1971) are quite 
similar. Dickins1 scheme is thought to be the most accurate 
of these as i t  is  based on the most detailed faunal studies 
and is consistent with most subsequent results. There is 
some doubt as to the age and stratigraphic position of the 
Mingenew Formation of the Perth Basin. A lower Byro Group 
correlation is preferred here as proposed by Dickins (1970, 
fig. 2).
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In general Western Australian Permian faunas are not 
particularly similar to those of eastern Australia. Although 
most genera and families from eastern Australia are recorded 
in the faunas of Western Australia they occur with a number 
of taxa not known from eastern Australia. Correlations are 
usually based on similar species or involve indirect corre­
lation through overseas sequences.
The Carrandibby Formation and the equivalent Holmwood 
Shale of the Perth Basin can be confidently correlated with 
the Allandale Formation of the Hunter Valley on the basis of 
closely similar molluscan faunas (Runnegar, 1969a). Ammonoids 
from the Holmwood Shale are regarded by Glenister and 
Furnish (1961) as early Sakmarian forms, implying as Asselian 
age for the underlying units. Ammonoids from the Nura Nura 
Member of the Poole Sandstone are thought to be late 
Sakmarian by Glenister and Furnish. Therefore, the Nura Nura 
Member is a likely correlate of the lower beds containing 
Fauna IT in eastern Australia which underlie Aktastinian 
ammonoid faunas. Ammonoids are absent from the Poole 
Sandstone and the Wooramel Group but early Baigendzhinian 
species are known from the base of the Byro Group. This 
indicates an Aktastinian age for the Poole Sandstone and 
Wooramel Group consistent with the correlation of the 
brachiopod-bivalve faunas of these beds with late Fauna IT 
of Aktastinian age (Runnegar, 1969a).
Ammonoids from units within the Byro Group are all 
regarded as Baigendzhinian by Glenister and Furnish (1961 ) •
The only ammonoid known from the upper part of the Byro 
Group is Propinacoceras australe the occurrence of which
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Glenister and Furnish treat as evidence of a Baigendzhinian 
age from i ts  association with Pseudoschistoceras in the 
Bulgado Shale. Waterhouse (Waterhouse, 1971a, table 20) 
apparently disagrees correlating the younger beds of the 
Byro Group with the Ufimian. This correlation is untenable. 
Waterhouse states that in the Western Australian Permian, as 
in Siberia, characteristic Assistance Formation ammonoids 
such as Daubichites occur in a distinct fauna above 
Baigendzhinian faunas (Waterhouse, 1971a, p*l87)« Daubichites, 
identified as Pseudogastripeeras by Glenister and Furnish, 
occurs not in the upper beds of the Byro Group but in the 
overlying Coolkilya Greywacke (Nassichuk, . This
suggests correlation of at least the Coolkilya Greywacke 
with the Kungurian/Ufimian interval. Dickins (1970) suggests 
a similar correlation including the lower part of the 
Liveringa Formation, the Coolkilya Greywacke and the Baker 
Formation in the Kungurian. Glenister and Furnish (19 6 1, 
table l) imply a similar correlation as they correlate these 
units with Wordian beds now referred to the Ufimian Road 
Canyon Formation. Tentative correlations with eastern 
Australia have equated the Coolkilya Greywacke with units 
of early Fauna TV age such as the Catherine Sandstone 
(Runnegar, 1969a). This part of Fauna IV is here regarded 
as of Kungurian/Ufimian age.
Probable Kazanian and Fauna IV correlates in Western 
Australia are the sparsely fossiliferous Mungadan Sandstone 
and the Binthalya Formation of the Carnarvon Basin and the 
non-marine beds of the middle part of the Liveringa Formation
of the Canning Basin
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The age of the Hardman Member of the Liveringa 
Formation is largely conjectural in the absence of any short 
ranging cosmopolitan species. Thomas and Dickins (195M 
suggest correlation with the Chhidru Formation of Salt Range. 
In view of this correlation the Hardman Member and the 
correlative upper beds of the Port Keats Group are correlated 
with the Tatarian Stage.
Correlation of the New Zealand Permian
Through the work of Waterhouse on Permian faunas 
throughout the world the New Zealand Permian stages that he 
established (Waterhouse, 1967a) have been widely correlated. 
Doubts have been expressed as to the validity of these 
stages (Runnegar & Armstrong, 1969) and their usefulness in 
direct correlation with Permian sequences elsewhere in the 
world (Cooper & Grant, 1971)«
As has been emphasised by Runnegar and Armstrong the 
New Zealand Permian stages are defined in three separate 
sections and these are intercalated on the basis of rather 
unconvincing correlations with overseas sections. These 
correlations are based on broad similarities with overseas 
faunas or on comparisons of similar species. Not one example 
of specific identity is given. Contrary to the opinion of 
Cooper and Grant (1971 ) the New Zealand Permian does contain 
fusulinids (Homibrook, 1951 ) and ammonoids. However, the 
beds in which these fossils occur cannot all be confidently 
correlated with the sequences on which the New Zealand 
Permian stages are based. The notion that the New Zealand
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Permian ’type section* be considered as a standard section 
of the world Permian (Waterhouse, 1967a.) cannot be accepted 
in view of such difficulties. So many of the correlations 
of the New Zealand Permian stages are based on species from 
supposedly correlative units in Australia that the Australian 
Permian would seem more likely to provide a world standard 
succession despite its lack of uppermost Permian deposits.
The New Zealand Permian is difficult to correlate 
with eastern Australian deposits as assemblages in New 
Zealand often include species not known to occur together in 
Australia. Such differences in the composition of fossil 
assemblages are also evident at the generic level# For 
example, Martinia and Psilocamara are not known below Fauna 
IV in the Bowen Basin but occur in New Zealand with 
Taeniothaerus subquadratus, a species diagnostic of Fauna II. 
This has led to differences of opinion concerning corre­
lation of the New Zealand Permian with the eastern 
Australian Permian sequences and through them possibly the 
world Permian.
There is strong evidence to suggest correlation of 
the Flettian fauna of the Braxtonian Stage with Fauna IV. 
Common species include Tomiopsis ingelarensis and Wvndhamia 
clarkei. The overlying Puruhauan Stage contains Marinurnula, 
Stenoscisrna papilio, Attenuatella incurvata and T .parallela 
similar or conspecific with species from the Flat Top 
Formation and is therefore correlated with the younger beds 
containing Fauna IV. The overlying Waiitian and Makarewan
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brachiopod faunas are probably younger than Fauna IV but 
there is little definite evidence of this. Fauna II in New 
Zealand is found in the Mangapirian Stage which contains 
Taeniothaerus subquadratus with species of Vyndhamia close 
to W« .juicesi which is found in Fauna II in Tasmania. The 
underlying Telfordian also contains a Fauna II assemblage 
with Tomiopsis ovata and Terrakea pollex. The Barrettian 
Stage may also be of Fauna II age.
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ASSESSMENT OF FAUNAL SIMILARITY
Studies of the distribution of contemporary marine 
biota have revealed the existence of zoogeographic units of 
markedly different faunal content. Such provinces are 
evident in the distribution of taxa of a single phylum (Stehli, 
197l) as well as in the distribution of taxa of all or several 
phyla (Ekman, 1953)* Benthonic marine faunal provinces are 
areas of shallow shelf seas in which the faunas of separate 
ecological zones are relatively homogeneous. Both the total 
fauna and the faunas of each ecological zone differ between 
different faunal provinces.
Identification of provinces in the distribution of 
fossil faunas is complicated by incomplete knowledge of the 
ecological factors controlling faunal distribution. Unless a 
case can be presented for dismissing the effects of ecological 
control over the distribution of a particular fossil group 
an attempt should be made to minimise these effects when 
defining faunal stations.
The observation by marine zoogeographers that 
endemic families are more significant in defining faunal 
provinces than endemic genera and endemic species (Ekman,
1953) was used as a starting point in Permian brachiopod 
faunal analysis. Analysis at the family level tended to 
produce results comparable with those obtained by Waterhouse 
and Bonham-Carter (1973) in which latitudinal groupings 
rather than faunal provinces emerged. Generic level analysis
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was initially thought to provide only a check on the results 
of analysis at the family level* It was later established 
that generic analysis usually yielded groups of faunal 
stations which could be interpreted as faunal provinces.
Provincialism in the distribution of present-day 
marine benthos was identified only after consideration of 
all members of various phyla, or taxonomic categories of 
similarly high rank, recorded from sampled faunas. Similarity 
between fossil faunas must be assessed only by considering 
all of the families and genera within a higher taxonomic 
category if areas of similar faunal content are to be 
interpreted as parts of the one zoogeographic province.
Many palaeozoogeographic studies have established faunal 
provinces according to the distribution of single taxa or 
small groups of taxa. It can be expected that this approach 
will yield results contrary to those based on whole fauna 
analysis and that palaeogeographic reconstructions based 
on these results would be inconsistent with geological and 
geophysical data. Darlington (1957) stresses consideration of 
many taxa showing with examples from the distribution of 
contemporary biota the type of errors inherent in 
palaeozoogeographic reconstructions based on restricted 
faunal data.
Compilation of fossil occurrence data
Although they were probably the most widely distri­
buted skeleton bearing invertebrates during the Permian, the 
Brachiopoda have yet to receive sufficient study to enable
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reliable faunal lists to be compiled for all known occurences# 
Much of the early work on this croup is unreliable and has 
not been revised# Many recently described and revised faunas 
are involved in considerable taxonomic confusion enhanced by 
lack of communication between workers. This has led to 
single species being referred to several genera with little 
immediate hope of clarification. Many of the generic and 
family faunal lists given here (Appendix 3) will be shown to 
be quite unstable as new Permian brachiopod faunas are 
revised and brachiopod taxonomy is modified. This is parti­
cularly likely for the lists from Asia and North America 
where Permian brachiopod faunas are only now receiving adequate 
attention.
Compilation of generic and family level faunal lists 
of Permian brachiopods was complicated by the unsatisfactory 
classification of the phylum. The classification followed 
here is largely that of the Treatise on Invertebrate 
Paleontology Part H (Moore ed., 19^5)* Modifications to
this classification include the addition of the productacean 
families Chonostegidae Sarycheva and Grunt, including 
Chonosteges, Uruschtenia and Chonostegoides, and Retariidae 
Sarycheva including Kutorginella, Thuleproductus and 
Thamnosia. The generic subdivision of the Strophalosiacea 
used here closely follows that of Clarke (1970)« No 
modification has been attempted of the classification of the 
Spiriferidina given in the Treatise (Pitrat, 1965) as total 
and radical revision beyond the scope of this work is 
required. Several classifications of the Permian Terebratul- 
oidea have been proposed. That of Campbell (19^5) appears to
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be based on the most detailed knowledge of the entire range 
of Permian genera.
Generic faunal l i s t s  were compiled after f i r s t  hand 
examination of much of the available Australian fossil material, 
adequately described and illustrated  overseas material and, 
less frequently, faunal l i s t s  of reputable palaeontologists. 
Family level faunal l i s t s  were compiled after reconsideration 
of all  available fossil material and published information.
As some family occurrences were based on material which 
could not be assigned to a genus, family occurrence l i s t s  
were produced which could not be derived from the generic 
l i s t  for the same locality. Although this practice could 
lead to differences in faunal similarity measures based on 
genera and families i t  can be justified in that i t  permits 
full  use of the available data.
The most important sources of faunal occurrence 
data used are cited in Appendix 1 . Other information was 
provided by the specialised studies of the Chonetoidea 
(Muir-Wood, 1962), Productoidea (Muir-Wood & Cooper, i960) 
and Stenoscismatacea (Grant, 1965)»
Particular care should be taken in palaeozoogeographic 
. studies to ensure that faunal l i s t s  for any single analysed 
area do not include faunas that lived in widely separated 
areas but have been subsequently brought together by plate 
movement. Faunal l i s t s  have been compiled from large areas 
thought to have been relatively undisturbed since the Permian
but are more localised in complexly deformed regions which 
could include post-Permian plate collision zones.
Statistical treatment of data
Numerous similarity coefficients have been used by 
palaeozoogeographers (Cheetham & Hazel, 1969) but that 
devised by Simpson (1943) is regarded as being best suited 
for use with incomplete data such as fossil faunal lists.
QThis coefficient can be expressed as: — x 100
where C = number of taxa common to two faunas of size
and taxa where N^ is the number of taxa in the smaller 
fauna.
Included in the properties of this coefficient discussed by 
Simpson (i960) is its expression as the dissimilarity co- 
efficient (1 — — ) x 100. This form is required if the 
coefficient is to be used as a distance measure necessary 
for the analytical techniques used here. Matrices of this 
coefficient were produced by computer and are given in 
Appendix 4.
In view of the satisfactory results produced by 
cluster analysis in studies of the distribution of fossil 
(jell, 1974) and living biota (Stehli, 1971) it "was decided 
to subject the matrices of dissimilarity coefficients 
to this form of analysis as a first step. Several sorting 
strategies were available for use with the clustering 
program CLASS at the C.S.I.R.O. Division of Computing Research. 
Of these both group-average and flexible sorting strategies 
have been found to give comparable results for fossil faunal 
data (Jell, 1972). The flexible sorting strategy is used here.
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Use of cluster analysis in Zoogeographie work has 
been criticised on the grounds that it imposes a heirarchic 
structure on faunal similarity data (Whittington & Hughes, 
1972)* As a check on the results obtained by cluster 
analysis, a more widely accepted analytical tool, principal 
component analysis, is used. The program GOWER (Lance,
Milne & Williams, 1967) performed a principal component 
analysis on the matrices of dissimilarity coefficients 
producing a set of vectors for each locality sampled. The 
decision to plot the three, rather than the two, dimensional 
representation of these data was based on a process of 
inspection. It was found that by plotting vectors in three 
dimensions separations of sampling stations were produced 
which could be explained in terms of Permian geography and 
zoogeographic phenomena. The method of representation of 
principal component analysis data follows that of Jell ('1974) 
co-ordinates being plotted on a crystallographic projection. 
Data used are listed in Appendix 5«
Although ordination techniques such as principal 
component analysis provide a useful check on the results 
obtained by classification (Clifford & Stephenson, 1975) j
cophenetic value analysis (Sneath & Sokal, 1973) also
provides a means of assessing the reliability of dendrograms. 
In this study cophenetic value coefficients were used as a 
measure of the relative reliability of generic and family
level dendrograms
3^There has been little experimentation in the appli­
cation of various statistical methods to palaeozoogeographic 
problems. The most recent work (Rowell et al., 1973)
indicates that of the methods of analysis most commonly used, 
cluster analysis, principal component analysis and non-metric 
multidimensional scaling techniques, principal component 
analysis and non-metric multidimensional scaling give the 
most realistic indication of the relationships between sets 
of data. The choice of principal component analysis rather 
than multidimensional scaling in this study was based largely 
on the availability of a suitable computer program. Cluster 
analysis has been shown to be useful in suggesting provincial 
groupings provided that its results are interpreted cautiously 
(Jell, 1974). Little is known of the effects of various 
similarity coefficients in faunal analysis. Although 
Simpson’s coefficient appears to deal with problems associated 
with incomplete sampling, more complex statistics may give 
satisfactory results. The relative value of these 
parameters can only be assessed by applying them to zoo­
geo graphic data.
Interpretation of results
Several considerations are involved in the inter­
pretation of the dendrograms and principal component analysis 
diagrams presented here (text figures 3 - 12). The first 
concerns the properties of the dissimilarity coefficient 
that was used. Simpson’s coefficient becomes unstable for 
low values of (the number of taxa in the smaller sample). 
That is, a small change in the number of taxa in common 
between two faunas will produce a large change in the dis­
similarity coefficient for low values of N^. The sample
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size below which this effect becomes intolerable is here 
arbitrarily placed at 5« Generally, faunas of less than 8 
taxa were excluded from analysis except when there was some 
reason to conclude that low sample size was a reflection of 
a similarly low faunal diversity. This could be safely 
assumed for small samples from well studied faunas. Stehli 
and Grant (l97l) have suggested that in well studied Permian 
faunas at least fifteen brachiopod families will be present 
and that the number of families recorded in a fauna expressed 
as a fraction of fifteen provides a measure of sampling 
efficiency. Use of this ’Permian Index’ is unacceptable.
It was devised in apparent ignorance of the content of most 
of the Permian faunas of the world, particularly those of 
genuinely low diversity in Australia. Because of the diffi­
culties in objectively assessing sampling efficiency care 
is taken in interpreting results based on low values of 
particularly with samples taken from areas close to high 
diversity faunas.
The effects of facies control of faunas on faunal 
similarity measurements also deserve attention. Sampling of 
faunas within the one zoogeographic province would be 
expected to yield highly dissimilar faunas if these samples 
are taken from different facies. Similarly samples taken 
from faunas in different zoogeographic provinces may appear 
similar because of similarities of facies. Examples of the 
former situation can be observed in the distribution of the 
Early Devonian faunas of Western Europe. Here quite different 
trilobite and brachiopod faunas occur in Hercynian and
Rhenish magnafacies (Erben, 1964; Boucot e_t al. , 1969)»
Similarly in the Permian of Thailand different brachiopod 
and fusulinid faunas are found in different lithofacies 
(ishii _et ai. , 1969)» Such facies effects could be expected
to be less common in high latitude areas and greatest near 
the palaeotropics where the existence of reef forming 
animals is associated with a greater diversity of ecological 
niches.
Full appreciation of the implications of ecological 
controls for Permian zoogeography can only follow detailed 
community studies# In this study the sampling procedure 
used is expected to minimise these effects. Generally faunal 
lists for a particular station in each time interval have 
been drawn from a number of stratigraphic units from several 
localities. For this reason a range of marine environmental 
conditions are likely to be sampled thus minimising the 
possibility of ecologically biased sampling.
A feature of the distribution of Permian brachiopods 
that is evident after examination of faunal lists (Appendix 3) 
is the almost complete restriction of family level endemism 
to areas which independent geophysical evidence would place 
at low Permian latitudes. Generic level endemism is also low 
at high latitudes. This is in contrast with the present 
distribution of marine benthos in which the faunas of the 
higher latitudes include a significant endemic element 
(Ekman, 1953)* As a consequence of this high level of cos­
mopolitanism low dissimilarity coefficients must be examined
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to see whether they are due to a high proportion of cosmo­
politan taxa common to two faunas or, more significantly, a 
high proportion of certain taxa of restricted distribution 
in each fauna.
Identification of provinces in the distribution of 
Middle Cambrian tr ilobite  families (Jel l ,  1974) was f a c i l i t a t ­
ed by a moderate level of middle latitude endemism. Inspection 
of faunal l i s ts  suggests that this is only a weakly developed 
feature in the distribution of Permian brachiopods and is 
likely to make delineation of Permian faunal provinces more 
d iff icu lt .  Although many probably high latitude faunas a re “ 
lower diversity assemblages of taxa also known from lower 
latitudes they differ from lower latitude faunas in the 
widespread recurrence of these associations. This should 
result in low dissimilarity coefficients between high latitude 
stations irrespective of the hemisphere in which they l ie .
This feature should be particularly well developed in the 
results of family level analysis. The results of Waterhouse 
and Bonham-Carter (1972) support these observations. These 
show seven latitude dependent associations of Permian 
brachiopod families. Family level dendrograms and principal 
component analysis plots should be interpreted bearing in 
mind that a close association of sampling localities  probably 
means similar latitudes in either hemisphere. Separation of 
sampling stations can be attributed to either or both of 
the effects of different climate and latitude or geographic
isolation .
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Although the distribution of individual Permian 
brachiopod families appears to be continuous with respect 
to Permian latitudes, a preliminary examination of generic 
faunal lists reveals endemism in possible high latitude 
faunas* There is also an apparent bipolarity in the distri­
bution of a small number of genera known only from suspected 
high latitude faunas in Canada, Siberia and eastern Australia 
("Waterhouse, 1967b). From this it seems that clusters of 
generic samples are best interpreted as co-provincial group­
ings. Although only a minor feature the small amount of 
bipolarity evident from faunal data requires explanation.
Such discontinuities in distribution must be derived from 
incomplete sampling of an originally continuous distribution, 
perhaps facilitated by equatorial submergence or temporarily 
reduced latitudinal temperature gradients during the Permian.
Once likely faunal provinces have been delineated 
for the five intervals examined, provincial clusters can be 
tested for consistency with geological and geophysical 
data and used as a basis for palaeogeographic reconstructions.
PERMIAN PALAEOGEOGRAPHIC UNITS 
As a starting point in the task of reconstructing 
the positions of Permian continents the existence of certain 
continental masses indicated by other data is accepted.
Some modifications to the extent of these units as indicated 
by Permian faunal data are suggested.
1) Gondwanaland: It is likely that Gondwanaland 
has existed since the early Palaeozoic (McElhinny & Luck,
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1970) after the collision of two units comprising Africa 
and South America and Australia, India and Antarctica* Other 
details of the composition of Gondwanaland are less clear.
It probably inc3.uded New Zealand, Arabia and Iran (Dewey 
et al*, 1973)» Crawford (1974a) has suggested that the Tibetan
Plateau and Tarim Basin were continental blocks located near 
the northern edge of Gondwanaland between Australia and India. 
Although there are good reasons for accepting that Asia 
existed as several continental plates during the Permian 
there is at present no strong evidence favouring their 
inclusion in Gondwanaland.
2 ) Europe and North America: The eastern boundary 
to this unit is the Ural Mountains which mark the collision 
of the Siberian and Russian Platform plates closing the 
Uralian Sea during the Permian (Hamilton, 1970). Included
in this landmass were Svalbard, Greenland and all but the 
western margins of North America (Monger & Ross, 1971 )• The 
Kolyma Platform has been regarded as a western part of this 
continent (Wilson, 19^5; Churkin, 1972).
3) Siberia: In the Permian the Siberian Platform 
and Kazakhstan are thought to have formed a continent. The 
area involved is at present bounded by the Urals in the west
. and the Cherskiy Mountains in the east. The southern limits 
are extremely difficult to define. A first approximation 
was taken as coinciding with the Central Asian foldbelt in 
the southeast and the Alpine-Himalayan foldbelt in the south 
as delineated by Terman and Woo (1966).
4) Ch 1 iia: Separation of China from Siberia in the
Palaeozoic has been proposed in several zoogeographic 
studies (Burrett, 1973; Whittington & Hughes, 1972).
Supporting evidence has been provided by preliminary palaeo- 
magnetic results which indicate separation of China and 
Siberia until the Jurassic (McElhinny, 1973)» The location 
and nature of the collision between these continents is unknown 
Palaeogeographic data indicate the presence of a Permian 
t r ans-Baikal!an sea covering a narrow northeast to southwest 
trending area in northern Mongolia and southeast Siberia 
(Nalivkin & Pozner, 1966) .  Along with other postulated epi­
continental seas this may have been a broad ocean 
subsequently closed by plate movement and eventual collision. 
Evidence to support the existence of a southern and northern 
Chinese continent (Crawford, 1973) during the Permian is 
insufficient. The Tsingling foldbelt has been thought to be 
associated with the closure of a lower Palaeozoic ocean 
separating two such continents (Burrett, 1973)> but palaeo- 
geographic data for the Permian are lacking. Japan and 
Primorye were probably close to China judging from faunal 
and tectonic evidence (Forsh e_t aT. , 1972; Hilde & Waageman,
1973).
5 ) Southeast Asia: L it t le  has been done to unravel 
' the tectonic history of Southeast Asia although preliminary 
work indicates great complexity (Haile & McElhinny, 1972; 
Hamilton, 1973). This region is considered as a unit here 
only because i t  is formed of areas which were probably 
joined to China in the Mesozoic (Hamilton, 1972) and contain 
Permian marine faunas thought to be of warm water type.
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6) Microcontinental units and ^uyots: Geophysical 
research into ancient plate collision zones suggests the 
existence of microcontinents as well as larger continental 
units during the Permian. Molnar jet _al. , (1973) present 
evidence for the consumption of the northern Pamirs oceanic 
plate as recently as the Quaternary. This indicates that 
part of the Pamirs may have been a microcontinental unit 
during the Permian. Tarim and Tibet are other likely 
examples of microcontinents. Several Permian faunas examined 
may have been associated with volcanic island arcs. These 
could include the fusulinid-brachiopod faunas of western 
British Columbia and the southern Alaskan Islands.
As suggested by Waterhouse and Bonham-Carter (1975) 
the Permian faunas of Timor could well have lived on a guyot
or mid-oceanic ridge.
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PERMIAN MARINE FAUNAL PROVINCES
Sakmarian
Sakmarian results are based on generic level analysis 
of twenty two faunas and family level analysis of twenty 
three. Generic analysis sorted localities into two main 
provincial groups. Family level analysis appears to have 
formed latitudinally correlated clusters similar to those 
derived by Waterhouse and Bonham-Carter (1972).
Cophenetic value analysis indicates that the generic 
level clustering (r= 0.6o) provides a more valid representation 
of relationships between faunas than the family level dendrog­
ram (r= 0.26). The low value for family level cluster analysis 
can be attributed to a strong group size dependence effect.
Two clusters of sampling stations were produced within which 
stations clustered at low dissimilarity levels. However, 
these two major clusters joined at a very high level of 
dissimilarity not representative of the generally moderate 
levels of dissimilarity between faunas with a high proportion 
of cosmopolitan families in each major grouping.
All localities within Gondwanaland, with the 
exception of Arabia, form a distinct group in both cluster 
and principal component analysis at the generic level.
This group constitutes the Sakmarian Antiboreal faunal 
province. Within this province the faunas of Western 
Australia and Peninsular India are the most closely related. 
These show only a moderate degree of similarity with eastern
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Australian assemblages. Australian Sakmarian faunas are 
similar in that they usually include Tomiopsis, Trigonotreta, 
strophalosiids and syringothyrids, taxa elsewhere unknown 
together outside Arctic localities# This similarity implies 
marine connection and migration between eastern and 
Western Australian basins (Wass, 19^9)» Other barriers to 
migration, including lower water temperatures in eastern 
seas, may have restricted the migration of many elements of 
the diverse Western Australian brachiopod fauna including 
dictyoclostids, orthotetids and retziids.
Although unsatisfactory, faunal data for Arabia 
were included in an attempt to decide whether the faunal 
affinities of northern Gondwanaland were with Europe, Asia 
or southern Gondwanaland# Results obtained were inconclusive, 
probably because of the poor quality of this data. Exami­
nation of the most reliably determined genera in the Arabian 
fauna shows that they are diagnostic of an assemblage 
containing Taeniothaerus and Stepanoviella known from the 
Sakmarian of Iran, Western Australia and Peninsula India 
(Waterhouse, 1970).
Faunas outside Gondwanaland are thought to have
belonged to an extensive Laurasian faunal province containing
%
- Boreal, Uralian and American Subprovinces# Separation of 
these subprovinces is based on a minor amount of generic- 
and family-level endemism.
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The Uralian Subprovince stands out clearly at the 
generic level in both cluster and principal component analysis 
plots. This subprovince includes stations in the Urals, 
Fergana, Thailand, Inner Mongolia and Southern China. These 
localities share the Ural Province Fauna of Carboniferous 
holdovers which consistently includes Juresania, Reticulatia, 
Choristites, Martinia and often Isogramma. Fragmentary 
records of this fauna are also known from Japan and Vietnam. 
The Rattendorfer fauna of the Carnic Alps may also belong 
to the Uralian Subprovince, however no reliable generic 
faunal lists were available for analysis. From its associa­
tion with fusulinids and other likely warm water stenothermal 
taxa the Uralian Subprovince was entirely or largely confined 
to lower latitudes.
Brachiopod faunas often attributed to a Permian 
Boreal Province (Stehli, 1971) are grouped together by 
generic-level cluster and principal component analysis. 
Subprovincial status is thought to be more appropriate in 
view of the limited number of endemic taxa in Boreal faunas. 
These include Jakutoproductus, Horridonia and Orulgania 
although others, such as Wyndhamia, Tomiopsis and syringo- 
thyrids occur together elsewhere only in Antiboreal faunas.
Widespread Laurasian genera occuring with a small 
endemic element characterised the American Subprovince. It 
is likely from the diversity of the brachiopod faunas of 
Texas and their association with fusulinids that this sub­
province, like the Uralian, occupied tropical latitudes.
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However, there are few circumtropical genera common to these 
subprovinces that are not also found in the Boreal realm. 
Apart from widely distributed Laurasian genera few genera 
are common to the American and Boreal Subprovinces. The 
zoogeographic position of the Oregon fauna is d iff icult  to 
assess. I t  includes none of the endemic elements of the 
American Subprovince although some genera recorded in 
Oregon are elsewhere confined to the Boreal and Uralian 
Subprovinces. Svalbard and Oregon both have low dissimila­
r ity coefficients with Texas. In both cases this is due to 
a number of widely distributed genera occuring in these 
faunas.
Family-level faunal analysis produced results which 
can be interpreted in terms of a close relationship between 
faunal similarity coefficients and the relative latitudinal 
positions of the faunas examined. Contrary to the expec­
tations of Rowell et a l . (1973) analysis of Permian brachio-
pod families based on Simpson's coefficient of similarity 
does separate the Tethyan and Boreal ’Provinces’ identified 
by Stehli (1971)• The pattern of aff in i t ies  revealed in this 
study is more complicated as a consequence of more complete 
and less biased data compilation. The Tethyan or tropical 
cluster here includes stations in the Uralian and American 
Subprovinces of the Laurasian Province. The ’Boreal’ cluster 
includes faunas in the Antiboreal Province and the Boreal 
Subprovince. The only apparent anomaly lies  in the inclusion 
of Ellesmere Island in the ’Tethyan’ cluster produced by 
analysis at the family level. This can be attributed to a
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predominance of cosmopolitan families in the Ellesmere 
Island fauna.
The Sakmarian fauna of the Pamirs includes a 
number of genera known from both the Boreal Subprovince and the 
Antiboreal Province. In the Boreal Subprovince these genera 
tend to occur in association more commonly than they do in 
Antiboreal faunas. Although the Pamir Mountains fauna clusters 
in the Boreal Subprovince its affinities with the Antiboreal 
Province are only marginally lower. The Pamirs station also 
includes Taeniothaerus which is unknown in the Boreal Sub- 
province yet quite widespread in the Antiboreal Province.
This anomaly could be perhaps accounted for if the Pamir 
Mountains were located in the more temperate northern part 
of the Antiboreal Province. Any palaeogeographic reconstruction 
must reconcile the occurence of brachiopod faunas including 
Antiboreal genera of restricted distribution in Arabia, 
Afghanistan and the Pamirs with fusulinids which are unknown 
in the Sakmarian Antiboreal faunas of Australia and Peninsular 
India.
Artinskian
Artinskian faunal lists were compiled for fifteen 
stations at the generic level and sixteen at the family level. 
The distribution of sampled faunas was quite unsatisfactory as 
lack of information precluded an adequate coverage of Asia. 
Although data were collected from a smaller number of stations 
than for the Sakmarian analysis, the number of taxa involved 
was considerably greater. This is partly a reflection of
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increased endemism associated with the breakdown of the 
Laurasian faunal province. Cophenetic value analysis results 
for the Artinskian suggest that generic-level clustering 
(r= 0.84) is more reliable than clustering at the family level 
(r= O.53).
The Antiboreal faunal province can still be 
recognised in the Artinskian. Generic-level clustering and 
principal component analysis closely link eastern Australian 
faunas sharing the genera Sulciplica, Fletcherithyris and 
Notosnirifer which are only known together elsewhere in 
New Zealand. Although most closely related to eastern 
Australia, stations in Western Australia and New Zealand 
fall outside the close grouping defined by eastern Australian 
stations by both cluster and principal component analysis.
The New Zealand Artinskian fauna is most closely related 
to the Bowen Basin fauna. Both include Psilocamara,
Attenuatella and Plekonella which are unknown in contemporary 
faunas elsewhere in Gondwanaland. Endemism is limited in 
the more diverse faunas of Western Australia although 
several bipolar genera, otherwise restricted to the Boreal 
Province, have been recorded. Few genera are confined 
to the Antiboreal Province during the Artinskian. Several, 
including Tomiopsis, Gilledia, Strophalosia and various 
syringothyrids, occur elsewhere only in Boreal faunas.
The Sakmarian Uralian Subprovince was modified 
during the Artinskian by a change in the affinities of the 
Ural Sea fauna. This was marked by an incursion of Boreal 
endemic genera including Horridonia, Chonetina and
Arctochoiietes. In the Sakmarian the Ural Mountains fauna
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closely resembled those of southern China and Inner Mongolia. 
Closest affinities in the Artinskian were with the faunas of 
the Pechora Basin and the Kolyma Platform. With an increase 
in endemism of arctic faunas during the Artinskian it is poss­
ible to recognise a Boreal Province extending from Yukon 
Territory through Kolyma and Taimyr to the Pechora Basin 
and Timan. Although the brachiopods of the Urals show some 
Boreal affinities including genera otherwise restricted to 
the Boreal Province, they also include genera characteristic 
of the Sakmarian Uralian fauna. For this reason they are 
considered to be a relict fauna not easily related to 
Artinskian faunal provinces. The most attractive explanations 
of this pattern of provincialism are concerned with the 
effects of the destruction of the Ural Sea during the Early 
Permian.
Delineation of provincial boundaries in Europe and 
Asia was complicated by a shortage of reliable faunal data. 
The only fauna from Europe that could be examined at the 
generic level was from the Trogkofel Limestone of the Carnic 
Alps. No reliable data were available for Japan or China.
The Trogkofel fauna is probably co-provincial with those of 
Texas and Guatemala. These faunas with others containing 
probable warm water stenothermal brachiopod families such 
as the Richthofeniidae, Lyttoniidae, Scacchinellidae and 
the fusulinid family Verbeekinidae may have been part of 
a circumtropical Tethyan Province. From the extremely 
limited data available it appears to have included Darvaz, 
Primorye, Japan, southern China and southeast Asia. The
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existence of this province is rather speculative. The 
presence of circum-tropical families by no means eliminates 
the possibility that further study would uncover brachiopod 
families of limited distribution within this ’province’, 
providing a new basis for the delineation of faunal provinces.
The Artinskian fauna of Pakistan shows mixed 
affinities with the Antiboreal and Tethyan Provinces consistent 
with a position near the northern margin of Gondwanaland.
Kungurian/Ufimian
Data for this interval are the fewest in terms of 
both localities and taxa. This is largely because of the 
difficulties in correlating the Kungurian/Ufimian with 
sequences containing diverse faunas in Europe and Asia.
High cophenetic value analysis coefficients were calculated 
for generic-(r= O.81) and family-level (r= O.91) cluster 
an aly sis.
Some modification to the Antiboreal Province is 
evident from faunal affinity data. Eastern Australia and 
New Zealand faunas show reduced affinities with Western 
Australia at both the generic and family level. This can be 
attributed to an increase in the number of eastern Australian 
- and New Zealand endemic genera and bipolar genera not found 
in Western Australia. In addition, several Antiboreal endemic 
and bipolar genera common to eastern Australia and Western 
Australia in the Artinskian did not survive into the 
Kungurian/Ufimian in Western Australia. Although less diverse
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than the total fauna of eastern Australia, the Western 
Australian fauna includes a substantial proportion of 
genera and families not recorded elsewhere in Australia. 
Several of these are known from Pakistan where they occur 
with a handful of bipolar Antiboreal genera and numerous 
Tethyan taxa. In view of the aff in it ies  of the Western 
Australian fauna i t  is not regarded as part of the Antiboreal 
Province during the Kungurian/Ufimian. The changed aff in i ties  
of the Western Australian fauna with eastern Australia are 
probably due to climatic changes. Cold water conditions as 
indicated by evidence of sea level glaciation continued 
from the Sakmarian at least until the Kungurian/Ufimian in' 
eastern Australia. Such evidence is confined to the 
Sakmarian in Western Australia indicating subsequent 
climatic amelioration. The reduced diversity of the Western 
Australian fauna is here attributed to unfavourable facies.
In both generic-and family-level principal component 
analysis plots Western Australia is grouped closely with 
Pakistan. The aff in it ies  of this grouping differ between 
generic-and family-level analysis. Generic principal component 
and cluster analysis indicates dissimilarity with a l l  other 
provinces with perhaps closest aff in it ies  with the Tethyan 
Province. Family-level analysis places more emphasis on 
Antiboreal aff in i t ies .  I t  can be speculated that Pakistan 
and Western Australia were part of a separate faunal province 
in the Kungurian/Ufimian. This province could have evolved 
in the Artinskian when i t  included only Pakistan, expanding 
to include areas in and near Gondwanaland in which post- 
Sakmarian climatic amelioration was more rapid than i t  was
in the Antiboreal Province
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The Boreal Province includes the Devon Island,
Pechora Basin and Kolyma stations in the Kunpurian/Ufimian. 
Boreal affinities are evident in the faunas of the Urals and 
in areas of phosphorite deposition in British Columbia and 
northwestern United States* Such affinities generally involve 
only a limited part of the Boreal fauna and may be attributable 
to environmental stress in these areas in the Middle Permian. 
Recognition of the Boreal Province is based on several 
endemic genera and a larger bipolar element* Cosmopolitan 
taxa predominate.
Palaeomagnetic and palaeontological data indicate 
restriction of the Boreal Province to middie and high 
latitudes. Fusulinids which are thought to have been 
confined to warm water faunas are represented in only a few 
Boreal faunas and then only by a few genera. Verbeekinids 
have not been found in the Boreal Province. This family 
probably occupied a Permian circum-equatorial belt (Gobbett, 
1967)* Faunal diversity data suggest relatively high lati­
tudes for Boreal faunas, perhaps comparable with those of 
Western Australian stations. Generic diversity data are 
here regarded as capable of providing estimates of appioxi- 
mate palaeolatitude only. Some studies which interpret 
diversity data claim levels of precision which are absurd 
in view of the problems of sampling associated with data 
compilation. Reliably determined Permian poles in the 
United States enable estimates of the palaeolatitudes of 
Boreal stations in the Canadian Arctic which are consistent 
with faunal data. In Siberia, however, there are marked
6 1
discrepancies between estimates of Permian latitude based 
on faunal and palaeomagnetic techniques# Ustritsky ( 1 9 7 2 ) 
claims that palaeomagnetic results for Siberia are incorrect 
as they give latitudes which are 30 degrees lower than those 
indicated by his studies of faunal and lithological data.
I f  a Tethyan brachiopod faunal province exists during 
the Kungurian/Ufimian i t  cannot be clearly identified from 
the faunas examined herein. A weakly defined grouping including 
Texas, the Ural Mountains, Yukon, British Columbia and the 
Phosphoria Rock Complex is produced by generic-and family- 
level principal component analysis plots. I t  is likely that 
much of the similarity within this group can be attributed 
to sampling of marginal marine and phosphorite environments 
in the Urals, Phosphoria Rock Complex and British Columbia.
For this reason i t  is not regarded as a valid faunal province. 
The brachiopod faunas of the Road Canyon Formation of Texas 
and the slightly younger Sosio Limestone of Sicily both 
contain characteristic assemblages of Tethyan families but 
nothing is known of contemporary faunas in Asia. The presence 
of diverse fusulinid assemblages of this age in Japan 
(Toriyama, 1967) and China (Sheng, 1963) suggests that these 
areas were part of an equatorial fusulinid faunal province.
- Kazanian
Analysis of Kazanian faunal data identifies three 
major biogeographic units. Of these the Antiboreal Province 
is the most clearly defined by generic-level cluster (r= 0 . 7 3 ) 
and principal component analysis. Family-level cluster analysis
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Text Figure 9 - Results of cluster (a) and principal component
analysis (b) of faunal dissimilarity coefficients 
based on Kazanian genera.
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(r= 0*50) groups Antiboreal anil Doreal stations separately 
from a Tethyan cluster. Family-level principal component 
analysis gives a similar grouping of faunal stations.
Particularly low dissimilarity coefficients link 
the faunas of eastern Australia. Both the Sydney Basin and 
Tasmanian assemblages differ from the Bowen Basin fauna only 
in their much lower diversity and occurrences of Sulciplica 
and Fusispirifer. The New Zealand fauna closely resembles 
that of the Bowen Basin but is linked by only moderately 
low dissimilarity coefficients with Tasmania and the Sydney 
Basin. All genera from Tasmania and the Sydney Basin which 
occur in New Zealand are also known from the Bowen Basin.
The generally reduced affinities of the New Zealand fauna 
with those of eastern Australia during the Kazanian can 
partly be attributed to the migration of genera such as 
Ilorridonia, Waageno concha and Mart ini ops is to New Zealand, 
Martiniopsis and Waageno concha probably migrated from warm 
water faunas in northernmost Gondwanaland. Horridonia may 
have migrated from Zechstein faunas although its absence from 
stations between these faunas and New Zealand is difficult 
to explain. Lack of suitably diverse faunas of Kazanian 
age prevented assessment of the affinities of Western 
Australian with eastern Australian stations.
Care must be taken when interpreting the affinities 
of Kazanian Tethyan stations because of the tendency of 
Simpson’s coefficient to group them with poorly sampled 
Boreal localities. This effect can be attributed to the 
generally low endemism of Boreal faunas and facies effects
associated with faunas sampled from marginal marine and 
phosphorite deposits and has led to poor definition of the 
Tethyan Province in generic-level analysis* It is only at 
the family level where data from Sicily and Tunisia have been 
considered that a possible Tethyan grouping can be identified. 
Family-level principal component analysis groups together 
Tunisia, Sicily, Thailand and Texas in a weakly defined 
Tethyan Province. Dissimilarity coefficients within this 
group tend to be high indicating that although there are 
several circum-equatorial families and a few genera, 
fragmentation of the Tethyan Province by barriers to circum- 
tropical migration had commenced by the Kazanian.
The Kazanian Boreal Province includes the Orulgan 
Mountains, northernmost Outer Mongolia, Kolyma, Taimyr 
Peninsula, Svalbard and probably Yukon. Generic-level 
principal component analysis groups these stations on the 
basis of a small endemic component and several bipolar 
genera. The most distinctive elements are the linoproductids 
Cancrinelloides and Stepanoviella and the syringothyrids 
Cyrtella and Licharewia. None of these genera have been 
recorded from Tethyan faunas.
Adjoining the Boreal Province, and lying at low 
, latitudes, are the Zechstein and Phosphoria facies.
Although Permian palaeomagnetic data for Europe (Van der Voo, 
1967) and North America (McElhinny, 1973) are consistent 
with low latitude positions for these facies, their brachio- 
pod faunas have much in common with those of the Boreal
Province at the family level. Environmental stress of two 
different types appears to have been associated with similar 
faunas. Marine connections existed between the Zechstein 
Sea of Europe and the Boreal Province through eastern 
Greenland and Svalbard which have Boreal faunas with a small 
Zechstein element. Similarly the Zechstein fauna appears to 
have migrated along an easterly extension of the Zechstein 
Sea as far as the Russian Platform. Fossil assemblages 
characteristic of the Zechstein and Phosphoria facies include 
several endemic genera such as Sphenalosia and Sphenosteges 
of the Phosphoria facies and Dasyalosia of the Zechstein 
facies. Several other genera including Pterospirifer,
Horridonia and Craspedalosia occur elsewhere only in the 
Gondwana and Boreal Provinces. The only genera in common 
with the Kazanian circum-equatorial faunas are cosmopolitan 
or widely distributed with the exception of Xenosteges.
Tatarian
As a consequence of considerable palaeogeographic 
changes which occurred during the Tatarian few marine deposits 
of this age exist, and fewer still have adequately studied 
brachiopod faunas. Only sixteen faunas are examined, 
mostly from low palaeolatitudes. Only two stations were 
sampled from areas previously part of the Boreal Province 
and none were included from eastern Australia which was 
part of the Antiboreal Province. Cophenetic value analysis 
coefficients for family- (r= 0.57) and generic-level cluster 
analysis (r= 0.67) were close to the average for this study.
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Text Figure 11 - Results of cluster (a) and principal component
analysis (b) of faunal dissimilarity coefficients 
based on Tatarian genera.
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Text Figure 12 - Results of cluster (a) and principal component
analysis (b) of faunal dissimilarity coefficients 
based on Tatarian families.
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Stations in eastern Europe, southern Asia, China and 
Japan were part of a Tethyan Province within which migration 
was facilitated by shallow seas associated with east-west 
trending coastlines close to the palaeo-equator. Judging 
from the affinities of the Glass Mountains fauna the 
Tatarian Tethyan Province was limited to tropical areas now 
in Europe and Asia. Similar and identical species are 
known to have occurred in China, at the eastern Asiatic end 
of the province, and in Yugoslavia at the western extremity. 
Faunal dissimilarity coefficients between Tethyan stations 
are low at both the generic and family level. Generic-level 
affinities within the Tethyan Province can possibly be 
explained in terms of both facies similarities and shallow 
marine interconnections. The most widespread endemic Tethyan 
genera are Richthofenia, which is recorded from all Tethyan 
faunas, and Tylople eta and Spinomarginifera which are known 
from all Tethyan stations except Timor, the Pamirs and Tibet. 
Strophalosiina is restricted to these localities, Japan and 
Cambodia.
Although the Tatarian brachiopod fauna of Texas shows 
clear Tethyan affinities at the family level, generic-level 
endemism is most pronounced. Xt may well belong to a dis­
tinct province or a subprovince of the Tethyan realm. A 
wider sampling of several facies would be required before its 
correct affinities could be determined. Analysis of Texan 
faunal data was completed before the results of the most 
recent faunal study (Cooper and Grant, 197 >^ 1975 & 1976) were
available. The fauna of northern Western Australia also
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includes a number of endemic elements such as Hoskingia, 
Taeniothacrus, Wyatkina and Flet cherithyris . Although it 
clusters most closely with Timor at the generic and Family 
levels the Timor fauna is much more diverse containing 
characteristic Tethyan taxa absent from the Australian 
Permian. This is not likely to be due to less intensive 
sampling of the Liveringa and Port Keats faunas.
Waagenoconcha and Lyttonia both make their first appearance 
in the Australian Permian during the Tatarian indicating 
increased Tethyan affinities.
Although small, faunas from Taimyr Peninsula and 
Kolyma were included for analysis in an attempt to achieve 
a wider spread of sampling stations. These included no 
Tethyan endemic families or genera but contained several 
genera previously confined to the Boreal and Antiboreal 
Provinces. These affinities were obscured by a predominance 
of cosmopolitan taxa which resulted in moderate dissimila­
rity coefficients with Tethyan stations.
The most significant changes in provincialism that 
occurred during the Tatarian were the destruction of the 
Antiboreal Province, a considerable reduction in the extent 
of the Boreal Province and the development of a well defined
Tethyan Province
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PERMIAN GEOGRAPHY
The palaeogeographic reconstructions presented here 
(Text figures 13-17) are based on faunal data in conjunction 
with palaeomagnetic results* In the absence of other data, 
standard reconstructions based on tectonic and geometric 
fit criteria have been used* Several types of palaeontolo­
gical data have been considered. Palaeogeographic recon­
structions are made in which sampled faunas are distributed 
according to their provincial affinities. Relative faunal 
diversity criteria and the distribution of established 
tropical families are also examined* Palaeomagnetic results 
have been taken from the tables of reliable data given by 
McElhinny (1973)»
Gondwanaland
Faunal diversity data are particularly consistent 
with the existence of Gondwanaland* Several studies in 
which it has been claimed that the diversity of Permian 
marine faunas supports a present Earth model for the distri­
bution of Permian continents (Stehli, 1971> Teichert & 
Meyerhoff, 1972) have ignored low diversity faunas in 
eastern Australia which at present lie in middle to low 
latitudes. They also fail to account for the greater 
diversity of Permian faunas from Western Australia and the 
absence of several fossil groups from all Australian Permian 
faunas. Most Gondwana reconstructions place Australia in 
high latitudes thus accounting for the generally low diver­
sity of Australian Permian faunas. Gondwana reconstructions 
also place the more diverse brachiopod faunas of Western
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Australia closer to the equator than much less diverse 
assemblages in Tasmania and New South Vales.
Faunal affinities between stations in the continents 
of Gondwanaland are best explained in terms of a Gondwana 
reconstruction. During the Sakmarian when marine faunas 
were most widespread in these continents, nearly identical 
brachiopod assemblages existed in Western Australia and 
Peninsular India. Preliminary data from South America (Amos 
& Sabattini, 1967) suggest that, as in the Late Carboniferous, 
the Sakmarian faunas of Argentina most closely resembled 
those of eastern Australia. As few Permian marine fossils 
are known from South Africa and none have been recorded 
from Antarctica zoogeographic considerations are of little 
use in deciding the accuracy of the available reconstructions 
of Gondwanaland. The close similarity between the Sakmarian 
brachiopod faunas of the Carnarvon Basin and Peninsular India 
is consistent both with reconstructions that place India 
adjacent to Australia and those in which India is located 
close to Africa at slightly lower latitudes than Western 
Australia (Smith and Hallam, 1970). In the latter case 
migration between Australia and India may have been 
facilitated by the shallow marine connection provided by 
the northern coast of Antarctica.
Most reconstructions place New Zealand closer to the 
east coast of Australia than the position it now occupies.
This is consistent with the strong affinities between the 
brachiopod faunas of the Bowen Basin and the South Island of
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New Zealand. The fusulinid-cgral faunas of Auckland are 
unlike any Australian Permian fauna. This can be explained 
in terms of Permian geography and oceanic circulation 
patterns. The Auckland faunas were influenced by the south­
ward flow of warm water along the east coast of Gondwanaland. 
Palaeogeographic barriers reduced the effect of these 
currents on the Bowen Basin and Nelson faunas.
Considerable speculation surrounds the composition 
of the northern margins of Gondwanaland, Sakmarian faunal 
analysis suggests a possible solution to this problem.
Generic level similarity data suggest that in the Sakmarian 
brachiopods were able to migrate between Arabia, Iran, the 
Pamirs, Western Australia, Peninsular India and possibly 
Afghanistan. Arabia, which rifted away from Africa in the 
Tertiary, Peninsular India and Western Australia are known 
to have been part of Gondwanaland. Areas containing related 
faunas are thought to have been part of northern 
Gondwanaland or possibly part of micro-continents lying to 
the north of Gondwanaland.
Sakmarian faunas in Iran resemble those of Arabia 
but have little in common with the Ural Subprovince faunas 
of the Urals and Fergana. This is in agreement with 
reconstructions which include Iran as part of Gondwanaland 
(Tarling, 1972; Dewey, e_t _al. , 1973)* The reconstruction
given by Dewey et al. which places Iran to the east of Arabia 
is preferred. Little is known of the plate tectonics of 
areas to the north of the Indus suture. Accordingly, faunal
7 0
evidence must be relied on as a  basis for palaeogeographic 
reconstructions. Sakmarian deposits in the Pamirs, Afghanistan 
and Kashmir contain brachiopod faunas with Antiboreal 
aff in it ies  and fusulinids, suggesting that these areas were 
located at low to intermediate latitudes in the Permian. As 
the aff in ities  of the brachiopods were with the Antiboreal 
Province instead of the Uralian Subprovince i t  can be inferred 
that Kashmir, Afghanistan and the Pamirs were parts of micro­
continents situated between India and the Permian equator. 
Faunal dissimilarity coefficients are consistent with a 
location for Kashmir close to northern India.
Reliable faunal data do not exist for the Tarim 
plate although Waterhouse and Bonham-Carter (1972) tentatively 
place an assemblage from Sinkiang in a group of faunas of 
moderate to high diversity. This suggests that the Tarim 
plate may have been closer to the equator in the Permian than 
i t  is at present. Crawford (l97^+a) suggests that Tarim may 
have been part of Gondwanaland located to the north of the 
Indian Peninsula. Reconstructions presented herein show Tarim 
located near the northern margins of Gondwanaland at approx­
imately 30° south. Tibet has also been incorporated in 
Gondwanaland by Crawford. Limited faunal data from Tibet 
suggest proximity to both Salt Range and Cambodia during 
the Tatarian. Recent tectonic studies in Tibet indicate that 
Tibet may consist of several small continental plates which 
collided separately with the Eurasian plate (Chang & Cheng, 
1973)« These collisions were thought to have been associated 
with the formation of the Tahgla, Kunlun and Altyn Tagh
mountain ranges
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The position of Salt Range is not made clear in most 
Permian geographic reconstructions. Glacigene sedimentary 
rocks are known from the Sakmarian of Salt Range and Kashmir 
indicating that these areas were situated far enough south 
to be affected by a phase of climatic deterioration which 
produced glacial deposits throughout Gondwanaland and also 
in Siberia as far south as 40° N (Ustritsky, 1972). Salt 
Range faunas show increased affinities with the Tethyan 
Province after the Sakmarian, possibly as a consequence of 
worldwide climatic amelioration. Palaeomagnetic data for 
Europe indicate that Tethyan stations were limited to the 
tropics# Evidence of glaciation in the Salt Range sequence
indicates that it was probably situated near the southern
o *boundary of the Tethyan Province at about 25 south. As
o *palaeomagnetic results show that India extended between 30
o *and 50 it is probable that Salt Range was separated from 
India, lying closer to the equator. Some support for this 
conclusion is provided by Crawford (l97^ t>) who suggested the 
likelihood of post-Palaeozoic movement of Salt Range relative 
to the Indian Peninsula.
The model of Gondwanaland that receives strongest 
support from palaeontological data has eastern Australia, 
which remains part of the Antiboreal Province for most of the 
Permian, located at high latitudes. The faunas of Peninsular 
India and Western Australia are at somewhat lower latitudes. 
Brachiopod faunas from northernmost Gondwanaland and several 
nearby micro-continents show close affinities with 
assemblages from Western Australia in the Sakmarian and
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Artinskian. Later in the Permian their affinities are with the 
Tethyan Province. The main exception to this situation is 
Bolivia which has Sakmarian fusulinid and brachiopod faunas 
which closely resemble those of Texas.
Buramerica
This supercontinent extended from North America 
across Europe to the narrow Ural Sea in the Sakmarian.
With the subsequent destruction of the Ural Sea by the 
collision of Angaraland with Euramerica (Hamilton, ~\910) the 
continent of Laurasia was formed. Changes in the extent of thes 
continents as indicated by tectonic and palaeomagnetic data 
are also reflected in faunal affinity measurements. Xn the 
Sakmarian the affinities of the Ural Sea brachiopod faunas 
were with tropical regions. Progressive destruction of this 
sea in the Artinskian resulted in closer affinities with 
stations of the Boreal Province after changes in facies and 
the blocking of a southern migration route into tropical 
seas. Development of distinct Tethyan and Boreal faunal 
provinces followed the closing of this migration route which 
may have been responsible for cosmopolitanism of Sakmarian 
faunas of the Laurasian Province.
The considerable ease of migration indicated by the 
low dissimilarity coefficients linking faunas of the 
Kazanian Boreal Province is consistent with most Euramerican 
reconstructions which position Greenland close to the 
Zechstein facies of western Europe. Palaeomagnetic results 
show only moderate differences between the palaeolatitudes 
of the Boreal and Tethyan stations of Euramerica, perhaps 
explaining the high proportion of Boreal taxa common to
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these provinces. Palaeomafjnctic data summarised by 
McElhinny (1973) indicate that Tethyan stations in Europe
and North America lay within the tropics while Euramerican
o 'stations of the Boreal Province were situated north of 30 N. 
These latitudes are consistent with generalised diversity 
gradients which would place Boreal faunas at higher latitudes 
than Tethyan faunas, but not at latitudes as high as those of 
low diversity stations in eastern Australia.
Until recently it was thought that there were no 
northern hemisphere equivalents of the glacio-marine sequences 
of Gondwanaland. According to Ustritsky (197^) the occurence 
of such deposits in Siberia suggests an apparent conflict with 
palaeomagnetic data which place the Siberian glacial deposits 
in the middle latitudes. The reconstructions given here 
place the most southerly glacial deposit cited by Ustritsky 
from Novaya Zemlya at approximately 40 N. This latitude 
is not appreciably higher than the latitude of Permian 
glacial deposits from Peninsular India. It appears that in 
periods of strong climatic deterioration, such as the 
Sakmarian, glacial deposits can occur as close as 30° to the 
equator. Accordingly palaeomagnetic data for Siberia may 
well be consistent with lithological evidence of glaciation. 
The occurence of glacial deposits in the Permian of the 
Kolyma Platform is consistent with palaeomagnetic data which 
locate Kolyma at intermediate latitudes if these deposits can 
be correlated with a period of strong climatic deterioration.
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Faunal diversity data support palaeornagnetic evidence 
which places most of the Boreal faunas in the middle latitudes. 
Boreal faunas tend to be much more diverse than high latitude 
faunas from eastern Australia and considerably less diverse 
than equatorial faunas such as those of the Glass Mountains. 
Waterhouse (1971a) claims inconsistency between the diversity
of the Yukon Territory brachiopod faunas which he suggests
o ^indicate a palaeolatitude of approximately 45 N and 
palaeoinagnetic data for North America. Pole positions from 
Colorado and Prince Edward Island (McElhinny, 1973) are
consistent with reconstructions which place the Yukon faunas
o ^at approximately 36 N. This latitude falls well within the 
order of accuracy of latitude determinations based solely on 
consideration of diversity data.
Faunal affinity criteria strongly support the con­
tention that the Kolyma block was part of the American plate 
which subsequently collided with Siberia as a consequence 
of plate movement associated with the formation of the 
Atlantic Ocean (Churkin, 1972). Closest affinities of the 
Yukon fauna at the generic level during the Artinskian and 
Sakmarian are with Kolyma. Later in the Permian the Yukon 
fauna most closely resembles that of Svalbard which is at 
approximately the same palaeolatitude and probably accessible 
along a migration route passing through the Franklinian Sea 
and past the north coast of Greenland.
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Asia
Although some agreement has been reached as to the 
extent and composition of Gondwanaland and Euramerica, lack 
of data permits little more than speculation on the Permian 
geography of Asia. Most reconstructions accept the notion 
of a Laurasian continent which included China and southeast 
Asia. As few palaeomagnetic data are available for eastern 
Asia, and little is known of its tectonic evolution, the 
position of Asia in such reconstructions (Smith et ad., 1973) 
is determined solely by the orientation of Europe. Permian 
palaeomagnetic data for Europe and Siberia indicate that as 
part of a Permian Laurasian continent China, Japan and 
maritime U.S.S.R. would occupy middle to high latitudes.
This is inconsistent with palaeontological data from several 
sources. Brachiopod families including the Scachinellidae 
and Richthofeniidae together with several fusulinid lineages 
appear to have been restricted to areas which reliable 
palaeomagnetic data place at low latitudes. These taxa have 
been recorded in China, Japan and maritime U.S.S.R. indicat­
ing that these areas were closer to the Permian equator than 
is indicated by some reconstructions (Smith e_t _al. , 1973)*
Similarly, faunal provinces cannot be reconciled with such 
reconstructions. Sakmarian and Tatarian dissimilarity co­
efficients between China and Japan and stations at low 
- Permian latitudes in Europe and southwest Siberia were low 
at both the generic and family levels. This indicates that 
China and Japan were located near the Permian tropics and 
linked by routes of easy migration with tropical parts of 
Europe and Siberia. A southern hemisphere location is also
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a possibility as it would best explain affinities with Salt 
Range in the Tatarian.
f
The location of the collision zone between Siberia 
and an east Asian continent is difficult to detect because 
of the lack of tectonic information for Asia, Preliminary 
palaeomagnetic results indicate that the collision of these 
plates occurred in the Jurassic (McElhinny, 1973)» Several 
lines of evidence suggest that the northern collision zone 
of eastern Asia passes through northernmost Mongolia, south 
of the Aldan massif and Lake Baikal. Firstly, a Mesozoic 
mobile belt coincides with this area (McElhinny, 1973)» 
Russian palaeogeographers (Nalivkin & Pozner, 1966) depict 
a trans-Baikalian epi-continental sea in this vicinity.
Faunal data agree closely with this position of the Siberian- 
Chinese collision zone. Although no well studied Sakmarian 
assemblages are known from the Lake Baikal region those of 
the Abtonomoy Limestone of Inner Mongolia and the Taiyuan 
Formation of northern China belong to the Uralian Sub­
province and were probably tropical. In the Kazanian of the 
trans-Baikal and in northernmost Mongolia there is a dis­
tinctive assemblage of brachiopods with very strong affini­
ties with those of the Boreal Province, which is generally 
located at moderate to high palaeolatitudes. The present 
. proximity of these faunas is inconsistent with their affini­
ties during the Permian. Faunal data therefore support the 
notion based on scant palaeomagnetic and tectonic data that 
eastern Asia and Siberia were separated during the Permian.
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The actual position of China and associated parts 
of Asia relative to other continental masses during the Permian 
is difficult to determine. Xf it can be assumed that its 
rate of movement towards collision with Siberia in the 
Jurassic was comparable with that of present oceanic plates 
then a wide range of possible positions must be considered. 
Close affinities with Armenia and Pakistan during the 
Tatarian point to a tropical position possibly north of 
Australia.
A consequence of any Permian geographic reconstruc­
tion involving Euramerican and Gondwana assemblies is the 
existence of a huge gap between Siberia and North America, 
partly occupied by east Asian and southeast Asian continents. 
Unless the idea of considerable expansion of the earth since 
the Permian is accepted this gap involved up to 180 degrees 
of longitude, depending on the position of China, areas 
associated with it such as Japan and Primorye, and southeast 
Asia. Waterhouse (1972) implied that the land areas now 
forming the western edge of the Pacific Ocean were nearer 
North America as he believes the Pacific has expanded in 
area since the Permian.
At present the Permian invertebrate faunas of western 
North America are too poorly known for definite conclusions 
to be reached concerning their affinities with Asia. Several 
pieces of faunal data suggest Asian affinities. Ross (1967) 
has shown that the fusulinids of California and British 
Columbia are distinct from those recorded elsewhere in North
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America. In the Sakmarian California and British Columbia 
were part of a well defined Cordilleran Province. Later in 
the Permian this province became part of the Tethyan Province 
which was characterised by taxa unknown in Texas until the 
Capitanian. Similarly Sakmarian brachiopods from Oregon 
include the Asian genera Notothyris and Probolionia.
Incomplete faunal data indicate Tethyan, mainly Asian, 
affinities for Permian faunas located near the Pacific coast 
of North America. These can be explained if Asia was located 
near the middle of a proto-Pacific Ocean, a position from 
which filter migration to tropical areas in both eastern 
and western Euramerica was possible. Asian affinities of 
Cordilleran faunas may also be due to the separation of this 
area from the rest of North America in the Permian. This 
possibility has been discussed for parts of British Columbia 
(Monger & Ross, 1971) in an attempt to explain certain 
aspects of fusulinid distribution. Such an explanation may 
also account for the presence of a diverse brachiopod 
assemblage in the southern Alaskan islands which would 
otherwise be located outside the Permian tropics.
Data are particularly limited for southeast Asia 
which is here treated as a single unit in accordance with 
the outline of Asian plate tectonics given by Hamilton 
(l973)* Accordingly the single Late Carboniferous-Early 
Permian pole position from Malaya (Haile & McElhinny, 1972) 
is regarded with some reservations as indicating the posi­
tion of this continental aggregate. Faunal data from 
Malaya, Cambodia and Thailand are in agreement with a low 
palaeolatitude although their use in assessing the similarity
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of faunas within this 'continent1 is limited by obviously 
inadequate sampling* Faunas in Cambodia and Thailand 
generally resemble those of equatorial eastern Euramerica, 
China and Japan. In the Tatarian strong affinities existed 
with the faunas of Pakistan, Tibet and Timor. North American 
affinities are also evident (Waterhouse & Piyasin, 1970) 
but less marked. Unfortunately the available faunal data 
from southeast Asia provide only loose constraints to be 
satisfied by palaeogeographic reconstructions.
Palaeogeographic changes during the Permian
The previous discussion has dealt in turn with the 
relative positions of each major palaeogeographic unit during 
the Permian. Rather than examining the position of Permian 
continents within each of the five Permian time intervals 
for which faunal distribution data were compiled, this 
approach was adopted because the relative positions of most 
continental areas within Gondwanan and Laurasian continental 
assemblies did not change substantially during the Permian. 
Faunal and palaeomagnetic data were often too sparse to permit 
accurate monitoring of the position of continents thought to 
have shifted position during the Permian. Likely general 
trends of movement are given in Text Figures 13 to 17«
Many of the major changes in Permian brachiopod pro­
vincialism can be attributed to climatic fluctuations although 
the Permian palaeogeographic regime, largely unchanged after 
the Sakmarian, is still significant in explanations of 
provincialism. For example, the poorer definition of the
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Boreal Province when compared with the Antiboreal Province 
may be attributable to generally lower latitudes of shallow 
shelf seas within the Boreal Province. Unlike the Antiboreal 
the Boreal Province lacks stations at very high latitudes 
which could maintain a cold water fauna even during phases 
of strong climatic amelioration. During such phases warm 
water migrants would tend to reduce the distinctiveness of the
Boreal Province
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CONCLUSIONS
As one of the most widespread Permian fossil 
groups the articulate brachiopods are best suited to faunal 
palaeogeographic analysis. With the assistance of statistical 
procedures examination of faunal occurrence data for five 
widely correlated intervals within the Permian revealed 
the existence of four major brachiopod faunal provinces.
Two provinces were developed in the Sakmarian. The 
Laurasian Province was characterised by genera which 
originated in the Carboniferous and were distributed with 
greatest diversity in China, the Urals and Texas. Lower 
diversity assemblages are known from Taimyr Peninsula and 
Kolyma. Limited endemism allows the division of the 
Laurasian Province into Boreal, Uralian and American 
Subprovinces. The Antiboreal Province included low diversity 
assemblages in Australia, Peninsular India, Kashmir, Iran 
and possibly the Pamirs, Arabia and Afghanistan.
During the Artinskian increased endemism associated 
with the evolution of new brachiopod genera and families 
was associated with replacement of the Laurasian Province 
by the Tethyan and Boreal Provinces. The Boreal Province 
was recognisable until near the end of the Permian. It 
reached its greatest development in the Kazanian when 
several genera previously characteristic of the Boreal 
Province successfully occupied the unusual environments of 
the Phosphoria and Zechstein facies. The Tethyan Province
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existed until the end of tlie Permian when it was confined to a 
narrow equatorial belt extending from Europe to China and 
Japan. The Tethyan Province can be recognised from its 
high proportion of endemic genera and families.
The Antiboreal Province was characterised by the 
faunas of eastern Australia. After the Sakmarian this pro­
vince decreased in area as parts of northern Gondwanaland 
became incorporated in the Tethyan Province. -Aniiboreal 
faunas can be recognised on the basis of a small number of 
endemic genera and several bipolar genera and families.
Interpretation of faunal similarity measures by 
analogy with contemporary faunal distributions was compli­
cated by considerable geographic differences between the 
Permian and present day Earth. In the absence of formidable 
longitudinally oriented land barriers to migration, provincial 
boundaries appear to have been controlled mainly by 
temperature variations as they appeared to parallel lines of 
palaeolatitude. Endemism was lower than in contemporary marine 
faunal provinces although bipolarity was probably more 
pronounced. The Permian Tethyan Province was probably a 
zoogeographic unit similar in status to the Warm Water Fauna 
identified by Ekman (1953) in the distribution of modern 
marine life.
The importance of facies control over the distribu­
tion of Permian brachiopods is difficult to assess in the 
absence of reliable community studies. Valid zoogeographic 
units have been delineated, contrary to claims that the 
spatial distribution of fossil brachiopods was controlled
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entirely by the distribution of facies (Ager, 1971 )•
Clear evidence exists in the distribution of Kazanian 
brachiopods that different types of ecological stress may 
encourage the establishment of very similar brachiopod 
assemblage s.
Reconstructions of Permian geography suggested by 
brachiopod distribution and diversity data are generally 
consistent with reliable palaeomagnetic results and with 
fusulinid distribution data (Ross, 1967» Gobbett, 1967)*
The following conclusions are suggested or supported by such 
data:
1) Australia was situated at much higher latitudes 
in the Permian than it now occupies. Australian Permian 
faunas are of genuinely low diversity and not incompletely 
sampled high diversity faunas as claimed by some supporters
of the present Earth model for the Permian.
2) The Pamirs, Salt Range and Iran were probably 
parts of micro-continents located between India and the 
Permian equator. These areas show strong Antiboreal affinities 
in the Sakmarian but are part of the Tethyan Province later in 
the Permian.
3) Closing of the southern part of the Ural Sea 
caused by the collision of Siberia and Euramerica appears 
to have been completed in the Artinskian. Later faunas 
from the Urals contain none of the newly evolved taxa of
the Tethyan Province
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4) Siberia extended from the tropics to middle 
latitudes in the Permian. This conflicts with the estimates 
of palaeolatitude given by Ustritsky (1972) which are incon­
sistent with reliable palaeomagnetic data for Europe if a 
collision between Euramerica and Siberia occurred in the 
Early Permian as other evidence suggests#
5) China, Inner Mongolia, Japan and Primorye were 
located in tropical latitudes during the Permian. The line
of separation of these areas from Siberia coincides with the 
position of the trans-Baikalian-Mongolian Sea of palaeo- 
geographic reconstructions of this region (Bobrov & Kulikov, 
1968). Palaeontological data also support a tropical 
position for Mongolia, China and Japan in the Carboniferous 
(Campbell & McKellar, 1969)*
Other such evidence for and against various continen­
tal reconstruction may possibly be derived from the data 
presented here. This study leaves many problems of Permian 
zoogeography unsolved, largely because of a lack of data 
from critical areas. With improved faunal sampling, a more 
refined stratigraphic subdivision of the Permian and more 
appropriate statistical techniques it should be possible to 
produce highly reliable palaeogeographic maps by faunal 
analysis combined with palaeomagnetic and geotectonic data.
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Sources
APPENDIX 1
of fossil occurrence data
Sakmarian
Bolivia: Copacabana Formation, Lake Titicaca 
area, Bolivia and southern Peru 
(Chronic, 1953; Kozlowski, 1914).
Texas: Uddenites bearing Shale Member of the 
Gaptank Formation, Neal Ranch and 
Lennox Hills Formations, Glass 
Mountains (King, 1931; Cooper & Grant, 
1972) .
Kansas: Council Grove and Admire Groups (Mudge 
& Yochelson, 1962).
Oregon: Coyote Butte Formation (Cooper, 19 57) .
Thailand: Thum Nam Maholan Limestone (Yanagida, 
1966).
Southern China: Maping Limestone (Grabau, 1936).
Inner Mongolia: Abtonomoy Limestone (Chao, 1965), 
Taiyuan Series, northern China (Chao, 
1929) .
Pamir Mountains: Bazardarinskian horizon (Grunt & 
Dmitriev, 1973) .
Fergana: Karachatirian Stage (Volgin, 1960).
Ural Mountains: Sakmarian Stage (Chernyshev, 1902; 
Prokof'ev, 1963; Ustritsky, 1971).
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Timan: Sakmarian Stage (Barkhatova, 1970).
Taimyr Peninsula: Turuzovskian and lower Birrangskian 
horizons (Ustritsky & Chernyak, 1963).
Kolyma: Burgali, Parenisk, Irbichan and 
Yasachnin horizons (Zavodowsky et al., 
1970) .
Yukon: Zones Dos to Ej, Jungle Creek Formation 
(Waterhouse, 1971a).
Ellesmere Island: Hare Fjord Formation (Waterhouse in 
Nassichuk & Spinosa, 1972)
Svalbard: Upper Wordiekammen Limestone, 
Treskelodden Beds (Gobbet, 1964; 
Czarniecki, 1969)
Western Australia: Lyons Group, Callytharra Formation 
(Campbell, 1965; Coleman, 1957; Thomas, 
1958, 1967, 1971; collections of the 
Bureau of Mineral Resources and 
University of Western Australia)
Tasmania: Golden Valley Group (Clarke, 1968, 
1969, 1970, unpublished faunal list, 
1973)
Bowen Basin: Lizzie Creek Volcanics, Camboon 
Andesite, Stanleigh Formation 
(Armstrong, 1969, 1970; Campbell, 1965, 
Dear, 1971, 1972; Bureau of Mineral 
Resources collections)
Peninsular India: Umaria fauna (Reed, 1928) and fauna 
from Rajasthan being described by
Mr S.C. Shah.
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Kashmir: Agglomeratic Slate (Bion, 1928; Reed, 
1932; Shah, pers. comm.)
Arabia: Haushi Formation (Hudson & Sudbury, 
1959)
Iran: Geirud Formation, Member D (Sestini, 
1966)
Artinskian
Ural Mountains: Artinskian Stage (Chernyshev, 1902; 
Prokof'ev, 1963)
Pakistan: Amb Formation (Reed, 1944; Waterhouse, 
1970)
Carnic Alps: Trogkofel Limestone (Schellwien, 1900)
Darvaz: Darvasian Stage (Vlasov et al., 1962)
Texas: Skinner Ranch and Cathedral Mountain 
Formations, Glass Mountains (King,
1931; Cooper & Grant, 1972), Bone 
Spring Formation, Sierra Diablo (Stehli, 
1954)
Guatemala: Chocal Limestone (Stehli & Grant, 1970)
Yukon: Brachiopod zones Ej to Fs, uppermost 
Jungle Creek Formation and basal 
Tahkandit Formation (Waterhouse, 1971a)
Timan: Artinskian Stage (Barkhatova, 1970)
Pechora Basin: Talatinsk Suite (Ifanova, 1972; 
Ustritsky, 1971)
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Taimyr Peninsula: Upper Birrangskian (Ustritsky & 
Chernyak, 1963)
Kolyma: Munugudjak and Djeltin horizons 
(Zavodowsky et al., 1970)
Western Australia: Wooramel and Byro Groups, Carnarvon 
Basin; Noonkanbah Formation, Canning 
Basin; Mingenew Formation, Perth Basin 
(Campbell, 1965; Coleman, 1957; Peet, 
pers. comm.; Thomas, 1958, 1967; 
collections of the Bureau of Mineral 
Resources and the University of Western 
Australia)
New Zealand: Mangapirian and Barrettian Stages; 
Productus Creek Group and upper 
Takitimu Group, Southland (Waterhouse, 
1964, 1968)
Bowen Basin: Tiverton and Gebbie Subgroups and corre­
lates (Armstrong, 1969, 1970; Campbell, 
1965; Dear, 1971, 1972)
Sydney Basin: Pebbley Beach and Snapper Point 
Formations, south coast of N.S.W.,
Farley and Elderslie Formations, Hunter 
Valley (Armstrong, 1969, 1970; Campbell, 
1965; Dickins et a]^ . , 1969 ; Runnegar, 
1969a; collections of the Australian 
National University)
Tasmania: Cascades Group (Armstrong, 1969, 1970;
~ ' Clarke, 1970, unpublished faunal list,
1973)
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Kungurian/Ufimian
Texas: Road Canyon Formation, Glass Mountains 
(Cooper & Grant, 1969, 1972)
Phosphoria Complex: Meade Peak and Grandeur Members, Park 
City Formation, northwest United States 
(Yochelson, 1968)
British Columbia: Ross Creek and Telford Formations 
(Logan & McGugan, 1968)
Yukon: Zones Fps and Fl, lower Tahkandit 
Formation (Waterhouse, 1971a)
Kolyma: Djigdalin horizon (Zavodowsky et al., 
1970)
Devon Island: Assistance Formation, Grinnell 
Peninsula (Harker & Thorsteinsson, 1960)
Pechora Basin: Vorkutsk Series (Ifanova, 1972)
Ural Mountains: Kungurian Stage (Prokof'ev, 1963? 
Ustritsky, 1971)
Pakistan: Uppermost beds of the Amb Formation 
(Reed, 1944)
Western Australia: Baker Formation, Coolkilya Greywacke, 
Lightjack Member of the Liveringa 
Formation (Campbell, 1965; Thomas, 1958, 
1967; collections of the Bureau of 
Mineral Resources)
New Zealand: Mangarewa Formation, Southland 
(Waterhouse 1964, 1968)
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Bowen Basin: Lower Blenheim Subgroup and corre­
lates (Armstrong, 1969, 1970; Campbell, 
1965; Dear, 1971, 1972)
Sydney Basin: Wandrawandian Siltstone, Nowra Sand­
stone, lower part of the Mulbring 
Formation (Armstrong, 1969, 1970; 
Campbell, 1965; Dickins et al., 1969; 
collections of Australian National 
University)
Tasmania: Malbina Formation (Clarke, 1971)
Kazanian
Thailand: Beds at Khao Phrik, southern Thailand 
(Waterhouse & Piyasin, 1970)
Pakistan: Lower Wargal Formation (Reed,' 1944)
Texas: Word Formation, Glass Mountains 
(Cooper & Grant, 1972; King, 1931)
Mexico: Beds near El Antimonio, western Sonora 
(Cooper et_ aul. , 1953)
Phosphoria Complex: Phosphoria and Park City Formations 
excluding the Meade Peak Phosphatic 
Shale Member and the Grandeur Member 
(Yochelson, 1968)
British Columbia: Ranger Canyon Formation (Logan & 
McGugan, 1968)
Axel Heiberg Island: Limestone at Svartevaeg, northern Axel 
Heiberg Island (Stehli & Grant, 1971)
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Yukon: Cancrinelloides Zone, Tahkandit 
Formation (Waterhouse, 1971a)
Svalbard: Brachiopod Chert (Gobbet, 1964)
Greenland: Foldvik Creek Beds, eastern Greenland 
(Dunbar, 1955)
Russian Platform: Kazanian Stage (Grigorieva, 1962, 1967; 
Slyusareva, 1960)
Germany and Poland: Zechstein (Malzahn, 1937; SokoZowski, 
1972)
Britain: Magnesian Limestone, Durham (King, 
1850; Smith & Francis, 1967)
Sicily: Sosio Limestones (Greco, 1942, Stehli, 
1971; Rudwick & Cowen, 1967)
Tunisia: Beds at Djebel Tebaga (Termier & 
Termier, 1957)
Mongolia: Beds in central Outer Mongolia (Bobrov 
& Kotlyar, 1963; Bobrov & Loginov, 1966)
Kolyma: Omolon and Gijigin horizons (Zavodowsky 
et al., 1970)
Orulgan Mountains: Kharaulakh Suite (Menner et ad., 1970; 
Ustritsky, 1971)
Taimyr Peninsula: Lower Baikursk horizon (Ustritsky & 
Chernyak, 1963)
New Zealand: AG 4 limestone, Arthurton Group, Otago 
(Waterhouse, 1964, 1968)
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Sydney Basin: Gerringong Volcanics, upper part of 
Mulbring Formation (Armstrong, 1969; 
Campbell, 1965; Runnegar, 1969b)
Bowen Basin: Flat Top Formation and equivalents 
(Armstrong, 1969, 1970; Campbell, 
1965; Dear, 1971, 1972)
Tasmania: Malbina E (Armstrong, 1969; Clarke, 
1969, 1970)
Tatarian
Armenia: Gnishik and Khachik horizons,
Dzhulfian Stage (Ruzhenstev & Sarycheva, 
1965)
Northern Hungary: Limestones in the Bukk Mountains 
(Schreter, 1963)
Yugoslavia: Slovenia (Schreter, 1963)
Pamir Mountains: Takhtavulask horizon (Grunt & Dmitriev, 
1973)
Tibet: Beds at Chiticun and Malla Sangcha 
(Diener, 1897, 1903; Waterhouse, 1966, 
1972)
Pakistan: Kalabargh Member, Chhidru and Mianwali 
Formations, Salt Range (Grant, 1968, 
1970; Waterhouse, 1970, 1972)
Iran: Ruteh Limestone, Upper Nesen Formation 
(Sestini, 1965; Sestini & Glaus, 1966)
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Cambodia: Sisophon Zones C and D (Ishii et al., 
1969; Termier & Termier, 1970)
Japan: Maizuru Group, southern Honshu 
(Shimizu, 1961, 1963)
Nepal: Dolpo district, western Nepal 
(Waterhouse, 1966)
Southern China: Wuchiaping and Changhsing Limestones 
(Huang, 1932, 1933)
Timor: Basleo beds (Broili, 1916; Waterhouse, 
1972)
Northwestern Australia: Hardman Member, upper beds of the
Texas:
Port Keats Group (Thomas, 1967)
Capitan Limestone Formation, Glass 
Mountains, Bell Canyon Formation, 
Delaware Basin (Cooper & Grant, 1972)
Kolyma: Hivatch horizon (Zavodowsky et al., 
1970)
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APPENDIX 2
Permian brachiopod genera and families
(1) Sakmarian 7. CHONETIDAE
1. ENTELETIDAE 20. Chonetina
1. Acosarina 21. Chonetinella
2. Enteletes 22. Lissochonetes
3. Orthotichia 23. Mesolobus
4. Parenteletes 24. Neochonetes
2. RHIPIDOMELLIDAE 25. Quadrochonetes
5. Rhipidomella 26. Striochonetes
3. MEEKELLIDAE 27. Tornquistia
6. Geyerella 8. STROPHALOSIIDAE
7. Meekella 28. Acritosia
8. Orthotetella 29. Costalosia
4. SCHUCHERTELLIDAE 30. Ctenalosia
9. Arctitreta 31. Heteralosia
10. Diplanus 32. Orthothrix
11. Goniarina 33. Stophalosia
12. Kiangsiella 34. Wyndhamia
13. Schuchertella 9. TEGULIFERINIDAE
14. Streptorhynchus 35. Tegulifera
15. Tropidelasma 10. AULOSTEGIDAE
5. ORTHOTETIDAE 36. Aulcsteges
16. Derbyia 37. Cooperina
17. Derbyoides 38. Limbella
18. Orthotetes 39. Taeniothaerus
6. ISOGRAMMIDAE 11. CHONOSTEGIDAE
19. Isogramma 40. Urushtenia
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12. SPYRIDIOPHORIDAE 19. BUXTONIIDAE
41. Spyridiophoria 63. Juresania
13. SCACCHINELLIDAE 64. Kochiproductus
42. Derbyella 20. DICTYOCLOSTIDAE
43. Scacchinella 65. Antiquatonia
14. LEIOPRODUCTIDAE 6 6. Chaoiella
44. Jakutoproductus 67. Dasysaria
15. OVERTONIIDAE 68. Horridonia
45. Fimbrinia 69. Reticulatia
46. Krotovia 21. LINOPRODUCTIDAE
47. Tubersulculus 70. Anidanthus
16. MARGINIFERIDAE 71. Cancrinella
48. Anemonaria 72. Linoproductus
49. Echinauris 73. Megousia
50. Hystriculina 74. Stepanoviella
51. Kozlowskia 75. Striatifera
52. Nudauris 76. Terrakea
53. Paramarginifera 77. Yakovelvia
54. Probolionia 22. LYTTONIIDAE
55. Rugivestis 78. Eolyttonia
56. Uraloproductus 79. Keyserlingina
17. RETARIIDAE 80. Oldhamina
57. Kutorginella 81. Pirgulia
58. Tubaria 82. Poikilosakos
18. ECHINOCONCHIDAE 83. Pseudoleptodus
59. Bathymyonia 23. UNCINULIDAE
60. Calliprotonia 84. Uncinunellina
61. Echinaria 24. TETRACAMERIDAE
62. Waagenoconcha 85. Septacamera
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25. WELLERELLIDAE
86. Gerassimovia
87. Pontisia
88. Terebratuloidea
89. Wellerella
26. ATRIBONIIDAE
90. Camerisma
91. Cyrolexis
92. Psilocamara
•
r-'CN STENOSCISMATIDAE
93. Stenoscisma
28. RHYNCHOPORIDAE
94. Rhynchopora
29. RETZIIDAE
95. Hustedia
30. ATHYRIDIDAE
96. Cleiothyridina
97. Composita
31. AMBOCOELIIDAE
98. Attenuatella
99. Crurithyris
32. SYRINGOTHYRIDIDAE
100. Asyrinx
101. Cyrtella
Pseudosyrinx
Subansiria
102. Orulgania
103. Paeckelmanella
104. Pseudosyringothyris
33. SPIRIFERIDAE
105. Brachythyrina
106. Fusispirifer
107. Gypospirifer
108. Neospirifer
109. Septospirifer
110. Trigonotreta
111. Gen. Nov.
34. BRACHYTHYRIDIDAE
112. Brachythyris
113. Choristites
114. Eliva
115. Ella
116. Purdonella
117. Spiriferella
35. SPIRIFERINIDAE
118. Altiplecus
119. Callispirina
120. Punctospirifer
121. Reticulariina
122. Spiriferellina
36. ELYTHIDAE
123. Phricadothyris
124. Taimyrella
37. MARTINIIDAE
125. Fredericksia
126. Martinia
127. Notospirifer
128. Tomiopsis
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38. MUTATIONELLIDAE 11. Goniarina
129. Cryptacanthia 12. Kiangsiella
39. DIELASMATIDAE 13. Schuchertella
130. Beecheria 14. Streptorhynchus
131. Dielasma 15. Tropidelasma
132. Fletcherithyris 5. ORTHOTETIDAE
133. Hoskingia 16. Derbyia
40. GILLEDIIDAE 17. Orthotetes
134. Gilledia 6. CHONETIDAE
135. Hemiptychina 18. Arctochonetes
41. NOTOTHYRIDIDAE 19. Chonetina
136. Notothyris 20. Chonetinella
Unassigned Genera 21. Dyoros
137. Nantanella 22. Lissochonetes
23. Micraphelia
(2) Artinskian 24. Neochonetes
1. ENTELETIDAE 25. Quadrochonetes
1. Acosarina 26. Rugaria
2. Enteletes 27. Tornquistia
3. Orthotichia 7. STROPHALOSIIDAE
4. Parenteletes 28. Acritosia
2. RHIPIDOMELLIDAE 29. Costalosia
5. Rhipidomella 30. Heteralosia
3. MEEKELLIDAE 31. Lialosia
6. Geyerella 32. Orthothrix
7. Meekella 33. Strophalosia
8. Orthotetella 34. Wyndhamia
4. SCHUCHERTELLIDAE 35. Gen. Nov.
9. Arctitreta 8. TEGULIFERINIDAE
10. Diplanus 36. Teguliferina
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9. AULOSTEGIDAE 58. Elliotella
37. Agelesia 59. Hystriculina
38. Aulosteges 60. Kozlowskia
39. Edriosteges 61. Liosotella
40. Institella 62. Marginifera
41. Limbella 63. Nudauris
42. Rhamnaria 64. Oncosarina
43. Taeniothaerus 65. Rugivestis
44. Xenosteges 66. Uraloproductus
10. CHONOSTEGIDAE 67. Gen. Nov.
45. Chonosteges 18. RETARIIDAE
11. SPYRIDIOPHORIDAE 68. Kutorginella
46. Spyridiophora 69. Thamnosia
12. TSCHERNYSCHEWIIDAE 70. Thuleproductus
47. Tschernyschewia 19. ECHINOCONCHIDAE
13. SCACCHINELLIDAE 71. Calliprotonia
48. Scacchinella 72. Waagenoconcha
14. RICHTHOFENIIDAE 20. BUXTONIIDAE
49. Cyclacantharia 73. Kochiproductus
50. Hercosestria 74. Ramavectus
51. Hercosia 21. DICTYOCLOSTIDAE
15. LEIOPRODUCTIDAE 75. Antiquatonia
52. Jakutoproductus 76. Chaoiella
16. OVERTONIIDAE 77. Costiferina
53. Fimbrinia 78. Horridonia
54. Krotovia 79. Peniculauris
55. Tubersulculus 80. Reticulatia
17. MARGINIFERIDAE 81. Rugatia
56. Anemonaria 82. Spinifrons
57. Echinauris
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22. LINOPRODUCTIDAE
83. Anidanthus
84. Cancrinella
•m00 Compressoproductus
86. Grandaurispina
87. Linoproductus
•
0000 Megousia
89. Stepanoviella
90. Terrakea
91. Yakovlevia
23. LYTTONIIDAE
92. Coscinophora
93. Eolyttonia
94. Leptodus
95. Oldhamina
96. Petasmaia
24 . UNCINULIDAE
97. Uncinunellina
25. CAMAROTOECHIIDAE
*
00CP\ Paranorella
99. Phrenophoria
26. TETRACAMERIDAE
100. Septacamera
27. RHYNCHOTETRADIDAE
101. Goniophoria
28. WELLERELLIDAE
102. Amphipella
103. Plekonella
104. Pontisia
105. Tautosia
29. ATRIBONIIDAE
107. Camerisma
108. Psilocamara
30. STENOSCISMATIDAE
109. Stenoscisma
110. Coledium
111. Torynechus
31. RHYNCHOPORIDAE
112. Rhynchopora
32. RETZIIDAE
113. Hustedia
33. ATHYRISINIDAE
114. Uncinella
34. ATHYRIDIDAE
115. Cleiothyridina
116. Composita
117. Spirigerella
35. AMBOCOELIIDAE
118. Attenuatella
119. Crurithyris
36. SYRINGOTHYRIDIDAE
120. Cyrtella 
Pseudosyrinx 
Subansiria
121. Paeckelmanella
122. Pseudosyringothyris
123. Sulciplica
37. SPIRIFERIDAE
124. Brachythyrina
125. Fusispirifer
106. Wellerella 126. Kasakhstania
151. Hoskingia
152. Lowenstamia
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127. Lepidospirifer
128. Neospirifer
129. Septospirifer
130. Trigonotreta
131. Gen. Nov.
38. BRACHYTHYRIDIDAE
132. Choristites
133. Ella
134. Purdonella
135. Pustuloplica
136. Spiriferella
39. SPIRIFERINIDAE
137. Altiplecus
138. Crenispirifer
139. Sarganostega
140. Spiriferellina
141. Spiriferinaella
40. ELYTHIDAE
142. Phricadothyris
41. MARTINIIDAE
143. Martinia
144. Martiniopsis
145. Notospirifer
146. Tomiopsis
42. MUTATIONELLIDAE
147. Cryptacanthia
148. Glossothyropsis
43. DIELASMATIDAE
149. Dielasma
150. Fletcherithyris
153. Plectelasma
154. Yochelsonia
44. GILLEDIIDAE
155. Gilledia
156. Hemiptychina
45. NOTOTHYRIDIDAE
157. Notothyris
46. HETERELASMINIDAE
47. CRYPTONELLIDAE
158. Heterelasma
(3) Kungurian/Ufimian
1. ENTELETIDAE
1. Acosarina
2. Orthotichia
2. RHIPIDOMELLIDAE
3. Rhipidomella
3. MEEKELLIDAE
4. Geyerella
5. Meekella
6. Ombonia
4. SCHUCHERTELLIDAE
7. Arctitreta
8. Goniarina
9. Schuchertella-
10. Streptorhynchus
5. ORTHOTETIDAE
11. Derbyia
12. Orthotetes
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6. C H O N E T I D A E 13. O V E R T O N I I D A E
13. A r c t o c h o n e t e s 35. F i m b r i n i a
14. C h o n e t i n a 36. K r o t o v i a
15. C h o n e t i n e t e s 14. M A R G I N I F E R I D A E
16. Dyoros 37. A n e m o n a r i a
17. L i s s o c h o n e t e s 38. C o s t i s p i n i f e r a
18. M e s o l o b u s 39. E c h i n a u r i s
19. N e o c h o n e t e s 40. L i o s o t e l l a
20. U n d u l e l l a 41. M a r g i n i f e r a
7. S T R O P H A L O S I I D A E 42. U r a l o p r o d u c t u s
21. C o s t a l o s i a 43. Gen. Nov.
22. L i a l o s i a 15. R E T A R I I D A E
23. S t r o p h a l o s i a 44. K u t o r g i n e l l a
24. W y n d h a m i a 45. T h a m n o s i a
8. A U L O S T E G I D A E 46. T h u l e p r o d u c t u s
25. A u l o s t e g e s 16. E C H I N O C O N C H I D A E
26. E c h i n o s t e g e s 47. W a a g e n o c o n c h a
27. E d r i o s t e g e s 17. B U X T O N I I D A E
28. T a e n i o t h a e r u s 48. K o c h i p r o d u c t u s
9. C H O N O S T E G I D A E 18. D I C T Y O C L O S T I D A E  *
29. C h o n o s t e g e s 49. C h a o i e l l a
10. T S C H E R N Y S C H E W I I D A E 50. C o s t i f e r i n a
30. T s c h e r n y s c h e w i a 51. H o r r i d o n i a
11. R I C H T H O F E N I I D A E 52. P a u c i s p i n i f e r a
31. C o l l u m a t u s 53. P e n i c u l a u r i s
32. C y c l a c a n t h a r i a 54. R u g a t i a
33. H e r c o s e s t r i a 55. S q u a m a r i a
12. L E I O P R O D U C T I D A E 19. L I N O P R O D U C T I D A E
34. J a k u t o p r o d u c t u s 56. A n i d a n t h u s
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57. C a n c r i n e l l a 28. A T H Y R I S I N I D A E
58. C o m p r e s s o p r o d u c t u s 79. U n c i n e l l a
59. K u v e l o u s i a 29. A T H Y R I D I D A E
60. L i n o p r o d u c t u s 80. C l e i o t h y r i d i n a
61. M e g o u s i a 81. C o m p o s i t a
62. T e r r a k e a 82. S p i r i g e r e l l a
63. Y a k o v l e v i a 30. A M B O C O E L I I D A E
20. L Y T T O N I I D A E 83. C r u r i t h y r i s
64. C o s c i n o p h o r a 31. S Y R I N G O T H Y R I D I D A E
65. L e p t o d u s 84. C y r t e l l a
66. P e t a s m a i a P s e u d o s y r i n x
21. C A M A R O T O E C H I I D A E S u b a n s i r i a
67. L e i o r h y n c h o i d e a 85. P a e c k e l m a n e l l a
22. T E T R A C A M E R I D A E 86. P s e u d o s y r i n g o t h y r i s
68. S e p t a c a m e r a 87. P t e r o s p i r i f er
23. W E L L E R E L L I D A E 88. S u l c i p l i c a
69. A l l o r h y n c h u s 89. T i m a n i e l l a
70. A m p h i p e l l a 32. S P I R I F E R I D A E
71. P e t a s m a t h a e r u s 90. B r a c h y t h y r i n a
72. P h r e n o p h o r i a 91. F u s i s p i r i f e r
73. P l e k o n e l l a 92. K a s a k h s t a n i a
74. P o n t i s i a 93. N e o s p i r i f e r
24. A T R I B O N I I D A E 94. T r i g o n o t r e t a
75. C a m e r i s m a 95. Gen. Nov.
25. S T E N O S C I S M A T I D A E 33. B R A C H Y T H Y R I D I D A E
76. S t e n o s c i s m a 96. C h o r i s t i t e s
26. R H Y N C H O P O R I D A E 97. P u r d o n e l l a
77. R h y n c h o p o r a 98. S p i r i f e r e l l a
•r-CM R E T Z I I D A E 34. S P I R I F E R I N I D A E
78. H u s t e d i a 99. R e t i c u l a r i i n a
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100. S p i r i f e r e l l i n a 3. E n t e l e t o i d e s
101. S p i r i f e r i n a e l l a 4. O r t h o t i c h i a
102. X e s t o t r e m a 2. R H I P I D O M E L L I D A E
35. E L Y T H I D A E 5. R h i p i d o m e l l a
103. P h r i c a d o t h y r i s 3. M E E K E L L I D A E
36. M A R T I N I I D A E 6. M e e k e l l a
104. M a r t i n i a 7. O m b o n i a
105. M a r t i n i o p s i s 4. S C H U C H E R T E L L I D A E
106. M u r e l l a 8. A r c t i t r e t a
107. N o t o s p i r i f e r 9. D i p l a n u s
108. T o m i o p s i s 10. S c h u c h e r t e l l a
37. D I E L A S M A T I D A E 11. S t r e p t o r h y n c h u s
109. D i e l a s m a 5. O R T H O T E T I D A E
110. F l e t c h e r i t h y r i s 12. D e r b y i a
111. Y o c h e l s o n i a 13. P l i c a t o d e r b y i a
38. G I L L E D I I D A E 6. C H O N E T I D A E
112. G i l l e d i a 14. C h o n e t i n a
113. H e m i p t y c h i n a 15. D y o r o s
114. M a o r i e l a s m a 16. L i s s o c h o n e t e s
115. M a r i n u r n u l a 17. N e o c h o n e t e s
39. N O T O T H Y R I D I D A E 18. S t r i o c h o n e t e s
116. N o t o t h y r i s 19. T o r n q u i s t i a
40. H E T E R E L A S M I N I D A E 20. U n d u l e l l a
117. J i s u i n a 21. W a a g e n i t e s
118. P s e u d o d i e l a s m a 7. S T R O P H A L O S I I D A E
22. C r a s p e d a l o s i a
(4) K a z a n i a n 23. C t e n a l o s i a
1. E N T E L E T I D A E 24. D a s y a l o s i a
1. E n t e l e t e s 25. H e t e r a l o s i a
2.
<
E n t e l e t l n a 26. O r t h o t h r i x
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27. S p h e n a l o s i a 16. R E T A R I I D A E
28. S t r o p h a l o s i a 50. T h a m n o s i a
29. W y n d h a m i a 51. T h u l e p r o d u c t u s
8. A U L O S T E G I D A E 17. E C H J N O C O N C H I D A E
30. A u l o s t e g e s 52. B a t h y m y o n i a
31. C o o p e r i n a 53. W a a g e n o c o n c h a
32. E c h i n o s t e g e s 18. B U X T O N I I D A E
33. R h a m n a r i a 54. K o c h i p r o d u c t u s
34. S e p t a s t e g e s 55. R a m a v e c t u s
35. S p h e n o s t e g e s 19. D I C T Y O C L O S T I D A E
36. T a e n i o t h a e r u s 56. A n t i q u a t o n i a
37. X e n o s t e g e s 57. C o s t i f e r i n a
9. C H O N O S T E G I D A E 58. H o r r i d o n i a
38. C h o n o s t e g e s 59. T y l o p l e c t a
10. C H O N E T E L L I D A E 20. L I N O P R O D U C T I D A E
39. C h o n e t e l l a 60. A n i d a n t h u s
11. T S C H E R N Y S C H E W I I D A E 61. A s p e r l i n u s
40. T s c h e r n y s c h e w i a 62. C a n c r i n e l l a
12. S C A C C H I N E L L I D A E 63. C a n c r i n e l l o i d e s
13. R I C H T H O F E N I I D A E 64. C o m p r e s s o p r o d u c t u s
41. C y c l a c a n t h a r i a 65. G r a n d a u r i s p i n a
42. G l o b o s o b u c i n a 66. K u v e l o u s i a
43. R i c h t h o f e n i a 67. L i n o p r o d u c t u s
14. O V E R T O N I I D A E 68. M e g o u s i a
44. K r o t o v i a 69. P a u c i s p i n i f e r a
15. M A R G I N I F E R I D A E 70. S t e p a n o v i e l l a
45. C o s t i s p i n i f e r a 71. T e r r a k e a
46. E c h i n a u r i s 72. Y a k o v l e v i a
47. H a y d e n e l l a 21. L Y T T O N I I D A E
48. L i o s o t e l l a 73. E o l y t t o n i a
49. M a r g i n i f e r a 74 . L e p t o d u s
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22. UNCINULIDAE 96. Orbicoelia
75. Uncinunellina 32. SYRINGOTHYRIDIDAE
to u> • CAMAROTOECHIIDAE 97. Cyrtella
76. Bryorhynchus Pseudosyrinx
77. Leiorhynchoidea Subansiria
78. Paranorella 98. Licharewia
79. Phrenophoria 99. Paeckelmanella
24. WELLERELLIDAE 100. Pseudosyringothyris
80. Divaricostata 101. Pterospirifer
81. Plekonella 102. Sulciplica
82. Terebratuloidea 33. SPIRIFERIDAE
83. Wellerella 103. Brachythyrina
25. ATRIBONIIDAE 104. Fusispirifer
84. Camerisma 105. Kasakhstania
85. Psilocamara 106. Neospirifer
26. STENOSCISMATIDAE 107. Trigonotreta
86. Coledium 34. BRACHYTHYRIDIDAE
87. Stenoscisma 108. Choristitella
•CM RHYNCHOPORIDAE 109. Choristites
88. Rhynchopora 110. Purdonella
28. RETZIIDAE 111. Pustuloplica
•<T>CO Hustedia 112. Spiriferella
29. ATHYRISINIDAE 35. SPIRIFERINIDAE
90. Uncinella 113. Callispirina
30. ATHYRIDIDAE 114. Odontospirifer
91. Cleiothyridina 115. Punctospirifer
92. Composita 116. Reticulariina
93. Spirigerella 117. Spirifereilina
31. AMBOCOELIIDAE 118. Spiriferinaella
94. Attenuatella 119. Xestotrema
95. Crurithyris
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36. ELYTHIDAE (5) Tatarian
120. Phricadothyris 1. ENTELETIDAE
121. Spirelytha 1. Enteletes
37. MARTINIIDAE 2. Enteletella
122. Martinia 3. Enteletoides
123. Martiniopsis 4 . Orthotichia
124. Murella 5. Parenteletes
125. Notospirifer 2. RHIPIDOMELLIDAE
126. Tomiopsis 6. Rhipidomella
38. MUTATIONELLIDAE 3. MEEKELLIDAE
127. Cryptacanthia 7. Geyerella
128. Glossothyropsis 8. Ombonia
39. DIELASMATIDAE 9. Orthothetina
129. Beecheria 4. SCHUCHERTELLIDAE
130. Dielasma 10. Kiangsiella
131. Dielasmina 11. Schuchertella
132. Fletcherithyris 12. Streptorhynchn
133. Texasia 5. ORTHOTETIDAE
134. Whitspakia 13. Derbyia
40. GILLEDIIDAE 6. CHONETIDAE
135. Gilledia 14. Chonetinetes
136. Hemiptychina 15. Lissochonetes
137. Maorielasma 16. Micraphelia
138. Marinurnula 17. Neochonetes
41. NOTOTHYRIDIDAE 18. Plicochonetes
139. Notothyris 19. Waagenites
42. HETERELASMINIDAE 7. STROPHALOSIIDAE
140. Pseudodielasma 20. Heteralosia
43. CRYPTONELLIDAE Unassigned Genera
141. Heterelasma 143. Petasmatherus
142. Pontielasma 144 . Rorespirifer
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21. Sphenalosia 44 . M.himalayensis
22. Strophalosia 45. Ogbinia
8. AULOSTEGIDAE 46. Spinomarginifera
23. Aulosteges 16. RETARIIDAE
24. Echincsteges 47. Thamnosia
25. Edriosteges 17. ECHINOCONCHIDAE
26. Institella 48. Vediproductus
27. Taeniothaerus 49. Waagenoconcha
28 Wyatkina 18. DICTYOCLOSTIDAE
29. Xenosteges 50. Araxilevis
9. CHONOSTEGIDAE 51. Costiferina
30. Chonostegoides 52. 1Dictyoclostus'
chiticunensis
31. Strophalosiina
53. Tyloplecta
10. CHONETELLIDAE
19. LINOPRODUCTIDAE
32. Chonetella
54 . Anidanthus
11. TSCHERNYSCHEWIIDAE
55. Asperlinus
33. Tschernyschewia
56. Cancrinella
12. SCACCHINELLIDAE
57. Cancrinelloides
34. Scacchinella
58 . Compressoproductus
13. RICHTHOFENIIDAE
59. Linoproductus
35. Cyclacantharia
60. Monticulifera
36. Richthofenia
61. Paucispinifera
37. Sestropoma
62. Stepanoviella
14. OVERTONIIDAE
20. LYTTONIIDAE
38. Dorashamia
63. Eolyttonia
39. Krotovia
64. Gubleria
15. MARGINIFERIDAE -
65. Keyserlingina
40. Echinauris
66. Leptodus
41. Haydenella
67. Oldhamina
42. Liosotella
68 . Pseudoleptodus
43. Marginifera
69. Rigbyella
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21. SPINOLYTTONIIDAE
70. Spinolyttonia
22. UNCINULIDAE
71. Uncinunellina
23. CAMAROTOECHIIDAE
72. Bryorhynchus
24. WELLERELLIDAE
73. Fascicosta
74. Gerassimovia
75. Pseudowellerella
76. Stigirhynchia
77. Terebratuloidea
78. Wellerella
25. ATRIBONIIDAE
79. Camarophorinella
80. Cyrolexis
26. STENOSCISMATIDAE
81. Coledium
82. Stenoscisma 
2 7. RHYNCHOPORIDAE
83. Rhynchopora
28. RETZIIDAE
84. Hustedia
29. ATHYRISINIDAE
85. Uncinella
30. ATHYRIDIDAE
86. Araxathyris
87. Cleiothyridina
88. Comelicania
89. Composita
90. Janiceps
91. Septospirigerella
92. Spirigerella
31. AMBOCOELIIDAE
93. Crurithyris
32. SYRINGOTHYRIDIDAE
94. Licharewia
33. SPIRIFERIDAE
95. Neospirifer
34. BRACHYTHYRIDIDAE
96. Choristites
97. Eliva
98. Elivina
99. Purdonella
100. Spiriferella
35. SPIRIFERINIDAE
101. Callispirina
102. Crenispirifer
103. Reticulariina
104. Sarganostega
105. Spiriferellina
36. ELYTHIDAE
106. Anomaloria
107. Phricadothyris
37. MARTINIIDAE
108. Martinia
109. Martiniopsis
38. MUTATIONELLIDAE
110. Glossothyropsis
39. DIELASMATIDAE
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111. Beecheria
112. Dielasma
113. Dielasmina
114. Fletcherithyris
115. Hoskingia
116. Whitspakia
40. NOTOTHYRIDIDAE
117. Notothyris
118. Timorina
41. GILLEDIIDAE
119. Hemiptychina
42. HETERELASMINIDAE
120. Jisuina
121. Pseudodielasma 
Unassigned genera
122. Chonopectoides
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APPENDIX 3
Distribution of Permian brachiopod genera and
families
The numbers below refer to the taxa listed in appendix 2. 
Family data are parenthesized with the underlined families 
representing occurrences not derived from the preceeding 
generic occurrence list.
(1) Sakmarian
Bolivia 2, 3, 5, 12, 14, 16, 22, 45, 49, 50, 51, 
60, 62, 63, 64, 66, 69, 71, 72, 73, 89, 
93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 99, 107, 120, 123, 
131; (1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 
21, 25, 27, 28, 30, 31, 33, 35, 36, 39).
Texas 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 
15, 16, 17, 19, 21, 22, 24, 25, 28, 30,
31, 35, 37, 38, 41, 43, 45, 49, 50, 51,
52, 57, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 67, 69,
71, 72, 75, 78, 82, 83, 87, 89, 92, 93,
94, 95, 96, 97, 99, 107, 108, 118, 121, 
123, 126, 129, 130, 131; (1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 
19, 20, 21, 22, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 
31, 33, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39).
Kansas 2, 5, 7, 16, 19, 22, 24, 35, 50, 57, 63, 
69, 71, 72, 89, 95, 97, 99, 108, 120,
123; (1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 16, 17, 19, 
20, 21, 25, 30, 31, 33, 35, 36).
Oregon
Thailand
Southern China
Inner Mongolia
Pamir Mountains
Fergana
1 11
5 , 7 , 1 6 , 2 1 , 2 4 , 4 6 , 5 4 , 5 5 , 5 7 , 5 9 ,
6 2 , 6 4 , 6 5 , 7 2 , 7 7 , 8 5 , 8 9 , 9 3 , 9 4 , 9 5 , 
9 6 , 9 7 , 9 9 , 1 0 8 , 1 1 7 , 1 2 2 , 1 2 3 , 1 2 6 ,
1 3 4 , 1 3 6 ; ( 2 , 3 , 5 , 7 , 1 5 , 1 6 , 1 7 , 1 8 ,
1 9 , 2 0 , 2 1 , 22 ,^ 2 4 , 2 5 , 2 7 , 2 8 , 2 9 , 3 0 , 
3 1 , 3 3 , 3 4 , 3 5 , 3 6 , 3 7 , 4 0 , 4 1 ) .
2 , 3 , 5 , 4 2 , 4 6 , 5 4 , 6 3 , 6 6 , 6 9 , 7 1 , 7 2 , 
7 5 , 8 0 , 8 1 , 8 4 , 1 0 8 , 1 1 3 , 1 2 3 , 1 2 6 , 1 3 6 ; 
( 1 , 2 , 7 , 1 3 , 1 5 , 1 6 , 1 8 , 1 9 , 2 0 , 2 1 , 2 2 , 
2 3 , 3 3 , 3 4 , 3 6 , 3 7 , 4 1 ) .
5 , 1 4 , 2 4 , 4 6 , 5 4 , 6 2 , 6 3 , 7 1 , 7 2 , 7 5 ,
8 4 , 8 8 , 9 0 , 9 6 , 1 0 5 , 1 0 8 , 1 1 2 , 1 1 5 , 1 1 6 , 
1 2 3 , 1 2 6 , 1 3 1 , 1 3 6 , 1 3 7 ; ( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 7 , 
1 5 , 1 6 , 1 8 , 1 9 , 2 1 , 2 3 , 2 6 , 3 0 , 3 3 , 3 4 , 
3 6 , 3 7 , 3 9 , 4 1 ) .
2 , 1 9 , 2 4 , 4 6 , 6 3 , 6 9 , 7 2 , 8 4 , 9 0 , 9 3 , 
9 9 , 1 0 8 , 1 1 3 , 1 1 4 , 1 2 3 , 1 2 6 , 1 3 5 , 1 3 6 ; 
( 1 , 6 , 7 , 1 5 , 16_, 1 8 , 1 9 , 2 0 , 2 1 , 2 3 ,
2 6 , 2 7 , 3 1 , 3 4 , 3 6 , 3 7 , 4 0 , 4 1 ) .
1 6 , 3 9 , 6 9 , 7 1 , 8 6 , 9 6 , 1 0 1 , 1 0 8 , 1 2 3 , 
1 2 6 ; ( 5 , 1 0 , 2 0 , 2 1 , 2 5 , 3 0 , 3 2 , 3 3 , 3 6 , 
3 7 ) .
2 , 1 8 , 1 9 , 6 3 , 8 8 , 9 3 , 1 0 5 , 1 2 5 , 1 2 6 , 
1 3 1 , 1 3 6 ; ( 1 , 5 , 6 , 1 9 , 2 0 , 2 5 , 2 7 , 3 3 ,
3 5 , 3 7 , 3 9 , 4 1 ) .
Ural Mountains
Timan
Taimyr Peninsula
Kolyma
Yukon
1 12
3, 5, 7, 14, 16, 20 , 24 , 40, 46, 47,
53, 56, 57, 58, 60, 62, 63, 64, 66, 69,
71, 72, 79, 84, 85, 88, 90, 91, 93, 94,
95, 96, 97, 99, 105 , 108, 109, 112, 113
114, 116 , 117, 123, 126 , 131, 135, 136;
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 11, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28,
29, 30, 31, 32_, 33, 34, 35_, 36 , 37, 39,
40, 41).
3, 14, 16, 21, 22, 23, 24, 45, 46, 57,
60, 62, 63, 64, 66, 00 69, 71, 72, 77,
LD00 93, 94, 95, 101 , 103 , 105, 108, 116
117 , 123 , 126, 131; (1, 4, 5, 7, 15 , 16
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 24, 27, 28, 29, 32,
33, 34 , 35, 36, 37 , 39) .
44, 45, 46, 56, 62, 70, 71, 72, 93, 94
95, 103 , 108, 117, 124, 126, 128, 131;
(5, 8, 14, 15, 16, 18, 21, 2 5 , 27, 29,
32, 33, 34, 36, 37, 39) .
14, 24, 44, 46, 62, 63, 64, 66, 69, 71
72, 85, 90, 94, 96, 101, 102, 103, 108
112 , 116, 123, 126, 131; (4, 7, 14, 15
16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 24, 25^ 26, 28, 30
32, 33 , 34 , 36 , 37, 39) .
3, 13, 16, 22, 24, 26, 27, 34, 44, 45,
46, 47, 48, 57, 59, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66,
68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 77, 90, 92, 94, 95,
96, 97, 98, 101 , 102 , 108, 109, 112 /
113, 116, 117, 123, 126, 128, 131, 134;
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(1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 
20, 21, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 
36, 37, 39, 40).
Ellesmere Island 3, 55, 59, 66, 69, 71, 72, 93, 108, 109,
112, 134; (1, 16, 18, 20, 21, 27, 33,
34 , 40) .
Svalbard 7, 14, 36, 46, 63, 71, 72, 85, 94, 96,
97, 99, 108, 123, 128, 130, 131; (3, 4,
5, 7, 10, 15, 18_, 19, 20, 21, 24, 28,
30, 31, 33, 35_r 36, 37, 39).
Western Australia 9, 12, 14, 18, 21, 24, 27, 31, 32, 36,
39, 46, 69, 71, 74, 89, 90, 93, 94, 95, 
96, 97, 101, 104, 108, 110, 111, 117, 
118, 123, 128 , 132, 133; (4,. 5, 7, 8,
10, 15, 20, 21, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30,
* 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 39) .
Tasmania 13, 14, 29, 33, 101 , 110 , 117, 127, 128,
132 , 134; (4, 8, 32 , 33, 34, 37, 39, 40)
Bowen Basin 22, 34, 36, 39, 70, 71, 73, 76, 92, 101,
110 , 127, 128, 134; (7, 8, 10, 21, 26,
32, 33, 37, 40) •
Peninsular India 13, 14, 16, 31, 36, 74, 96, 101, 106,
108, 110, 128, 131, 132; (4, 5, 8, 10,
21, 30, 32, 33, 37, 39).
Kashmir
1 1 4
14, 16, 33, 34, 39, 71, 74, 101, 106, 
108, 110, 123, 128, 131; (4, 5, 7, 8,
9, 16^ , 21, 32 , 33, 35_, 36 , 37, 39).
Arabia 24, 39, 63, 72, 100, 101, 108, 119, 122, 
131; (7, 10, 16, 19, 21, 32, 33, 35, 39)
Iran (4, 5, 10, 15, 18, 21, 30, 32, 33, 37).
(2) Artinskian
Ural Mountains 5, 7, 14, 16, 18, 19, 38, 54, 66, 72, 
73, 76, 78, 80, 83, 84, 87, 91, 109, 
112, 113, 115, 116, 128, 133, 136, 141, 
142, 143, 149, 156; (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
9, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 30, 31, 32, 
34 , 35^ , 37 , 38 , 39, 40, 41, 43, 44).
Pakistan 3, 13, 14, 16, 22, 24, 29, 33, 38, 43, 
62, 77, 94, 113, 114, 115, 117, 121, 128 
132, 140, 142, 143, 144, 149, 156, 157; 
(1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 16, 17, 23, 32, 33, 
34, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 43, 44, 45).
Carnic Alps 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 14, 36, 41, 48, 54, 87, 
95, 97, 101, 106, 107, 110, 113, 119, 
124, 128, 132, 134, 136, 142, 143, 156, 
157; (1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 13, 16, 17, 
19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 27, 28, 32, 35, 37, 
38, 39, 40, 41, 44, 45).
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Darvaz
Texas
Guatemala
Yukon
Timan
(1, 3, 4, 6, 9, 10, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20,
21, 22, 23, 24, 28, 29, 30, 34, 35, 37,
38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 47) •
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 , 8, 10, 11, 15, 16,
20, 21, 23, 25, 26, 28, 36, 37, 39, 40,
41, 42, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51,
53, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 63, 64, 69,
72, 73, 74, 75, 79, 81, 82, 84, 85, 86,
87, 92, 93, 96, 98, 99, 102, 104, 105,
109, 111, 112, 113, 115 , 116, 118, 119,
127, 128, 137, 138, 139 , 142, 147, 148,
149, 152, 153, 158; ■df 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 , 13 , 14, 16, 17 , 18
19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 28, 30, 31, 32,
34, 35, 37, 38, 39, 40, 42, 43, 47) •
2, 5, 7, 16, 24, 39, 45, 50, 57, 79, 81, 
104, 113, 116, 128; (1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 
10, 14 , 17, 20, 21, 23^ , 28, 32, 34 , 37, 
39_, 46) .
3, 16, 33, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 65, 68,
72, 73, 75, 76, 78, 80, 83, 87, 90, 91, 
100, 107, 108, 112, 115, 120, 126, 128, 
129, 136, 143, 144, 146, 155; (1, 5, 7,
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 26, 29, 
31, 34, 36, 37, 38, 41, 44).
16, 22, 24, 25, 54, 71, 72, 73, 78, 84,
100, 109, 112, 121, 128, 136; (5, 6, 16,
17_, 18_, 19 , 20, 21, 22, 26, 30, 31, 36, 
37, 38) .
Pechora Basin
116
9, 18, 19, 22, 54, 61, 66, 70, 72, 73,
CO CO CO CO CO 91, 112, 120, 121, 128,
136 , 142; (4, 6, 16 , 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,
CNCN 31, 36, 37, 33, 40) .
Taimyr Peninsula 14, 19, 22, 33, 52, 72, 83, 84, 112, 118
146, 149; (4, 6, 7, 15, 19, 22, 31, 35,
41, 43).
Kolyma 7, 14, 27, 52, 72, 78, 84, 87, 120, 122,
128, 136; (3, 4, 6, 15, 19, 21, 22, 36,
37, 38) .
Western Australia 9,
35,
113
142
9,
38,
12, 14, 17, 24, 27, 30, 31, 32, 34,
38, 43, 54 , 67, 77, 84, 89, 109 r
115, 120, 125, 128, 130, 131, 136,
146, 151, 154, 155; (4, 5, 6, 7,
16, 17, 21, 22, 30, 32, 33, 36, 37, 
40, 41, 43, 44) .
New Zealand 32, 34, 38, 43, CO 103, 108, 118, 123
130,r 135 , 145, 146, 150; (7, 9, 22, 28
29, 35, 36, 37, 38, 41, 43) .
Bowen Basin 14, 22, 24, 34, 43, 54, 83, 84, 88, 90
103,r 108 , 115, 118, 120, 123, 130, 145
146,, 150 , 155; (4, 15, 7, 9, 16, 22, 28
29, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 43, 44) •
Sydney Basin 22, 34, 83, 84, 90, 118, 120, 123, 130
145,146, 150, 155; (6, 7, 22, 35, 36, 
37, 41, 43, 44) .
Tasmania 34, 43, 83, 84, 90, 120, 123, 130, 146,
150; (7, 9, 22, 34, 36, 37, 39, 41, 43).
(3) Kungurian/Ufimian
1 17
If 4, 5, 6, 8, 11, 15, 16, 18, 20,
CN
27, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 38, 39, 40, 44,
45, 48, 51, 52, 53, 54, 58, 61, 63, 64,
66, 69, 70, 71, 72, 74, 76, 98, 99, 101
109, 116; (1, 3 , 4, 5, 6, 8 , 9, 10, 11,
14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 23, 25, 33, 37,
39) .
Phosphoria Complex 17, 54, 55, 56, 57, 67, 77, 81, 83,
102; (6, 18, 19, 21, 26, 29, 30, 34).
British Columbia 10, 19, 35, 56, 63, 80, 00 u> 92, 93, 97,
98, 109; (4, 6, 13, 15, 16, 18, 19, 29,
30, 32, 33, 37) •
Yukon 17, 19, 37, 46, 47, 51, 56, 57, 59, 60,
62, 63, 80, 83, 84, 89, 98, 100 , 104 ,
108; (6, 14 , 15 , 16 , 17 , 18 , 19 , 29, 30
31, 33, 34, 36) •
Kolyma 34, 47, 48, 56, 57, 60, 61, 77, 86, 90,
93; (12, 16, 17, 19, 26, 31, 32).
Devon Island 7, 11, 19, 46, 47, 48, 57, 62, 63, 68,
76, 77, 87, 89, 92, 93, 98, 103, 108, 
109; (4, 5, 6, 15, 16, 17, 19, 22, 25,
26, 31, 32, 33, 35, 36, 37).
Pechora Basin 7, 13, 14, 17, 36, 42, 46, 47, 48, 51,
57, 60, 61, 63, 77, 84, 85, 89, 93, 98, 
103; (4, 6, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 
26, 31, 32, 33, 35).
Ural Mountains
1 18
3, 10, 11, 14, 17, 47, 49, 51, 57, 60,
68, 75, 76, 77, 78, 80, 83, 84, 93, 98,
103 , 109 , 116; (1, 2, 4 , 5, 6, 14, 16,
18, 19, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29, 30, 31,
32, 34, 35, 37, 39).
Pakistan 2, 9, 10, 11, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 28, 41
50, 65, 78, 79, 80, 82, 85, 93, 96, 100, 
103, 104, 105, 109, 113, 116; (1, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 13_, 14 , 18, 20, 27, 28 , 29, 31, 
32, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39) .
Western Australia 10, 11, 12, 19, 22, 24, 25, 28, 36, 43,
57, 80, 91, 93, 95, 98, 103, 111; (4, 5, 
6, 7, 8, 13, 14, 19, 29, 3^ L, 32, 33, 35, 
37) .
New Zealand 10, 19, 24, 36, 62, 73, 80, 88, 94, 100, 
107, 108, 110, 112, 114; (4, 6, 7, 13,
19, 23, 29, 31, 32, 34, 36, 37, 38).
Bowen Basin 10, 17, 24, 57, 62, 73, 80, 81, 84, 88, 
94, 104, 106, 107, 108, 110, 112, 114, 
115, 118; (4, 6, 7, 19, 23, 25, 29, 31,
32, 36, 37, 38, 40).
Sydney Basin 24, 61, 62, 84, 88, 91, 94, 106, 107, 
108, 110, 112, 115, 117; (7, 19, 31, 32, 
36, 37, 38, 40).
Tasmania 9, 24, 62, 88, 91, 94, 98, 106, 107, 
108, 110; (4, 7, 19, 29, 31, 32, 33,
t
36, 37)
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(4) Kazanian
Thailand
Pakistan
Texas
Mexico
4 , 5 , 9, 11, 18, 21, 34 , 38 , 42, 43, 46,
49, 55, 59, 61, 67, 74, 83, 87, 89, 90
91, 96, 106 , 117, 120, 136, 139, 142,
144; (1 , 2, 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 8, 9, 13, 15,
18, 19, 20, 21, 24, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31
33, 35, 36, 40, 41, 43)
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16,
21, 29, 30, 39, 40, 43, 46, 47, 49, 57, 
61, 64, 70, 75, 82, 83, 85, 88, 89,
UD O > 91, 92, 93, 95, 108, 109, 110, 112
116 , 117, 120, 1 2 2 , 127, 130, 131, 134
136 , 141; (1, 2 , 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10,
11, 13, 15, 19, oCN 22, 24, 25, 27
00CM
29, 30, 31, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38 , 39
40, 43).
1, 6, 7, 12, 15, 20, 23, 25 , 31, 32, 33
37, 41, 45, 46, 48, 53, 62, 65, 67, 68,
69, 72, 73, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 87, 88,
95, 112, 116, 118, 120, 128 , 130, 133,
140 , 141, 143; (1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 13,
15, 17, 20, 21, 23, 24, 26, 27, 31, 35,
36, 38, 39, 42, 43).
11, 12, 17, 25, 48, 50, 53, 60, 62, 72,
77, 83, 87, 88, 89, 92, 106 , 112, 115,
117 , 122, 128, 130, 141; (4 , 5, 6, 7,
15, 16, 17, 20, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 30,
33, 34, 35, 37, 38, 39, 43) •
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Phosphoria
Complex
British Columbia
Axel Heiberg 
Island
Yukon
Svalbard
Greenland
Russian Platform
12, 16, 27, 35, 46, 48, 52, 53, 54, 56,
60, 72, 83, 89, 92, 106, 119, 120; (5,
6, 7, 8, 15 , 17, 18 , 19, 20, 2 1_, 24 , 28,
30, 33, 35, 36) .
27, 35, 44, 48, 52, 53, 67, 88, 89, 106;
(7, 8, 14, 15, 16, 17, 20, 27, 28, 33) .
4, 8, 48, 51, 62, 67, 72, 77, 87, 88, 
89, 91, 95, 98, 99, 106, 112, 113, 117, 
120, 121, 122, 129, 130; (1, 4, 15, 16,
20, 23, 26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 
35, 36, 37, 39).
8, 17, 53, 58, 62, 63, 66, 71, 72, 83,
98; (4 , 6, 16, 17, 20, 24 , 32) .
8, 12, 16, 22, 44, 48, 51, 52, 53, 54,
00in 62, 63, 70, 72, 87, CO00 91, 97, 98,
99, 100 , 101 , 105, 106, 112 , 117, 130;
(4, 5 , 6, 7, 14, 15, 16 , 17 , 18, 19, 20,
26, 27, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35, 39) .
8, 11, 12, 14, 19, 22, 44, 48, 53, 54, 
58, 62, 72, 87, 88, 89, 91, 101, 105, 
106, 112, 114, 117, 122, 130; (4, 5, 6,
7, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 26, 27, 28, 
30, 32, 33, 34, 35, 37, 39).
30, 36, 62, 70, 87, 88, 91, 98, 112, 
114, 117, 129; (8, 20, 26, 27, 30, 32,
34 , 35, 39) .
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Germany & 
Poland
11, 22, 24, 26, 28, 37, 58, 62, 87, 88, 
91, 95, 101, 117, 130; (4, 7, 8, 19, 20,
26, 27, 30, 31, 32, 35, 39).
Britain 11, 22, 25, 26, 28, 37, 58, 86, 87, 91, 
95, 101, 117, 130; (4, 6, 7, 8, 19, 26, 
30, 31, 32, 35, 39).
Sicily (1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 11, 12, 13, 15, 19, 
20, 21, 24, 26, 28, 30, 35, 36, 37, 40, 
41, 42).
Tunisia (1, 3, 13, 17, 21, 26, 30, 31, 35, 36, 
41) .
Mongolia 63, 67, 72, 88, 89, 91, 97, 98, 101, 
106, 126; (15, 20, 27, 28, 30, 32, 33,
37) .
Kolyma 16, 19, 62, 63, 67, 70, 72, 87, 88, 91, 
94, 97, 98, 106, 112; (6, 7, 20, 26, 27 
30, 31, 32, 33, 34) .
Orulgan Mountains 60, 63, 70, 88, 98, 100, 103, 106; (7,
20, 27, 32 , 33) .
Taimyr Peninsula 8, 11, 16, 48, 60, 62, 63, 67, 68, 70,
00 00 94, 98, 112, 122; (4, 6, m<—icol
20, 25, 26, 31, 32, 34, 37).
16, 53, 58, 81, 87, 91, 94, 106, H I ,
112 , 122 , 123, 125, 126, 138; (6, 17,
19, 24, 26, 30, 31, 33, 34, 37, 40) .
New Zealand
122
Sydney Basin 71, 102, 104 , 124, 125, 126, 132 , 135,
138; (20, 32 , 33 , 34, 37, 39 , 40) .
Bowen Basin 11, 16, 29, 62, 63, 71, 81, 87, 92, 94
97, 107, 122 , 124, 125, 126, 132 , 135,
137, 138; (4, 6, 7, 20, 24, 26, 30, 31
32, 33, 37, 39, 40) .
Tasmania 29, 71, 102, 104 , 124, 125, 126, 132;
(7, 20, 32, 33, 37, 39) •
(5) Tatarian
Armenia 1. 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 17. 25. 30, 33, 36
38, 39, 41, 45, 46
64, 65, 66, 67, 70
86, 88, 89, 90, 91
112 , 117 , 122; (1,
13, 14, 15, 17, 18
26, 30, 35, 36, 37
48, 50, 53, 58, 59, 
71, 75, 77, 78, 82, 
102, 103, 107, 109, 
2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 11, 
19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 
39, 40).
Northern Hungary 4, 13, 33, 36, 43, 46, 50, 53, 66, 88,
92, 93, 95, 105, 108, 112, 117; (1, 5, 
11, 13, 15, 18, 20, 30, 31, 33, 35, 37, 
39, 40) .
Yugoslavia 4, 13, 33, 36, 46, 53, 66, 88, 93, 117;
(1, 5, 11, 13, 15, 18, 20, 30, 31, 35, 
40) .
Pamir
Mountains
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 31, 34, 36, 39, 41, 43, 
66, 71, 74, 78, 79, 82, 107, 108, 120; 
(1, 3, 5, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15, 20, 22, 24,
25, 26, 36, 37, 42)
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Tibet
Pakistan
Iran
Cambodia
Japan
Nepal
1, 31, 43, 44, 49, 51, 52, 56, 66, 71,
CN00 84, 85 , 87, 92, 95, 96, 100, 107,
108 , 116, 117, 119; (1, 5, 6, 9, 15,
17, 18, 19 , 20, 22, 26, 28, 29, 30, 33,
34, 35, 36 , 37, 39, 40, 41) •
1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10 , 11, 13 , 18, 21,
22, 23, 32, 36, 40, 41, 43, 46, 49, 51,
53, 54, 59, 62, 66, 67, 71, 78, 80, 82,
84, 85, 86, 87, 92, 93, 95, 96, 99, 100,
101, 107, 108, 109, 113, 116, 117, 119; 
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 13, 15,
18, 19, 20, 22, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 
31, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 39, 40, 41).
1, 4, 9, 12, 13, 17, 41, 43, 46, 51, 53,
56, 00in 59, 62, 66, 67, 86, 87, 93, 105
107 , 112, 116; (1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 17, 18,
19, 25, 30, 31, 3 3 , 36, 39).
4, 6, 9, 25, 26 , 31, 32, 33, 36, 40, 41
43, 44, 51, 53, 54, 58 , 60, 66,' 67, 70,
77, 82, 84, 95, 100, 107, 108; (1, 2, 3
5, 8, 9, 10, 11 , 13, 15, 17_, 18, 19, 20
22, 24, 26, 28, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 3 9 )
9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 23, 31, 46, 59, 63,
66, 84, 95, 107 , 108; (3, 4, 5, 6, 8,
9, 15, 18, 19, 20, 28, 33, 36, 37). 
(5, 6, 7, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 30, 32,
33, 34, 35, 37, 39)
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Southern China I ,  4 ,  5 ,  9 ,  1 2 ,  2 5 ,  3 3 ,  4 1 ,  4 3 ,  4 6 ,  4 8 ,  
4 9 ,  5 3 ,  5 4 ,  5 9 ,  6 6 ,  6 7 ,  7 1 ,  7 7 ,  8 4 ,  8 7 ,  
9 3 ,  1 0 7 ,  1 0 9 ,  1 1 7 ,  1 19 ;  ( 1 ,  3 ,  4 ,  6 ,  8 ,
I I ,  1 4 ,  1 5 ,  1 7 ,  1 8 ,  1 9 ,  2 0 ,  2 2 ,  2 4 ,  2 8 ,  
3 0 ,  3 1 ,  3J3, 3 5 ,  3 6 ,  3 7 ,  4 0 ,  41)  .
Timor 6 ,  1 2 ,  1 7 ,  1 9 ,  2 2 ,  2 3 ,  3 1 ,  3 6 ,  4 3 ,  4 9 ,  
5 1 ,  5 5 ,  6 6 ,  7 1 ,  8 1 ,  8 2 ,  8 4 ,  8 7 ,  8 9 ,  9 5 ,  
1 0 0 ,  1 0 5 ,  1 0 7 ,  1 0 8 ,  1 1 2 ,  1 1 7 ,  1 1 8 ;  ( 2 ,
4 ,  5 ,  6 ,  7 ,  8 ,  9 ,  1 3 ,  1 5 ,  1 7 ,  1 8 ,  1 9 ,  
2 0 ,  2 2 ,  2 6 ,  2 8 ,  3 0 ,  3 3 ,  3 4 ,  3 5 ,  3 6 ,  3 7 ,  
3 9 ,  40)  .
Northwestern 
Aust.
1 2 ,  1 3 ,  2 2 ,  2 3 ,  2 7 ,  2 8 ,  4 9 ,  5 1 ,  6 6 ,  84 ,  
8 7 ,  9 5 ,  1 1 4 ,  1 1 5 ;  ( 4 ,  5 ,  7 ,  8 ,  1 7 ,  1 8 ,
2 0 ,  2 8 ,  3 0 ,  3 3 ,  3 9 ) .
Texas 7 ,  8 ,  1 3 ,  1 4 ,  1 6 ,  2 0 ,  2 4 ,  2 9 ,  3 5 ,  3 7 ,  4 0 ,  
4 2 ,  4 7 ,  6 1 ,  6 8 ,  6 9 ,  7 2 ,  7 3 ,  7 6 ,  8 2 ,  8 9 ,  
9 7 ,  9 8 ,  9 9 ,  1 0 3 ,  1 0 4 ,  1 0 6 ,  1 0 8 ,  1 1 0 ,
1 1 8 ,  1 2 1 ;  ( 3 ,  5 ,  6 ,  7 ,  8 ,  1 3 ,  1 5 ,  1 6 ,
1 9 ,  2 0 ,  2 3 ,  2 4 ,  2 6 ,  3 0 ,  3 4 ,  3 5 ,  3 6 ,  3 7 ,  
3 8 ,  4 0 ,  4 2 ) .
Kolyma 2 2 ,  5 9 ,  6 2 ,  7 9 ,  8 7 ,  9 5 ,  1 1 2 ;  ( 6 ,  7 ,
1 9 ,  2 4 ,  2 5 ,  3 3 ,  39)  .
Taimyr Peninsula 2 2 ,  5 7 ,  8 3 ,  8 7 ,  9 4 ,  9 5 ,  1 0 0 ,  1 1 1 ;  ( 7 ,
1 9 ,  2 7 ,  3 0 ,  3 2 ,  3 3 ,  3 4 ,  3 9 ) .
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APPENDIX 4
Matrices of' d iss im ilarity  coefficients on which the results shown in text figures 3 to 12 were based 
Sakmarian Gerera
Texas 13
Kansas 2 9 5
Oregon 5 7 3 3 43
Thailand 5 5 4 5 6 0 6 0
Southern China 6 2 46 6 7 5 4 40
Inner Mongolia 61 3 9 50 50 39 4 4
Pamir Mountains 5 0 30 50 50 50 50
Fergana 6 4 45 73 7 3 6 4 45
U r a l  Mountains 3 5 49 3 3 30 30 17
Tim an 4 2 3 3 48 4 3 50 46
Taimyr Peninsula
V ‘
56 4 4 78 50 72 61
Kolyma 5 0 42 6 7 5 4 55 37
Yukon 4 5 5 0 43 3 7 45 42
Ellesmere Is land 5 0 50 6 7 50 50 6 7
Svalbard 41 2 4 5 3 41 6 5 47
Western A ustra lia 6 5 5 5 6 2 6 0 75 6 7
Tasmania 91 8 2 100 8 2 100 91
Bowen Basin 7 9 7 9 86 9 3 93 9 3
Peninsular Ind ia 71 5 0 86 79 93 71
Kashmir 6 4 5 7 71 79 79 6 4
Arabia 7 0 5 0 6 0 6 0 70 50
6 0
4 5 • 9 0
11 30 36
5 0 3 0 5 5 2 4
72 70 73 3 3 28
50 30 7 3 17 21 44
4 4 2 0 7 3 41 24 22 12
6 7 70 91 2 5 42 6 7 50 17
6 5 6 0 82 18 41 59 35 3 5 75
61 30 8 2 58 61 56 5 4 55 6 7 41
100 9 0 100 8 2 73 82 82 55 91 82 4 5
100 70 100 93 79 79 86 43 8 3 79 5 7 5 5
9 3 6 0 91 6 4 6 4 79 6 4 50 9 2 5 7 2 9 4 5 71
86 40 91 57 50 71 57 43 8 3 5 7 36 55 5 7
6 0 70 80 50 40 70 40 40 8 0 6 0 6 0 9 0 80
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1b) Artinskian Genera
Pakistan 
Camic Alps
63
61 70
Texas 52 74 54
Guatemal a 60 73 67 7
Yukon 52 74 79 67 87
Tim an 37 68 81 50 80 44
Pechora Basin 33 81 77 62 93 52 37
Taimyr 42 67 92 58 100 50 67 58
Kolyma 33 83 58 58 83 42 58 42 67
Western
Australia 68 67 79 81 80 78 62 67 75 50
New Zealand 86 86 100 85 100 86 92 92 75 92 50
Bowen Basin 76 76 90 86 93 62 75 76 50 75 48 21
Sydney Basin 85 92 100 85 100 62 85 77 58 83 54 38 0
Tasmania 80 90 100 90 100 60 90 80 70 80 40 30 0
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1c) KunfTurian/Ufimian Genera
Phosphor!a
B r i t i s h
Columbia 75 80
Y u k o n 8 5 6o 5 0
K o l y m a 8 2 7 0 8 2 6 4
D e v o n  I s l a n d 7 0 8 0 5 0 5 5 5 5
P e c h o r a  B a s i n 7 6 7 0 7 5 5 0 3 6 4 5
U r a l s 7 4 6 0 5 0 5 5 5 5 5 0 4 8
P a k i s t a n 8 9 9 0 5 8 7 5 91 7 5 8 1 61
W e s t e r n
A u s t r a l i a 8 9 9 0 5 8 7 8 8 2 6 7 7 2 61 5 6
N e w  Z e a l a n d 1 0 0 1 0 0 7 5 6 7 1 0 0 8 0 9 3 8 7 7 3 6 7
B o w e n  B a s i n 1 0 0 7 0 8 3 6 5 91 8 5 8 5 7 5 8 0 7 8 2 0
S y d n e y  B a s i n 9 3 1 0 0 1 0 0 7 9 91 8 6 8 6 9 3 1 0 0 8 6 4 3 21
T a s m a n i a 91 1 0 0 91 7 3 1 0 0 7 3 91 91 91 7 3 3 6 2 7
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1 d ) K a z a n i a n
Pakistan 50
Texas 87 74
Mexico 75 54
Phosphoria Complex: 72 61
British Columbia. 70 80
Axel Heiberg Islam d 6 7 58
Yukon 91 91
Svalbard 86 71
Greenland 76 64
Russian Platform 75 50
Germany & Poland. 73 60
Britain 71 64
Mongolia 64 73
Orulgan Mountains 87 75
Taimyr Peninsula 81 69
New Zealand 80 73
Sydney Basin 100 100
Bowen Basin 90 75
Tasmania 100 87
Kolyma 73 67
46
6 7 50
60 50 30
54 50 72 50
73 55 73 90 64
68 54 56 40 42 36
64 42 61 40 46 55 24
67 58 100 90 33 82 33
60 60 100 90 53 82 40
64 64 100 100 64 91 50
73 64 73 60 36 73 27
87 62 75 75 62 75 25
62 56 81 80 50 64 44
80 67 80 80 67 82 53
100 100 100 100 100 89 100
90 75 89 100 85 73 75
100 100 100 100 100 87 100
60 60 80 70 4o 64 20
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33 58
43 75 14
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75 62 87 100 50
56 58 80 86 73 50
53 75 80 79 73 87 67
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1 e ) T a t a r i o n  G e n e r a
Hungary 47
Yugoslavia 20 0
Pamirs 40 71 70
Tibet 74 65 so 60
Pakistan 58 29 20 45 17
Iran 42 47 40 70 65
Cambodia 46 53 50 55 52
J apan 67 67 70 73 60
Southern
China 31 53 30 60 57
Timor 63 53 70 60 39
N-W A u s tra lia 93 79 so 93 57
Texas 87 8 8 90 85 91
Kolyma 71 71 100 <36 71
Taimyr 100 87 100 100 62
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32 58
27 53 53
-
23 42 50 53
37 62 56 47 65
36 64 71 57 64 36
8 1 96 89 87 100 85 93
29 43 86 71 71 43 57 100
50 87 75 87 87 50 62 100
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O re g o n 15 15 17
T h a i l a n d 3 5 18 47 18
S o u t h e r n  C h in a 3 2 16 44 26 18
I n n e r  M o n g o l i a 3 9 2 2 50 22 24 2 8
P a m ir  M o u n t a i n s 3 0 10 30 20 50 50
F e r g a n a 2 5 8 33 25 50 50
U r a l  M o u n ta i n s 0 21 1 1 0 6 0
T im  a n 2 0 14 39 18 29 32
T a im y r  P e n i n s u l a . 3 8 19 6 2 25 50 44
K o ly m a 3 0 2 0 50 2 5 35 26
Y u k o n 2 0 16 33 28 29 21
E l l e s m e r e  I s l a n d . 2 2 2 2 4 4 11 22 3 3
S v a l b a r d 21 5 39 16 47 3 7
W e s te r n  A u s t r a l i s . 30 10 50 29 53 42
T a s m a n ia 6 2 3 7 8 7 50 62 3 7
B ow en B a s i n 6 7 2 2 6 7 44 56 44
P e n i n s u l a r  I n d i a 4o 10 60 50 70 40
K a s h m ir 31 8 38 38 54 38
A r a b i a 2 2 11 3 3 33 44 33
I r a n 3 0 10 6 0 30 50 30
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2 a )  S a k m a r ia n  F a m i l i e s
6 0
42 50
6 10 8
33 30 25 0
50 30 50 12 19
39 2 0 50 5 20 25
2 2 2 0 42 8 14 12 10
11 6 7 56 0 11 3 3 33 1 1
50 20 42 5 21 50 26 21 56
50 0 33 10 2 4 19 25 19 44 26
6 2 6 2 62 12 2 5 25 25 0 62 50 12
4 4 44 78 22 44 44 33 1 1 6 7 ■ 44 1 1 37
8 0 30 6 0 20 30 30 30 10 78 20 0 25 33
6 2 4o 58 15 15 31 31 15 67 31 15 25 33 20
56 56 56 1 1 11 44 22 22 67 22 22 6 2 44 44 2 2
6 0 30 70 10 30 30 20 10 6 7 10 10 50 44 20 40
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2 b ) A r t i n s k i a n  F a m i l i e s
P a k i s t a n 2 4
C a m i c  A l p s 2 4 2 9
D a r v a z 16 2 4 19
T e x a s 8 2 4 19 17
G u a t e m a l a 2 8 4 4 3 3 2 2 6
Y u k o n 3 0 4 5 5 0 3 5 3 0
T i m  a n 2 0 5 3 4 7 3 3 13
P e c h o r a  B a s i n 14 4 3 2 9 21 7
T a i m y r 2 0 50 40 3 0 2 0
K o l y m a 2 0 5 0 2 0 2 0 2 0
W e s t e r n
A u s t r a l i a 16 16 3 2 26 21
New Z e a l a n d 36 36 36 18 2 7
B o w e n  B a s i n 2 7 2 7 3 3 13 2 7
S y d n e y  B a s i n 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 3
T a s m a n i a 2 2 11 4 4 2 2 2 2
61
6 0  13
6 4 21 14
9 0 4 0 6 0 5 0
6 0 3 0 3 0 2 0 5 0
61 42 3 3 2 9 4 0 3 0
7 2 36 6 4 6 4 50 6 0 2 7
6 7 4 0 6 7 5 7 3 0 5 0 2 7 9
7 8 3 3 56 56 3 3 56 11 2 2  0
56 3 3 6 7 6 7 56 6 7 2 2 2 2  11
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2 c )  K u n p n r i a n / U f i m i a n  F a m i l i e s
Phosphoria
British
6 2
Columbia 42 3 7
Yukon 46 2 5 3 3
Kolyma 71 71 5 7 4 3
Devon Island 4 4 6 2 3 3 3 8 14
Pechora Basin 4 3 50 2 5 31 1 4 21
Urals 5 0 12 2 5 31 2 9 2 5 2 9
Pakistan 5 0 5 0 42 46 71 5 0 4 3 3 3
Western
Australia 4 3 6 2 3 3 5 4 5 7 36 36 2 9 14
New Zealand 6 2 50 42 5 4 5 7 46 5 4 3 8 15 31
Bowen Basin 5 4 6 2 50 6 2 57 3 8 6 2 38 31 3 8 15
Sydney Basin 7 5 8 7 6 2 6 2 5 7 3 7 6 2 5 0 2 5 3 7 12 0
Tasmania 56 7 5 3 3 4 4 5 7 2 2 4 4 3 3 2 2 11 11 11
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P a k i s t a n 1 9
T e x a s 3 2 2 3
M e x i c o ^ 3 1 9 3 3
P h o s p h o r i a  C o m p l e x : 1 2 1 9 3 1 3 1
B r i t i s h  C o l u m b i a 5 0 3 0 4 0 2 0 3 0
A x e l  H e i b e r g  
I s l a n d 3 9 2 2 4 4 2 2 5 6 4 0
Y u k o n 4 2 4 3 4 3 1 4 4 3 5 7 4 3
S v a l b a r d 4 2 3 2 4 7 2 1 3 1 2 0 3 3 1 4
G r e e n l a n d 4 0 2 5 5 0 2 0 2 5 2 0 2 8 2 9
R u s s i a n  P l a t f o r m 4 4 2 2 3 3 2 2 5 6 6 7 1 1 7 1
G e r m a n y  & P o l a n d 3 3 1 7 3 3 3 3 5 0 6 0 2 5 5 7
B r i t a i n 2 7 1 8 3 6 3 6 4 5 8 0 3 6 5 7
S i c i l y 1 7 2 2 3 6 4 8 2 5 6 0 4 4 4 3
T u n i s i a 9 3 6 1 8 6 4 5 5 9 0 4 5 8 6
M o n g o l i a 3 7 1 2 6 2 1 2 3 7 3 7 0 7 1
K o l y m a 4 0 2 0 4 0 2 0 5 0 6 0 2 0 5 7
O r u l g a n  M o u n t a i n s 6 0 2 0 4 0 2 0 4 0 2 0 2 0 6 0
T a i m y r  P e n i n s u l a 3 6 1 8 4 5 3 6 6 4 7 0 2 7 4 3
N e w  Z e a l a n d 2 7 1 8 5 5 2 7 4 5 8 0 4 5 5 7
S y d n e y  B a s i n 5 7 1 4 7 1 2 9 7 1 7 1 1 4 7 1
B o w e n  B a s i n 3 1 1 5 4 6 2 3 5 4 7 0 3 1 2 9
T a s m a n i a 6 7 1 7 5 0 1 7 5 0 5 0 1 7 7
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Kazanian Families
5
11 11
1 7  1 7  11
1 8 1 8 3 3 9
5 3 4 5 4 4 4 2 3 6
6 4 6 4 6 7 6 4 6 4 1 8
2 5 0 5 0 5 0 7 5 3 7 8 7
1 0 1 0 3 3 3 0 4 0 6 0 7 0 3 7
0 0 4 0 2 0 6 0 8 0 1 0 0 2 0 0
3 6 2 7 4 4 4 5 4 5 3 6 8 2 5 0 4 0 6 0
3 6 2 7 6 7 6 4 5 5 3 6 6 4 6 2 4 o 8 0 5 5
2 9 1 4 4 3 5 7 71 5 7 1 0 0 4 3 4 3 4 0 4 3 4 3
3 1 2 3 4 4 3 3 2 7 3 8 7 3 3 7 2 0 2 0 3 6 2 7 1 4
1 7 0 5 0 3 3 5 0 6 7 1 0 0 3 3 3 3 2 0 5 0 6 7 1 7
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2e) Tatar!an Families
H u n g a r y  21
Y u g o s l a v i a 1 8 0
P a m i r s 23 37 33
T i b e t 2 7 21 27 30
P a k i s t a n 21 7 9 19 9
I r a n 2 9 30 43 6 4 29 7
C a m b o d ia 21 21 27 23 2 3 12 3 6
J a p a n 2 9 37 6 4 30 21 7 30 14
N e p a l 3 3 43 33 73 20 20 43 33 30
S o u t h e r n
C h i n a 22 21 1 8 37 27 13 21 30 14 33
T i m o r 2 3 21 27 44 14 8 29 21 7 13 30
N—W A u s t r a l i a 43 43 6 4 73 27 9 43 2 7 36 36 27 0
T e x a s 3 3 43 37 31 43 19 30 38 36 40 43 29 33
K o ly m a 43 71 100 71 43 0 43 43 37 2 9 43 2 9 37
T a i m y r 6 2 6 2 87 100 37 23 62 30 73 12 62 2 3 30
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APPENDIX 5
Principal component analysis co-ordinates used in text 
figures 3t> to 12b
To fac i li ta te  graphic representation co-ordinates 
been transformed to remove negative values.
a) Co-ordinates used in text figure 3 t>
have
X y z
Bolivia -0 . 2 8 6 -0.181 -0.354
Texas - 0 . 4 3 9 -0.194 -O.265
Kansas -0 . 4 5 3 -0.263 -0.396
Oregon 0.013 -0.214 -O.169
Thailand 0.069 -0.371 0 . 1 3 1
Southern China 0.057 -O.265 0 . 3 9 9
Inner Mongolia -0.096 -0 . 4 4 3 0 . 2 9 9
Pamir Mountains 0.029 0.058 -0 . 2 4 4
Fergana -0.309 - 0 . 3 3 7 0.606
Ural Mountains 0.112 -0 . 3 9 5 0.154
Tim an 0.222 -0.127 -0.060
Taimyr Peninsula 0.331 -0.018 -0.025
Kolyma 0 . 3 5 4 -0.111 - 0 . 0 1 4
Yukon 0 . 4 2 4 0.092
r—•
01
Ellesmere Island 0 . 4 3 3 -0.188 -O.265
Svalbard -O.129 -o .o i4 -0.145
Western Australia - 0 . 154 0 . 4 6 6 0 . 0 3 5
Tasmania 0 . 0 1 8 0 . 7 3 5 0 . 2 4 7
Bowen Basin 0 . 0 5 1 O.632 -0 . 0 3 9
Peninsular India -O.219 0 . 6 0 8 0.125
Kashmir - 0 . 0 8 2 0 . 5 2 3 0.025
Arabia 0 . 0 5 3 0 . 0 0 7 0.125
13 6
C o - o r d i n a t e s  u sed in  t e x t  f i g u r e 4 b
X y z
B o l i v i a 0 . 0 9 1 - 0 . 0 5 6 0 . 0 2 1
T ex as 0 . 2 6 0 - 0 . 0 4 2 - O . O 59
K ansas 0 . 4 9 9 - O . 3 1 5 - O . 2 3 8
Oregon 0 . 0 9 6 - O . 3 2 8 0 . 1 0 7
T h a i l a n d
00•O1 - 0 . 4 2 1 - 0 . 0 8 3
S o u th e r n  Ch ina - O . 1 9 6 - 0 . 1 4o - 0 . 0 9 1
I n n e r  M ongo l ia - O . 3 1 I - 0 . 4 9 5 - 0 . 0 9 8
Pam ir  M ou n ta in s 0 . 3 2 3 0 . 2 1 2 0 .  1 46
Fe r g a n a 0 . 2 7 4 - 0 . 2 6 2 - O . 2 9 1
U r a l  M ou n ta in s - O . O 7 I - 0 . 1 6 2 0 . 0 1 7
Tim an 0 . 0 8 2 - 0 . 4 2 8 0 . 4 0 1
Taim yr  P e n i n s u l a - 0 . 2 2 2 0 . 1 7 6 0 . 0 7 6
Kolyma - O . 1 3 O 0 . 0 9 4 0 .  132
Yukon - O . 2 5 8 0 .  121 0 . 0 7 5
E l l e s m e r e  I s l a n d - 0 . 3 5 8 - 0 . 5 4 8 0 . 0 8 1
S v a lb a r d 0 . 3 2 5 0 . 1 0 5 0 . 2 1  1
"Western A u s t r a l i a 0 . 0 4 5 0 . 3 9 9 0 . 0 2 3
T asm an ia - 0 . 4 8 5 0 . 4 5 4 - 0 . 1 7 4
Bowen B a s in - 0 . 2 4 2 0 . 3 5 0 - 0 . 1 7 9
P e n i n s u l a r  I n d i a O.O89 0 . 5 8 9 0 . 0 5 7
K ashm ir 0 . 0 7 8 0 . 3 4 8 - 0 . 2 8 7
A r a b i a 0 . 2 2 5 0 . 0 6 0 - O . 3 1 1
I r a n 0 . 0 6 8 O . 2 9 0 0 . 4 6 3
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c) Co-ordinates used
Ural Mountains
Pakistan
Carnic Alps
Texas
Guatemala
Yukon
Tim an
Pechora Basin 
Taimyr Peninsula 
Kolyma
Veste rn Au s t r alia 
New Zealand 
Bowen Basin 
Sydney Basin 
Tasmania
in text fieaire 5b
x
- 0 . 2 4 2  
0 . 185 
0 . 2 9 4  
0 . 4 2 1  
0 . 7 1 6  
- 0 . 4 0 6  
- 0 . 3 1 2  
- 0 . 4 7 5  
- O . 2 9 9  
- O . 3 1 3  
0 . 0 7 6  
0 . 2 5 4  
0 . 0 4 1  
0 . 0 1 2  
0 . 0 4 6
y
0 . 3 9 6
0 . 1 9 0
0 . 4 2 1
0 . 4 8 6
0 . 4 7 4
0 . 1 0 7  
0 . 3 3 7  
0 . 2 7 0  
- 0 . 0 2 6  
0 . 2 9 7  
- 0 . 2 4 4  
- 0 . 6 1 8  
- 0 . 6 8 4  
— 0 .6  86 
- 0 . 7 2 0
0 . 0 1 4  
- O . 2 5 8  
- 0 . 411
O . 3 6 9
0 . 2 5 4  
0 . 2 0 8  
0 . 0 7 2  
- 0 . 0 3 5  
0 .3 6 0  
- 0 . 2 8 6  
- 0 . 4 8 7  
- 0 . 1 0 8  
0 . 0 9 3  
0 . 1 9 3
0 .022
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C o -o rd in a te s  used in  t e x t  f ifrure 6 b
X y z
U ra l  Mountains - 0 . 0 1 5 - 0 . 1 2 4 0 . 0 5 2
P a k i s t a n - 0 . 2 0 5 0 . 2 3 4 - 0 . 1 2 2
C arn ic  Alps - 0 . 1 7 4 - 0 . 0 9 1 0 . 3 5 5
Darvaz
T—•01 0 . 0 2 0 0 . 1 1 7
Texas - 0 . 1 7 6 - 0 . 2 1 1 0 . 0 2 7
Guatemala - 0 . 7 7 8 - 0 . 2 8 6 - O . OO 5
Yukon 0 . 3 0 6 - 0 . 1 6 7 - 0 . 3 7 5
Tim an 0 . 2 2 3 - 0 . 5 3 4 - O . 3 0 9
Pechora  Basin 0 . 2 1 3 - O . 5 1 O - O . O 1 9
Taimyr P e n in s u la 0 . 3 6 6 0 . 1 1 1 o . 4 i o
Kolyma 0 .  1 43 - 0 . 4 2 0 0 . 2 1 0
Western A u s t r a l i a 0 . 1 1 9 0 . 126 - 0 . 0 7 1
New Zealand 0 . 0 3 7 0 . 455 - 0 . 0 9 1
Bowen Basin 0 . 0 6 4 0 . 5 1 6 0 . 0 8 3
Sydney Basin 0 . 2 2 3 0 . 4 3 5 0 . 0 3 8
Tasmania - 0 . 2 0 3 0 . 4 4 6 i 0 • O _k
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C o -o r d in a te s  used  in t e x t - f i r r u r e 7b
X y z
Texas 0 . 0 3 6 - 0 . 2 4 3 0 . 6 8 9
Phosphoria Complex 0 . 3 1 3 - 0 . 2 6 9 - 0 . 5 3 8
British Columbia - 0 . 4 4 3 - 0 . 2 9 0 - 0 . 0 4 1
Yukon 0 . 1 2 1 - 0 . 1 4 7 - 0 . 2 7 4
K o lyma 0 .  437 - 0 . 4 3 0 0 . 0 3 1
Devon Island 0 . 0 3 8 - 0 . 3 0 4 0 . 2 4 3
Pechora Basin 0 . 3 5 6 - 0 . 4 0 8 0 . 0 6 3
Ural Mountains - 0 . 0 4 4 T—0«01 I 0 • —1
Pakistan - 0 . 6 2 3 1 0 • •p- mmJk 1 0 • —1 00
"Western Australia - 0 . 4 8 6 - O . O 3 2 0 . 0 4 3
New Zealand - 0 . 1 8 6 0 . 6 2 3 - 0 . 0 8 8
Bowen Basin 0 . 1 1 2 0 . 6 3 0 - O . 2 3 6
Sydney Basin 0 . 2 6 8 O . 7 I 6 0 . 1 3 6
Tasma n i a 0 . 0 8 1 0 . 6 9 8 0 . 1 7 7
f ) Co-ordinates used in text figure 8 b
X y z
Texas 0 . 1 5 1 - 0 . 2 1 0 0 . 5 7 1
Phosphoria Complex 0 . 5 3 0 - 0 . 4 6 5 - O . 3 7 4
B rit ish  Columbia 0 . 1 6 9 - 0 . 2 4 5 0 . 1 6 8
Yukon 0 . 1 2 7 - 0 . 4 0 8 - 0 . 1 2 1
Kolyma - O . 6 3 2 - 0 . 3 1 4 - 0 . 2 1 4
Devon Island -O.437 - 0 . 1 1 8 0 . 0 5 9
Pechora Basin - O . 2 7 5 - 0 . 3 9 7 0 . 1 2 6
Ural Mountains 0 . 0 8 9 - 0 . 2 5 3 - 0 . 2 2 6
Pakistan 0 . 2 9 2 0 . 2 9 6 0 . 0 7 6
Western Australia 0 . 0 7 0 0 . 1 9 0 O . 3 1 2
New Zealand 0 . 1 4 5 0 . 4 2 6 - 0 . 1 7 5
Bowen Basin - 0 . 0 1 5 0 . 5 0 2 - 0 . 1 4 3
Sydney Basin - O . 1 6 1 0 . 6 0 9 —0 . 1 8 8
Tasmania - 0 . 0 5 5 0 . 3 8 6 0 . 1 2 8
Co-ordinates used in text figure 9b
X y z
Thailand - o . 163 - 0 . 0 3 5 - 0 . 3 5 7
Pakistan - 0 . 2 4 1 - 0 . 0 5 4 - 0 . 2 1 5
Texas - 0 . 1 14 1 0 • - 0 . 2 2 6
Mexico 0 . 0 1 3 - 0 . 2 1 5 - O . 2 3 6
Phosphoria Complex 0 . 3 8 4 - 0 . 0 9 9 - 0 . 6 6 6
Brit ish Columbia 0 . 3 6 3 - 0 . 2 2 7 - O . 5 6 6
Axel Heiberg Island - 0 . 0 0 4 - 0 . 3 0 4 0 . 0 8 2
Yukon 0 . 1 9 7 0 . 0 1 4 0 . 1 2 2
Svalbard 0 . 1 6 0 - 0 . 3 4 7 0 . 2 8 8
Greenland - 0 . 1 6 0 - 0 . 3 0 4 - O . O 1 5
Russian Platform - 0 . 1 6 9 - 0 . 2 3 7 0 . 3 6 3
Germany & Poland - 0 . 6 9 5 1 0 • 00 0 0 . 0 8 1
Britain - 0 . 7 7 2 - 0 . 1 1 3 - 0 . 0 2 1
Mongolia 0 . 2 5 0 - 0 . 1 3 5 0 . 1 3 1
Orulgan Mountains 0 . 4 4 5 - 0 . 1 8 2 0 . 3 2 4
Taimyr Peninsula 0 . 1 9 6 - O . O 9 9 0 . 3 0 6
New Zealand - 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 2 7 2 0 . 0 5 4
Sydney Basin 0 . 0 1 5 0 . 9 5 6 - O . O 1 6
Bowen Basin 0 . 0 2 2 0 . 7 3 9 0 . 1 8 9
Tasmania 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 9 3 9 - O . O 3 6
Kolyma 0 . 2 8 3 - O . 2 1 6 0 . 4 1 5
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Co-ordinates used in text figure 10b
X y z
Thailand - 0 . 0 1 8 0 . 5 2 8 0 . 0 8 8
Pakistan O . O 8 5 0 . 0 7 1 0 . 0 7 7
Texas - 0 . 2 0 3 0 . 3 8 1 - 0 . 2 2 4
Mexico ! O • —1 ro 0 - 0 . 1 6 7 0 . 1 5 2
Phosphoria Complex -0.435 0 . 2 6 6 0 . 1 5 2
British Columbia - 0 . 7 1 4 - 0 . 1 6 8 0 . 1 1 5
Axel Heiberg Island 0.126 - 0 . 1 6 3 - O . O 3 O
Yukon - 0 . 1 2 6 0 . 0 9 6 0 . 2 4 2
Svalbard - 0 . 1 2 7 - 0 . 2 4 4 - 0 . 1 4 6
Greenland - 0 . 0 4 5 - 0 . 3 0 2 - 0 . 0 1 2
Russian Platform 0 . 1 4 4 - 0 . 0 5 6 - O . 4 5 2
Germany & Poland 0 . 0 9 7 - 0 . 0 2 2 -O.525
Britain 0 .  2 5 0 0 . 2 0 8 - 0 . 4 1 5
Sicily 0 . 0 6 1 0 . 5 5 7 0. 1 7 3
Tunisia • -o.o4o 0 . 8 2 8 - 0 . 1 1 4
Mongolia - 0 . 2 0 1 - 0 . 2 8 4 0 . 2 4 5
Kolyma 0 . 0 8 1 - O . 2 3 0 - 0 . 1 5 6
Orulgan Mountains - 0 . 2 9 3 - 0 . 5 4 0 - 0 . 1 9 6
Taimyr Peninsula 0 . 2 8 4 0 . 0 3 9 0 . 0 9 8
New Zealand 0 . 2 9 4 0 . 2 4 3 0 . 4 2 7
Sydney Basin 0. 4 o 6 - 0 . 3 8 4 0 . 3 0 1
Bowen Basin 0 . 3 6 8 - 0 . 1 6 1 0 . 1 6 1
Tasmania 0 . 1 2 5 -O.497 o . o 4 o
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C o - o r d i n a t e s  u sed in  t e x t  f i g u r e 1 1b
X y z
Armenia 0 . 0 2 3 - 0 . 3 3 7 - 0 . 0 0 4
N o r th e r n  Hungary - 0 . 0 0 8 - 0 . 3 5 0 - 0 . 3 1 3
Y u g o s l a v i a - 0 . 1 2 7 - 0 . 6 3 0 - 0 . 2 5 3
Pam ir  M o un ta in s 0 . 3 0 1 - 0 . 2 5 0 0 . 4 8 6
T i b e t 0 . 0 0 4 0 . 2 6 7 0 . 4 2 3
P a k i s t a n - 0 . 2 3 9 0 . 0 6 1 0 . 0 3 9
I r a n - 0 . 3 2 0 - 0 . 1 6 0 - 0 . 2 4 3
Cambodia 0 . 0 3 2 - 0 . 1 8 2 0 .  3 0 3
J a p a n - O . O 3 4 0 . 0 9 9 0 . 2 0 9
S o u th e rn  C h ina - O . 2 6 6 - 0 . 3 1 2 0 . 101
Timor 0 . 0 1 3 0 . 3 7 3 0 . 0 8 9
N o r th w e s t e r n
A u s t r a l i a - O . 1 3 O 0 . 4 9 7 - O . O 7 2
Texas 0 . 9 3 2 0 . 0 4 5 - O . 3 2 9
Kolyma - O . 2 3 9 0 . 4 5 6 - 0 . 3 2 9
Ta im yr  P e n i n s u l a 0 . 0 3 9 0 . 6 4 3 - 0 . 1 0 9
j ) Co-ordinates used in text figure 12b
X y z
Armenia 0 . 0 6 6 - 0 . 2 6 4 - O . 1 2 9
Northern Hungary - 0 . 445 - O . 3 3 6 - 0 . 1 1 3
Yugoslavia -O.43I - O .3 8 O - O . I 3 1
Pamir Mountains 0 . 3 2 6 - O . 4 3 9 - 0 . 1 9 9
Tibet - 0 . 1 7 3 0 . 0 4 3 0 . 1 1 3
Pakistan O.O63 0 . 0 3 2 - 0 . 0 2 1
Iran 0 . 0 0 4 0 . 0 2 4 0 . 0 4 7
Cambodia 0 . 0 8 6 - 0 . 1 4 1 0 . 0 9 2
Japan 0 . 3 1 8 - 0 . 0 7 0 0 . 4 3 7
Nepal - 0 . 1 8 3 0 . 4 3 1 - O . 1 5 2
Southern China - 0 . 0 0 4 - 0 . 2 0 1 0 . 1 6 8
Timor - 0 . 0 7 3 0 . 1 6 3 0 .  194
Northwestern
Australia - 0 . 1  12 0 . 2 1 2 0 . 484
Texas 0 . 2 3 2 - O .O 6 I - O . 3 5 2
Kolyma 0 . 3 6 4 0 . 3 2 0 - 0 . 1 9 2
Taimyr Peninsula - 0 . 2 3 4 0 . 6 8 3 - 0 . 2 4 6
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